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CHAPTER 1

ViPR Controller support for RecoverPoint

This chapter contains the following topics:

l Overview of RecoverPoint support..................................................................... 14
l Overview of RecoverPoint consistency groups creation..................................... 15
l ViPR Controller supported RecoverPoint configurations.................................... 15
l Application management using RecoverPoint volumes.......................................20
l Procedure summary - Creating a block volume with CDP protection..................21
l Procedure Summary - Create Block Volume with CRR Protection.....................29
l Procedure Summary - Create Block Volume in two RecoverPoint systems in

three sites with CRR Protection.........................................................................32
l Create a Volume Snapshot using a RecoverPoint Bookmark.............................. 33
l Block Protection Services > Restore Block Snapshot........................................ 33
l Enabling image access at the remote site ..........................................................34
l Reversing the personalities of the source and target..........................................37
l Switching between synchronous and asynchronous replication modes.............. 40
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Overview of RecoverPoint support
ViPR Controller supports RecoverPoint data protection. RecoverPoint is an EMC
software package that protects your data by replicating it dynamically on other
physical storage.

The RecoverPoint appliance (RPA) is RecoverPoint's intelligent data protection
appliance. RPAs manage all aspects of reliable data replication and they can be
physical hardware or virtual machines. RPAs are used to attain availability. If an RPA
fails, another RPA will pick up the workload.

Note

ViPR Controller supports only physical RecoverPoint appliances. Virtual RecoverPoint
appliances are not supported by ViPR Controller.

The RecoverPoint splitter is proprietary software that is installed on storage
subsystems, and is built-into the VNX/CLARiiON, VMAX, and VPLEX storage systems.
The RecoverPoint splitter is used to “split” the application writes so that they are sent
first to the RecoverPoint appliance and then, to their normally designated storage
volumes.

A RecoverPoint system consists of RecoverPoint splitters and two to eight clustered
RecoverPoint appliances (RPAs) that are used to replicate and protect data.

ViPR Controller services for RecoverPoint
ViPR Controller provides several services in its service catalog that are integrated with
RecoverPoint .

These are some of the ViPR Controller services that are integrated with
RecoverPoint .

Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume

Creates a block volume. By following the instructions in this chapter, you will be
able to create a block volume with RecoverPoint protection. The RecoverPoint
protection is added through the virtual pool configuration.

Block Protection Services > Create Block Snapshot

Creates a RecoverPoint snapshot. See Create a Volume Snapshot using a
RecoverPoint Bookmark.

Block Protection Services > Restore Block Snapshot

Restores a RecoverPoint snapshot. See Block Protection Services > Restore
Block Snapshot.

Block Storage Services > Change Volume Virtual Pool

Moves a volume from one virtual pool to another. The target virtual pool can be
used to add RecoverPoint protection to a volume or change the protection of all
volumes in a consistency group from RecoverPoint + VPLEX CRR to MetroPoint
CRR. See Block Storage Services > Change Volume Virtual Pool and Upgrading an
existing RecoverPoint + VPLEX CRR setup to MetroPoint CRR.

Block Protection Services > Failover Block Volume

This enables image access on the latest image at the remote site. By default,
ViPR failover (using the RecoverPoint test copy) enables image access for a
target copy in logged access mode. In this mode, all new writes are written to the

ViPR Controller support for RecoverPoint
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replica volume and undo information is stored in the image access log, which is
located within the journal. If you run out of journal space, all read/write access at
the target will stop and this would be a problem in a real Disaster Recovery
scenario. You have the option of enabling Direct Access which offers long term
testing since it does not rely on the journal for undo information. When
performing a failover in direct access mode, the journal is not kept and a full
sweep is performed after direct access mode has been achieved. This is an option
for long term tests where the journal may not have enough space for long term
image access mode. See Failover Block Volume on page 34.

Block Protection Services > Swap Continuous Copies

Performs a RecoverPoint failover which reverses the source and target
personalities. The source becomes the target and the target becomes the source.
See Swap continuous copies on page 38.

Block Protection Services > Export Snapshot to a Host

Exports a snapshot of a volume to a host. You can specify the volume's Host LUN
Number (HLU) or have ViPR Controller automatically assign this number.

Overview of RecoverPoint consistency groups creation
All RecoverPoint protected volumes must be part of a ViPR Controller consistency
group. RecoverPoint allows a maximum of 128 consistency groups to be provisioned,
across all RPA clusters, per RecoverPoint system.

When a new consistency group is created as part of a volume provisioning request,
ViPR Controller balances the load across the RPAs. ViPR Controller determines the
primary RPA to service the consistency group by looking at the throughput for all of
the RPAs in the cluster. The RPA with the lowest amount of throughput is selected.

When you have a storage system connected to multiple RecoverPoint systems,
RecoverPoint allows a maximum number of consistency groups equal to 128 x number
of RecoverPoint systems. In this scenario, ViPR Controller first balances across the
RecoverPoint systems. Once the RecoverPoint system is selected, then ViPR
Controller balances across the RPAs within that RecoverPoint system.

When you add a volume to an existing consistency group, there is no balancing across
the RPAs. The volume is added to the RPA that is servicing the existing consistency
group.

ViPR Controller supported RecoverPoint configurations
ViPR Controller supports both CDP and CRR RecoverPoint configurations. The
diagrams in this section show details of the configurations supported by ViPR
Controller.

ViPR Controller supports CLR RecoverPoint configurations as well. These
configurations involve both local and remote replication of your data.

In a ViPR Controller environment, the difference between CDP, CRR or CLR is
determined by which virtual arrays are used in the virtual pool and the visibility those
virtual arrays have to different RecoverPoint appliances (RPAs). You do not
specifically select CDP, CRR, or CLR from the ViPR Controller UI.

If all the virtual arrays can only see RPA cluster 1, then ViPR Controller sees your
RecoverPoint setup as CDP.

ViPR Controller support for RecoverPoint
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Note

You can also use the ViPR Controller CLI to isolate virtual arrays to RPA clusters.

If the source virtual array sees RPA cluster 1 and the target virtual array sees RPA
cluster 2, ViPR Controller sees your setup as CRR.

If the source virtual array sees RPA cluster 1, one target virtual array sees RPA cluster
1 and the second target virtual array sees RPA cluster 2, ViPR Controller sees your
setup as CLR.

For both CRR (Metropoint 3-sites) and CDP (Metropoint 2-sites), the following
information applies:

l In the RecoverPoint GUI > RPA Clusters view, ensure that the Storage Arrays
and Splitters are registered appropriately for each RPA cluster. Usually, one RPA
cluster will protect local arrays. In case of VPLEX, only the local VPLEX should be
registered.

Note

This is to prevent "remote" arrays/splitters being registered behind a
RecoverPoint cluster. This is usually an unwanted configuration that can cause
issues with VIPR RecoverPoint topology discovery.

l Only local arrays or splitters must be registered on a RecoverPoint system.

Figure 1 RPA Clusters > Splitters view

ViPR Controller support for RecoverPoint
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Figure 2 RPA Clusters > Storage view

Support for local Continuous Data Protection (CDP)
ViPR Controller supports RecoverPoint protection for volumes, such as VMAX, VNX
and VPLEX . For the complete list of supported volume types, see the ViPR Controller
Support Matrix which can be found on the ViPR Controller Product Documentation
Index.

The data center configuration below includes a RecoverPoint appliance protecting
source data on one array. The RecoverPoint target volume is on a second array. This
redundancy on separate physical storage arrays means that your data is protected in
case of an array failure.

ViPR Controller support for RecoverPoint
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Support for Remote Continuous Data Protection (CRR)
ViPR Controller supports data center configurations that include remote RecoverPoint
protection.

The following figure shows a sample ViPR Controller-supported data center
configuration. This configuration shows a RecoverPoint Remote (CRR) setup.

ViPR Controller support for RecoverPoint
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It includes:

l Two physical data centers.

l A single RecoverPoint system comprised of two RecoverPoint Clusters, one in
each data center..

l Two VMAX arrays - one in each data center. In this example, VMAX1 is the source
volume. VMAX4 is the array on which the RecoverPoint target volume is saved.

Note

For the complete list of supported volume types, see the ViPR Controller Support
Matrix which can be found on the ViPR Controller Product Documentation Index.

Support for two RecoverPoint systems with three physical sites and
RecoverPoint CRR

ViPR Controller supports the configuration where there are two RecoverPoint
systems with three physical sites andRecoverPoint CRR . The shared site between the
two systems can be a source or a target for protection.

The following figure shows an example of the ViPR Controller supported data center
configuration.

ViPR Controller support for RecoverPoint
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Figure 3 Example configuration of 3 sites with 2 RecoverPoint systems

You can set up the site shared by the two RecoverPoint systems as either the target
or the source.

Required Discoveries
From ViPR Controller, you must discover the following hardware in order to manage a
RecoverPoint local connection.

l The hosts (or cluster) to which you want to provision storage.

l The block storage arrays where the RecoverPoint source volumes are stored.

l The block storage arrays where the RecoverPoint target volumes are stored.

l Any Brocade or Cisco switches required to connect the hosts, the arrays and the
RecoverPoint appliance.

l Any VPLEX s fronting other storage systems.

l The RecoverPoint appliance.

Application management using RecoverPoint volumes
Applications are a logical grouping of volumes determined by the customer. With
application services, you can create, restore, resynchronize, detach, or delete full
copies or snapshots of the volumes that are grouped by application.

A single ViPR block consistency group represents consistency groups on all related
storage and protection systems including RecoverPoint, VPLEX, and block storage
arrays (such as VMAX and VNX). In previous releases, a single consistency group was
limited, at most, to one consistency group on any one storage system. This prevented
the creation of full copies or snapshots of subsets of RecoverPoint or VPLEX
consistency groups. Now you can use the Catalog > View Catalog > Application
Services to create and manage sub groups of volumes in order to overcome this
limitation.
The procedures for configuring applications are in the ViPR Controller Service Catalog
Reference Guide.

ViPR Controller support for RecoverPoint
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Procedure summary - Creating a block volume with CDP
protection

This service creates a block volume with RecoverPoint protection. Create Block
Volume does not export the volume to the host.

Before you begin

To run this service, your environment must meet all of the following requirements.

l You must log in to ViPR Controller as a tenant administrator, or as a user with
access to the project that contains the volume you want to export.

l This procedure shows how to set up and run the Create Block Volume service for a
data center that has implemented Continuous Data Protection (CDP). Your
physical datacenter must meet all of the requirements described in Support for
local Continuous Data Protection (CDP).

l You must discover the physical infrastructure listed in Required Discoveries.

l All masking and zoning for the RecoverPoint system must be complete, and the
RecoverPoint splitters must be correctly installed before you discover the
protection system in ViPR Controller.

Once your RecoverPoint Appliance is under ViPR Controller management, you
should rediscover the Protection System whenever you make a change to the
RecoverPoint configuration, specifically when you add or remove any virtual
arrays.

Procedure

1. Create a ViPR Controller project.

See Create a ViPR Project

2. Build a ViPR Controller consistency group.

See Create a consistency group.

3. Build a virtual array.

See Create a Virtual Array.

4. Optionally, create a virtual array for RecoverPoint copy journal volumes.

5. Add networks to the virtual arrays to enable physical connectivity between all
the hardware elements in the virtual array. Alternatively, you can add specific
ports to the virtual array by using the Storage Ports dialog. You can also add
networks by adding entire storage systems, including VPLEX to the virtual array
by using Add Storage System dialog.

See Add Networks to the Virtual Array or Add Ports.

6. Rediscover the RecoverPoint Protection System.

In order for RecoverPoint to see the virtual array you built, you must rediscover
the protection system. See Rediscover the RecoverPoint Protection System.

7. Optionally, create a virtual pool for RecoverPoint copy journal volumes.

8. Create the RecoverPoint target virtual pool.

See Create Two Virtual Pools.

9. Create the RecoverPoint source virtual pool.

ViPR Controller support for RecoverPoint
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See Create Two Virtual Pools.

10. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume from the service catalog
to create the block volume with RecoverPoint protection.

See Create a Block Volume with RecoverPoint CDP Protection.

Create a ViPR Controller Project
You can create a project, to which a new volume can be assigned, from the Tenants >
Projects page in the ViPR Controller UI.

l You must be either a Tenant Administrator or a Project Administrator to be allowed
to create projects.

Procedure

1. Log in as a user with Tenant Admin rights.

2. Select Tenants > Projects.

3. Click Add.

4. Enter a project name in the Name field.

5. Click Add ACL.

6. Set the Type to Group or User and specify the name of the Group or User who
will be assigned access to the project.

7. Specify the Access as ALL.

8. Click Save.

Create a consistency group
All RecoverPoint protected volumes must be part of a ViPR Controller consistency
group.

Before you begin

You must create a project before you can create a consistency group.

Procedure

1. Log in as a user with Tenant Admin rights.

2. Choose Tenants > Consistency Groups.

3. Choose a project from the project list.

4. Click Add.

5. Enter the name for the new consistency group.

6. Uncheck the flag, Enable Array Consistency, for the RecoverPoint
consistency group.

7. Click Save.

Create a Virtual Array
From the user interface, create a virtual array as follows:

Procedure

1. Complete the discoveries described in Discoveries.

2. From the Administrator Mode, select Virtual -> Virtual Arrays.
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3. Click Add.

4. Give the virtual array a name.

5. Select either Automatic or Manual SAN Zoning. This example uses automatic
SAN zoning.

6. Click Save. The new virtual array is added to the list of virtual arrays.

Optionally create virtual arrays for RecoverPoint journal volumes
You can create a separate virtual array for RecoverPoint journal volumes for both the
source and the target copy volumes. If you do not create a separate virtual array, then
the virtual array of the corresponding RecoverPoint copy is used for the journal
volumes.

Using a different virtual array for the journal volumes makes it possible to use a
different storage type for the journal volumes. For example, your source and target
volumes may be VPLEX virtual volumes and your journal volumes may be on VMAX or
VNX, non-virtualized.

Procedure

1. Complete the discoveries described in Discoveries.

2. From the Administrator Mode, select Virtual -> Virtual Arrays.

3. Click Add.

4. Give the virtual array a name.

5. Click Save.

The Edit Virtual Array screen is displayed.

6. Select either Automatic or Manual SAN Zoning. This example uses automatic
SAN zoning.

7. Click Save.

The new virtual array is added to the list of virtual arrays. And the Virtual
Arrays screen is displayed.

8. Repeat steps 3 - 7 if you are creating additional virtual arrays for the
RecoverPoint journal volumes.

Add Ports
There are two ways to establish connectivity in a virtual array - adding networks and
adding ports.

Before you begin

Before adding ports to your virtual arrays, complete the discoveries listed in Required
Discoveries.

Adding specific ports to your virtual arrays gives you a level of granular control over
which ports you use to communicate between specific resources in your data center.
In this example, connectivity needs to be established between the physical arrays and
the switches in the SAN.

Procedure

1. Edit the source virtual arrays that you created in Create a Virtual Array. The
Edit Virtual Array configuration screen opens.

2. Click Storage Ports. The Storage Ports page opens.
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3. Type a string that filters the ports list in the Search field. For example, if you
enter fa-8 in the Search field, the Storage Ports list displays only the ports on
arrays whose names match that string.

4. Select the check boxes next to each port that you want to add to the virtual
array.

5. Click Add.

ViPR Controller adds the storage ports you selected to the virtual array.

6. To add ports to any virtual arrays that you created for the RecoverPoint journal
volumes, edit the virtual arrays. The Edit Virtual Array configuration screen
opens. Repeat steps 2 -6, editing the journal virtual arrays that you created in 
Optionally create virtual arrays for RecoverPoint journal volumes.
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Add Networks to the Virtual Array
From the user interface, add networks to your virtual arrays as follows:

Procedure

1. Choose Virtual > Virtual Arrays to display the list of virtual arrays.

2. Click the name of the virtual array you created in Create a Virtual Array. The
Edit Virtual Array configuration screen appears.

3. Click Networks. The Networks screen appears.

4. Click Add Existing. The Add Network dialog appears with a list of fabrics.

5. Click the check boxes next to the fabrics you want to add to your virtual array.
The networks you add must give you access to the VPLEX and the physical
storage arrays. In the following figure, the four fabrics added to the virtual array
provide connectivity to the VPLEX and two physical block storage arrays - a
VMAX and a VNX.

6. Click Add.

7. Click the virtual array name in the breadcrumb at the top of the screen to
navigate back to the Edit Virtual Array screen.

The VPLEX and the physical storage systems should display in the Associated
Storage Systems list.
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8. If you are adding networks to any virtual arrays that you created for the
RecoverPoint journal volumes in Optionally create virtual arrays for
RecoverPoint journal volumes:

a. Click Virtual Arrays in the breadcrumb at the top of the screen to display
the Virtual Arrays screen.

b. Click the name of the source virtual array you created for the RecoverPoint
journal volumes.

The Edit Virtual Array configuration screen appears.

9. Repeat steps 3 -7.

Rediscover the RecoverPoint Protection System
After building your virtual array, you must rediscover the RecoverPoint protection
system in order for RecoverPoint to see the virtual array.

Before you begin

Your virtual arrays must be built before you perform this procedure.

Procedure

1. Log in as a system administrator.

2. Choose Physical > Data Protection Systems.

The Data Protection Systems list displays.

3. Select a Data Protection system, and click Rediscover.

Optionally create virtual pools for RecoverPoint journal volumes
You can create a separate virtual pool for RecoverPoint journal volumes for both the
source and the target copy volumes. If you do not create a separate virtual pool, then
the virtual pool of the corresponding RecoverPoint copy is used for the journal
volumes.

Before you begin

You must create a virtual array before you can create the virtual pools. The virtual
array must provide storage on the same site as the corresponding RecoverPoint copy
volume. This is the virtual array that you created in Optionally create virtual arrays for
RecoverPoint journal volumes.

When creating Virtual Pools for any RecoverPoint /MetroPoint setup, it is a best
practice to explicitly define all RecoverPoint Target and RecoverPoint Journal Virtual
Pools. This keeps the intention of the RecoverPoint setup very clear and helps
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especially if the need arises to use the VPLEX Data Migration feature. Of course,
leaving these values as None is supported and will default to the main Virtual Pool.

Procedure

1. Choose Virtual > Block Virtual Pools.

2. Click Add.

The Edit Block Virtual Pool screen appears.

3. Enter the name of the block virtual pool in the Name field.

4. Enter a string description of the virtual pool in the Description field.

5. Choose the virtual array you created for journal volume creation.

6. For VMAX journal volumes, in the Hardware panel change Provisioning Type
to Thick, as ViPR Controller does not pre-allocate the volumes.

7. Verify that the number of storage pools that match the virtual pool definition is
1 or greater.

8. Click Save.

9. Repeat steps 1 - 8 for each journal volume virtual pool that you are creating.

Create Two Virtual Pools
Creating a block volume with RecoverPoint protection requires two virtual pools - one
for the RecoverPoint copies, and one for the RecoverPoint source.

Before you begin

You must create a virtual array before you can create the virtual pools. See Create a
virtual array.

Create the RecoverPoint Target virtual pool first - see steps 1 through 6 below. Then,
create the RecoverPoint source virtual pool.

Note

You cannot set Host IO limits on a virtual pool that includes RecoverPoint protection.
Leave the Host Front End Bandwidth and Host Front End I/O Limit fields at the
default (0).

Procedure

1. Choose Virtual > Block Virtual Pools. .

2. Click Add.

The Create Block Virtual Pool screen appears.

3. Enter the name of the block virtual pool in the Name field.

4. Enter a string description of the virtual pool in the Description field.

5. Choose the virtual array you created.

Be sure that the number of storage pools that match the virtual pool definition
is 1 or greater.

6. Click Save.
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7. Repeat Steps 1 through 5 to create a RecoverPoint source virtual pool and add
it to the virtual array.

8. In the Hardware panel, enable Multi-Volume Consistency.

9. In the Data Protection panel, set Protection System to EMC RecoverPoint.

10. Under RecoverPoint Copies, click Add Copy.

11. In the RecoverPoint Copies dialog, set the Virtual Array field to the virtual array
you built.

12. Set the Virtual Pool to the RecoverPoint Copies virtual pool.

13. Optionally, select a separate virtual array for the journal volume of this
RecoverPoint copy in Journal Virtual Array. The default is the same virtual
array as the RecoverPoint copy.

14. Optionally, select a separate virtual pool for the journal volume of this
RecoverPoint copy in Journal Virtual Pool. The default is the same virtual pool
as the RecoverPoint copy.

Note

For VMAX journal volumes, ensure that the virtual pool has the Provisioning
Type set to Thick, as ViPR Controller does not pre-allocate the volumes.

15. Click Done.

Be sure that the number of storage pools that match the virtual pool definition
is 1 or greater.

16. Click Save.

Create a Block Volume with RecoverPoint CDP Protection
From User Mode, create a block volume with local RecoverPoint protection as follows:

Procedure

1. Choose User Mode.

2. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume from the service catalog.

3. Choose the virtual array you built. See Create a Virtual Array.

4. Choose the RecoverPoint source virtual pool.

5. Choose the project you built.

6. Enter a string description for the block volume.

7. Specify the ViPR Controller consistency group you built. This is required for
building a block volume with RecoverPoint protection.

8. Set the number of volumes to 1 or more.

9. Set the volume size in gigabytes.

10. Click Order.

This service creates both the block volume and the RecoverPoint Target volume. The
following figure shows an example.
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Procedure Summary - Create Block Volume with CRR
Protection

This service creates a block volume with remote RecoverPoint protection. Create
Block Volume does not export the volume to the host.

Before you begin

To run this service, your environment must meet all of the following requirements.

l You must log in to ViPR Controller as a tenant administrator, or as a user with
access to the project that contains the volume you want to export.

l This procedure shows how to set up and run the Create Block Volume service for a
data center that has implemented Continuous Remote. Replication (CRR). Your
physical datacenter must meet all of the requirements described in Support for
Continuous Remote Replication (CRR).

l You must discover the physical infrastructure listed in Required Discoveries.

Procedure

1. Create a ViPR Controller project.

See Create a ViPR Controller Project

2. Build a ViPR Controller consistency group.

See Create a consistency group.

3. Build two virtual arrays, one for each data center.

See Build Two Virtual Arrays

4. Optionally, build virtual arrays for the RecoverPoint journal volumes. See 
Optionally create virtual arrays for RecoverPoint journal volumes.

5. Add networks to the virtual arrays to enable physical connectivity between all
the hardware elements in the virtual array. Alternatively, you can add specific
ports to the virtual array by using the Storage Ports dialog.

See Add Networks to the Virtual Array or Add Ports.

6. Rediscover the RecoverPoint Protection System.
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In order for RecoverPoint to see the virtual arrays you built, you must
rediscover the protection system. See Rediscover the RecoverPoint Protection
System.

7. Optionally, create virtual pools for the RecoverPoint journal volumes. See 
Optionally create virtual pools for RecoverPoint journal volumes.

8. Create the RecoverPoint target virtual pool.

See Create Two Virtual Pools.

9. Create the RecoverPoint source virtual pool.

See Create Two Virtual Pools.

10. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume from the service catalog
to create the block volume with RecoverPoint protection.

See Create a Block Volume with RecoverPoint CRR Protection

Build Two Virtual Arrays
Building a Volume with CRR protection requires two virtual arrays - one for the
RecoverPoint source and one for the RecoverPoint target.

Before you begin

l Log in to ViPR Controller as a system administrator.

l Complete the discoveries described in Required Discoveries.

Procedure

1. From Administrator Mode, select Virtual > Virtual Arrays.

2. Click Add.

3. Type the name of the virtual array.

4. Select Automatic SAN Zoning.

5. Click Save to add the new virtual array to the list of virtual arrays.

6. Click Add a second time. Follow steps 3 through 5 to create a second virtual
array.

Create Two Virtual Pools
Creating a block volume with RecoverPoint CRR protection requires two virtual pools
- one for the RecoverPoint copies, and one for the RecoverPoint source.

Before you begin

You must create both virtual arrays before you create the virtual pools.

Procedure

1. Choose Virtual > Block Virtual Pools. .

2. Click Add.

The Create Block Virtual Pool screen appears.

3. Enter the name of the block virtual pool in the Name field.

4. Enter a string description of the virtual pool in the Description field.

5. Choose the RecoverPoint target virtual array you created.

Verify that the number of storage pools that match the virtual pool definition is
1 or greater.
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6. Optionally, in the High Availability panel, select the VPLEX Local option.

7. Click Save.

8. Repeat Steps 1 through 5 to create a RecoverPoint source virtual pool and add
it to the virtual array.

9. In the Hardware panel, enable Multi-Volume Consistency.

10. In the Data Protection panel, set Protection System to EMC RecoverPoint.

11. Under RecoverPoint Copies, click Add Copy.

12. In the RecoverPoint Copies dialog, set the Virtual Array field to the
RecoverPoint target virtual array you built.

13. Set the Virtual Pool to the RecoverPoint target virtual pool.

14. Optionally, select a separate virtual array for the journal volume of this
RecoverPoint copy in Journal Virtual Array. The default is the same virtual array
as the RecoverPoint copy.

15. Optionally, select a separate virtual pool for the journal volume of this
RecoverPoint copy in Journal Virtual Pool. The default is the same virtual pool
as the RecoverPoint copy.

16. Click Done.

Be sure that the number of storage pools that match the virtual pool definition
is 1 or greater.

17. Click Save.

Create a Block Volume with RecoverPoint CRR Protection
From User Mode, create a block volume with remove RecoverPoint protection as
follows:

Procedure

1. Choose User Mode.

2. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume from the service catalog.

3. Choose the source virtual array you built. See Create a Virtual Array.

4. Choose the RecoverPoint source virtual pool.

5. Choose the project you built.

6. Enter a string description for the block volume.

7. Specify the ViPR Controller consistency group you built. This is required for
building a block volume with RecoverPoint protection.

8. Set the number of volumes to 1 or more.

9. Set the volume size in gigabytes.

10. Click Order.

This service creates both the block volume and the RecoverPoint target volume.
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Procedure Summary - Create Block Volume in two
RecoverPoint systems in three sites with CRR Protection

This service creates a block volume with remote RecoverPoint protection when there
are two RecoverPoint systems with three sites, with one of the sites shared between
the two RecoverPoint systems.

Before you begin

To run this service, your environment must meet all of the following requirements.

l You must log in to ViPR Controller as a tenant administrator, or as a user with
access to the project that contains the volume that you want to export.

l This procedure shows how to set up and run the Create Block Volume service for
the supported configuration of two RecoverPoint systems with three sites and
Continuous Remote Replication (CRR). Your physical datacenter must meet all of
the requirements described in Support for two RecoverPoint systems with three
physical sites and RecoverPoint CRR on page 19.

l You must discover the physical infrastructure listed in Required Discoveries on
page 20

The figure shows one possible configuration for three sites and two RecoverPoint
Systems. In this example, you would create four virtual arrays:

l Varray1 = VPLEX 1, VNX 1

l Varray2 = VPLEX 2, VNX 2

l Varray3 = VPLEX 3, VNX 3

l Varray4 = VPLEX 3, VNX 4

You would also create four virtual pools, as shown in the figure.

Figure 4 One sample configuration of 3 sites and 2 RecoverPoint systems

Procedure

1. Create a ViPR Controller project. See Create a ViPR Controller Project on page
22.
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2. Build a ViPR Controller consistency group. See Create a consistency group on
page 22.

3. Build two virtual arrays for the first RecoverPoint System. See Build Two Virtual
Arrays on page 30.

4. Build two virtual arrays for the second RecoverPoint System. See Build Two
Virtual Arrays on page 30.

5. Add networks to the virtual arrays in the first RecoverPoint system to enable
physical connectivity between all the hardware elements in the virtual array.
Alternatively, you can add specific ports to the virtual array by using the
Storage Ports dialog. See Add Networks to the Virtual Array or Add Ports.

6. Add networks to the virtual arrays in the second RecoverPoint system to enable
physical connectivity between all the hardware elements in the virtual array.
Alternatively, you can add specific ports to the virtual array by using the
Storage Ports dialog. See Add Networks to the Virtual Array or Add Ports.

7. Rediscover both RecoverPoint Protection Systems. In order for RecoverPoint
to see the virtual arrays that you built, you must rediscover the protection
system. See Rediscover the RecoverPoint Protection System on page 26.

8. Create two virtual pools for the first RecoverPoint system; one for the target
and one for the source. See Create Two Virtual Pools on page 30.

9. Create two virtual pools for the second RecoverPoint system; one for the
target and one for the source. See Create Two Virtual Pools on page 30.

10. Create the block volume with RecoverPoint CRR protection. See Create a Block
Volume with RecoverPoint CRR Protection on page 31.

Create a Volume Snapshot using a RecoverPoint Bookmark
Once you create a volume with RecoverPoint protection, you can use RecoverPoint to
create snapshots of that volume.

Before you begin

Your volume must have been successfully created.

Procedure

1. As a User, choose Block Protection Services > Create Block Snapshot.

2. Choose the project that contains the volume.

3. Choose the volume.

4. Choose RecoverPoint Bookmark.

5. Enter a string name for the snapshot.

6. Click Order.

Block Protection Services > Restore Block Snapshot
The Restore Block Snapshot service allows you to overwrite a volume's data with the
data of a previously created snapshot. This restore operation should be used with
caution, as there is potential for data loss.

Before you begin

You must have previously created a RecoverPoint bookmark snapshot using the
Create Block Snapshot service.
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Procedure

1. From User Mode, run Block Protection Services > Restore Block Snapshot.

2. Enter the name of the project to which the volume you want to restore belongs.

3. Choose the volume you want to restore.

4. Choose the snapshot you want to restore.

5. Click Order.

Enabling image access at the remote site
After building a block volume, you can choose to provide access to a point in time at
the RecoverPoint remote site using the Failover Block Volume service.

In this example, the source volume is the volume you created in the Boston virtual
array. The target volume is the volume in the New York virtual array.

Prerequisites
The following prerequisites must be met before running the Failover Block Volume
service.

The datacenter must be configured appropriately. See ViPR Controller support for
local Continuous Data Protection (CDP) or ViPR Controller support for Remote
Continuous Data Protection (CRR).

The physical infrastructure must be discovered by ViPR Controller. See Required
Discoveries.

You must have created at least one block volume with RecoverPoint protection. See 
Procedure Summary - Create Block Volume with CDP Protection or Procedure
Summary - Create Block Volume with CRR Protection for more information.

Failover Block Volume
After building a block volume, you can choose to provide access to an image at the
remote site using the Failover Block Volume service.

Procedure

1. Navigate to Catalog > View Catalog > Block Protection Services > Failover
Block Volume.

2. Select the project that owns the volume or consistency group.

3. Select either Volume or Consistency Group for the Storage Type field.

4. Select the volume or consistency group, depending on your selection in step 3.

5. In the Failover Target field, select the protection array.

6. In the Image to Access field, select the image to failover.

l If A Specific Point In Time is selected in the Image to Access field, the
Point in Time field will be used. The date/time value specified in the Point
in Time field is ALWAYS specified in local time (browser's timezone). If no
value is provided in the Point in Time field, the current date/time will be
used.
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Note

The UI transforms the date/time value to GMT/UTC in the format required
by the API. For API or CLI calls, the Point in Time parameter takes any
point in time used for failover, specified in GMT/UTC. Allowed values:
"yyyy-MM-dd_HH:mm:ss" with the formatted date or datetime in
milliseconds.

l The Image to Access and Point in Time fields are ignored for non-
RecoverPoint protected volumes.

l Select Enable Direct Access for RecoverPoint volume or consistency group
failover if you are worried about the journal volume running out of room
during the failover. By default, ViPR Controller failover (using the
RecoverPoint test copy) enables image access for a target copy in logged
access mode. In this mode, all new writes are written to the replica volume
and undo information is stored in the image access log, which is located
within the journal. With direct access, the journal is not kept and a full sweep
is done after direct access mode is complete. This is an option for long term
tests where the journal may not have enough space for long term image
access mode.

Note

Ensure you deselect this choice when you fail back to the original volume or
consistency group.

7. Select Order.

Image access changes with the Failover Block Volume service
The Failover Block Volume catalog service enables image access on an image at the
remote site for a specific point in time.

The following figure illustrates how the system appears to RecoverPoint before
running the Failover Block Volume catalog service.
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Figure 5 RecoverPoint configuration before running the Failover Block Volume service

The following figure illustrates how the system appears to RecoverPoint after running
the Failover Block Volume catalog service.

Note

Exporting the target volumes to the host at the remote site is a separate operation,
and it can be done before the failover.
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Figure 6 RecoverPoint configuration after running the Failover Block Volume service

Note

For ViPR Controller managed RecoverPoint protected volumes, if you mark a
RecoverPoint bookmark on a target volume outside of ViPR Controller, return the
volume to its original state before continuing to manage this resource using ViPR
Controller.

Reversing the personalities of the source and target
After building a block volume, you can choose to reverse the personalities of the
source and target, making the source become the target, and target become the
source.

In this example, the source volume is the volume you created in the Boston virtual
array. The target volume is the volume in the New York virtual array.
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Prerequisites
The following prerequisites must be met before running the Swap Continuous Copies
service.

The datacenter must be configured appropriately. See ViPR Controller support for
local Continuous Data Protection (CDP) or ViPR Controller support for Remote
Continuous Data Protection (CRR).

The physical infrastructure must be discovered by ViPR Controller. See Required
Discoveries.

You must have created at least one block volume with RecoverPoint protection. See 
Procedure Summary - Create Block Volume with CDP Protection or Procedure
Summary - Create Block Volume with CRR Protection for more information.

Swap continuous copies
After building a block volume, you can choose to reverse the personalities of the
RecoverPoint or SRDF source and target, making the source become the target, and
target become the source.

Procedure

1. Navigate to Catalog > Block Protection Services > Swap Continuous Copies.

2. Select the Project.

3. Select either Volume or Consistency Group for the Storage Type.

4. Select the source volume or consistency group from the Volume/Consistency
Group field, depending on your selection in step 3.

5. Select the protection array in the Failover Target field.

6. Click Order.

Source and target changes with the Swap Continuous Copies service
The Swap Continuous Copies service reverses the personalities of the source and
target.

The following figure illustrates the RecoverPoint configuration before running the
Swap Continuous Copies service.
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Figure 7 RecoverPoint configuration before running the Swap Continuous Copies service

The following figure illustrates the RecoverPoint configuration after running the Swap
Continuous Copies service. After running the service, New York is now the source
volume and Boston is the target volume.

Note

Exporting the target volumes to the host at the remote site is a separate operation
(and it can be done before the swap.
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Figure 8 RecoverPoint configuration after running the Swap Continuous Copies service

Note

For ViPR Controller managed RecoverPoint protected volumes in case of a datacenter
disaster: If for any reason you perform a RecoverPoint failover of volumes outside of
ViPR Controller, return volumes to original state before continuing to manage these
resources using ViPR Controller.

Switching between synchronous and asynchronous
replication modes

When you create a RecoverPoint protected volume, all consistency group link policies
are initialized according to the setting in the replication mode field in the virtual pool.
Use the change virtual pool operation to update the replication mode (link policies) on
the entire consistency group.

Before you begin

Procedure

1. Create a virtual pool with RecoverPoint data protection set to asynchronous
replication mode.

2. Create a volume using this virtual pool.
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Notice that the consistency group link policy in RecoverPoint is set to
asynchronous.

3. Create a duplicate virtual pool and change the replication mode to synchronous.

4. Perform a change virtual pool operation specifying the asynchronous virtual
pool as the source and the synchronous virtual pool as the target.

After step 4, the link policy for the consistency group changes to synchronous.

Note

Changing the replication mode to synchronous can only be performed on a
consistency group with no more than one remote copy.
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CHAPTER 2

EMC ViPR Controller with VPLEX : Benefits
and Examples

This chapter contains the following topics:

l What is VPLEX ..................................................................................................44
l Supported VPLEX Versions................................................................................44
l Installation and integration: supported deployment models................................44
l Discovering VPLEX ........................................................................................... 45
l Create a VPLEX -based virtual array.................................................................. 47
l Local fabric virtual arrays .................................................................................. 48
l Stretched fabric virtual arrays........................................................................... 48
l Adding VPLEX high availability to virtual pools................................................... 51
l Creating VPLEX virtual volumes.........................................................................53
l ViPR Controller naming conventions on VPLEX ................................................ 54
l Adding VPLEX to an existing VMAX/VNX/ViPR Controller environment........... 57
l ViPR Controller in pre-provisioned data centers.................................................57
l Provisioning to VPLEX -enabled stretched clusters........................................... 58
l Expansion of VPLEX virtual volumes.................................................................. 58
l Application management using VPLEX volumes................................................. 58
l Creating back-end clones of VPLEX virtual volumes..........................................59
l VPLEX data mobility: Change virtual array and change virtual pool....................59
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What is VPLEX
VPLEX , with its GeoSynchrony operating system, addresses three primary IT needs:

l Data Mobility: Move data non-disruptively between EMC and third-party storage
arrays without host downtime. VPLEX moves data transparently and the virtual
volumes retain the same identities and the same access points to the host. The
host does not need to be reconfigured. VPLEX moves applications and data
between different storage installations:

n Within the same data center or across a campus (VPLEX Local)

n Within a geographical region (VPLEX Metro)

n Across even greater distances (VPLEX Geo)

l Availability: VPLEX creates high-availability storage infrastructure across these
same varied geographies with unmatched resiliency. Protect data in the event of
disasters or failure of components in your data centers. With VPLEX , you can
withstand failures of storage arrays, cluster components, an entire site failure, or
loss of communication between sites (when two clusters are deployed)

l Collaboration: VPLEX provides efficient, real-time data collaboration over distance
for Big Data applications. AccessAnywhere provides cache-consistent active-
active access to data across VPLEX clusters. Multiple users at different sites can
work on the same data while maintaining consistency of the dataset.

Supported VPLEX Versions

For information on the VPLEX versions supported by ViPR Controller, refer to the
EMC ViPR Controller Support Matrix.

Installation and integration: supported deployment models
ViPR Controller supports discovery and management of storage provided by VPLEX
Local and VPLEX Metro configurations.

VPLEX Geo is not supported. The diagram below shows an example of a VPLEX Metro
configuration across two data centers. Host 1 and host 2 can access volumes 1, 2, 3,
and 4 through the locally connected VPLEX . If the hosts are clustered (not shown in
Figure 1) they can leverage a distributed virtual volume that spans sites 1 and 2. The
environment in Figure 1 can withstand multiple component failures and continue to
operate without a disruption in service.
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Figure 9 VPLEX Metro example

Discovering VPLEX
To use ViPR Controller with VPLEX you need to discover the back-end arrays, the
VPLEX clusters, the hosts that you intend to provision storage to, and the attached
fabrics.

For discovery and management activities, ViPR Controller uses the VPLEX Element
Manager API. ViPR Controller treats VPLEX systems as a storage provider physical
asset. ViPR Controller automatically rediscovers the VPLEX every 60 minutes by
default.

To discover a VPLEX system, select Physical > Storage Providers:

l Select VPLEX as the Type.

l Enter the FQDN or IP address of the VPLEX system's management server for the
Host.

l Specify whether SSL is used.

l Enter the Port number for the API (443 by default)

l Enter credentials to access the system.

After saving this information, ViPR Controller automatically performs an initial
discovery of the VPLEX cluster(s).
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To discover a VPLEX Metro configuration from ViPR Controller, you must discover
one of the two VPLEX clusters.

It is possible to discover both management servers of the VPLEX system. Discovering
both clusters enables ViPR Controller to continue to discover and manage the VPLEX
in the event that one of the management servers is unavailable.

For more information on ViPR Controller array discoveries, refer to the ViPR
Controller Product Documentation Index.

Figure 10 Discovering a VPLEX storage provider
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Create a VPLEX -based virtual array
Once ViPR Controller discovers the physical assets, the next step is to create virtual
arrays and virtual pools. The virtual array you create should contain both the VPLEX
cluster and the block arrays to which it is physically connected and zoned.

There must be one virtual array for each VPLEX cluster. By configuring the virtual
array this way, ViPR Controller knows where to get the back-end storage and which
VPLEX cluster to use when block storage with VPLEX is requested. You should
carefully plan and perform this step because it is not possible to change the
configuration once resources have been provisioned without first disruptively
removing the provisioned volumes.

Figure 11 Edit Virtual Array
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Local fabric virtual arrays
The easiest way to add the back-end storage and the VPLEX cluster to the virtual
array is to select the appropriate fabric from the network selection dialog.

This approach applies when the VPLEX clusters and back-end storage are isolated on
separate local fabrics, as opposed to being stretched fabrics that cross sites. Once
you select networks, ViPR Controller identifies all of the storage systems on the
fabric, including the VPLEX , and adds them to the virtual array.
Figure 12 Virtual array network list

Figure 13 Adding networks to virtual arrays

Stretched fabric virtual arrays
When you create a virtual array, rather than choose a network, you can use an
individual array and VPLEX port selection. This more granular and configurable method
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allows you to select individual ports from the back-end array that have been
specifically designated for use with VPLEX protected storage.

If a fabric across two sites contains both VPLEX clusters in a VPLEX Metro
configuration, you must use the port selection method to add the VPLEX and backing
arrays to the virtual array.

You should add both the back-end and front-end ports from the VPLEX as well as
ports from the appropriate back-end array to the virtual array. The same virtual array
must not contain ports from both VPLEX clusters. This limitation differentiates each
cluster at each site and ensures the correct back-end storage array is used in
conjunction with the VPLEX cluster in the same geographical location.

Figure 14 Storage Ports

You can confirm the two clusters in a VPLEX Metro configuration are in two different
virtual arrays by looking at the physical array in ViPR Controller and reviewing the
ports displayed as in Figure 6. For VPLEX systems with one engine, the ports that
appear in ViPR Controller in the group column that start with "director-1" are from the
first VPLEX cluster and ones that start with "director-2" are from the second cluster.
The following figure shows the Add Storage Ports dialog box.
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Figure 15 Add Storage Ports

In a VPLEX Metro configuration, you can create two virtual arrays for more flexibility.
With one virtual array, you can only create local VPLEX virtual volumes. When creating
one virtual array per site, the first virtual array, vArray1 at site 1, would contain the
following:

l Back-end array ports from both arrays connected to the local VPLEX .

l VPLEX back-end ports connected to local storage.

l VPLEX front-end ports connected or capable of being connected to hosts using
VPLEX storage.

The second virtual array should contain similar components; however, all components
must be located at the second site (site 2 in the example).
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Figure 16 Physical assets in virtual arrays

Adding VPLEX high availability to virtual pools
Virtual pools for block storage offer two VPLEX high availability options: VPLEX Local
and VPLEX Distributed.

When you specify local high availability for a virtual pool, the VPLEX storage
provisioning services create VPLEX local virtual volumes. If you specify VPLEX
distributed high availability for a virtual pool, the ViPR Controller storage provisioning
services create VPLEX distributed virtual volumes. Because ViPR Controller
understands the networking between all the components, you could add both virtual
arrays in Figure 8 to the same virtual pool if desired. When creating a virtual pool with
VPLEX local high availability:

1. Select the virtual array or arrays for which virtual pool will be used to create local
virtual volumes.

2. Specify the desired characteristics for the back-end storage volumes that ViPR
Controller creates and that serve as the VPLEX local virtual volumes. Note that if
multiple virtual arrays are selected, each virtual array must contain storage that
satisfies the selected storage characteristics.

3. Select "VPLEX Local" for the Remote Protection/High Availability setting and
save the virtual pool. You now have a virtual pool you can use to provision VPLEX
local virtual volumes from the selected virtual arrays, where the back-end volumes
will have the storage characteristics specified in the virtual pool.
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Figure 17  Adding virtual pool with VPLEX local availability

Figure 18  VPLEX local provisioning with a single virtual pool

To enable distributed high availability on block storage created from a virtual pool,
select "VPLEX Distributed," select the virtual array and, optionally, select the virtual
pool to use at the destination site. When the high availability virtual pool is not
specified, the settings in the current virtual pool are used for the back-end storage on
the high availability side. In that configuration, both virtual arrays from both sites must
be selected for use by the virtual pool.

To create a virtual pool with VPLEX distributed high availability:

1. Select the virtual array or arrays for which the virtual pool will be used to create
local virtual volumes.

2. Specify the storage characteristics desired for the back-end storage volumes.
Note that if multiple virtual arrays are selected, each virtual array must contain
storage that satisfies the selected storage characteristics.

3. Select "VPLEX Distributed" for the Remote Protection/High Availability setting
and save the virtual pool.
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You can now use the virtual pool to provision VPLEX distributed virtual volumes from
the selected virtual arrays, where the back-end volumes have the storage
characteristics specified in the virtual pool.

If you use multiple virtual pools, create the remote virtual pool first, and then edit the
settings of the local virtual pool to specify a "Highly Available Virtual Array" and the
"Highly Available Virtual Pool."

With the VPLEX Metro example, when provisioning from the "vPool-
VPLEXDistributed" pool, ViPR Controller uses "vArray-Site1" as the primary virtual
array and "vArray-Site2" and "vPool-VPLEXLocal" as the high availability virtual array
and virtual pool, respectively, for storing the second copy of the distributed volume.

Figure 19 VPLEX Distributed provisioning

Creating VPLEX virtual volumes
Creating and exporting virtual volumes is the basis for all solutions enabled by ViPR
Controller and VPLEX .

The ability of ViPR Controller to manage VPLEX , the back-end block storage arrays,
the SAN fabric, and the hosts/clusters allows you to create virtual volumes and export
them using the Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume for a Host service.

When provisioning orders are executed to a virtual array containing a VPLEX and
virtual pool configured with VPLEX availability, ViPR Controller automatically performs
the following configuration tasks. These tasks allow the host to use the new storage
without further manual intervention:
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1. Creates a volume on the back-end storage array.

2. If necessary, creates all necessary masking constructs on the back-end arrays to
export the back-end volumes to the VPLEX .

3. If necessary, creates all required zoning constructs to establish the connectivity
between the VPLEX and the back-end storage arrays to make the back-end
volumes visible to the VPLEX .

4. Discovers and claims the new volume on the VPLEX .

5. Creates a new VPLEX extent, local device, and virtual volume using the full
capacity of the back-end array volume.

6. If necessary, registers the host's initiator on the VPLEX .

7. Performs masking and mapping to a host by adding the virtual volume to a storage
view on the VPLEX using automated port selection.

8. If necessary, create zones from the VPLEX cluster to the host/cluster.

9. Rescan the host/cluster to pick up new host devices.

If you request distributed virtual volumes, numbers 1-5 are also performed on the
remote site's arrays and fabrics.

ViPR Controller intelligently executes these steps according to performance and
redundancy best practices and its ability to monitor and understand available paths in
the environment. For instance, through its use of the EMC SMI Provider to discover
the back-end array, ViPR Controller can monitor ports used as part of the port groups
in the masking views. Automatic discoveries occur every hour and if one of those ports
is offline, ViPR Controller does not attempt to allocate storage through that unusable
port.

For subsequent provisioning tasks, ViPR Controller can leverage its awareness of the
properties and topology of the environment and reuse constructs on all managed
systems. For example, ViPR Controller reuses storage groups, initiator groups, port
groups, masking views on the array and on VPLEX , and back-end and front-end
zones.

ViPR Controller naming conventions on VPLEX
When you use ViPR Controller to create new virtual volumes on a VPLEX system,
ViPR Controller uses the following naming patterns for the backing storage and the
virtualized constructs within the VPLEX :

Table 1 VPLEX object naming patterns and examples

VPLEX Object Naming Pattern Example

Storage Volume ID-[Backend Array Serial #]-
[Backend Volume #]

ID-APM00121202922-00493

Extent extent_ID-[Backend Array
Serial #]-[Backend Volume
#]_1

extent_ID-APM00121202922-00493_1

Devices device_ID-[Backend Array
Serial #]-[Backend Volume
#]

device_ID-APM00121202922-00493

Distributed Devices dd_[Storage Volume
1]_[Storage Volume 2]

dd_ID-APM00121202922-00547_ID-
APM00112900836-00524
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Table 1 VPLEX object naming patterns and examples (continued)

VPLEX Object Naming Pattern Example

Virtual Volume device_ID-[Backend Array
Serial #]-[Backend Volume
#]_vol

device_ID-
APM00121202922-00493_vol

Distributed Virtual
Volume

dd_[Storage Volume
1]_[Storage Volume 2]_vol

dd_ID-APM00121202922-00547_ID-
APM00112900836-00524_vol

Storage View (V[vplex_cluster_number]_[
cluster_name]_[host_name.
FIRST(57)]_[vplex_cluster_
serial_number.LAST(3)]).R
EPLACE("__", "_").

V1_ABCFirstCluster_ABCfirsthost1_41
8

Initiator Name REGISTERED_[PortWWN] REGISTERED_0x100000e07e000b62

Note

You can change the Storage View naming pattern using Physical > Controller
Configurations > Volume Naming.

Additionally, the name you provide in ViPR Controller when placing an order is used as
an alias on the back-end VMAX or VNX array. This volume alias can be viewed using
the appropriate CLI or element manager for the array.

When provisioning storage from the VPLEX to a host for the first time, ViPR
Controller will perform the appropriate zoning, discover and then register the
appropriate initiators. The initiators will first start with the "UNREGISTERED_" prefix
and then be changed to start with "REGISTERED_" when ViPR Controller is complete.

Custom volume naming
You can set up a custom volume naming convention so the volume names will match
between VPLEX and ViPR Controller. You can also customize the volume name to
include other identifiers, such as the project name, host name, and so forth.

In a ViPR Controller configuration, there is a Volume Naming feature with three
options available for use in customizing volume names:

Custom Volume Naming Enabled

This option is disabled by default. When set to Yes, the values in the next two
choices in the drop-down list are used to name the volumes.

Volume Custom Name

When provisioning volumes using Catalog > Block Storage Services, the custom
configuration settings specified in the Volume Custom Name values are used to
name the volumes. This allows the user-supplied volume label to display in both
VPLEX and ViPR Controller. You can customize any of these variables:

l volume_label

l volume_wwn

l project_name

l tenant_name
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Export Custom Volume Name

When you want the volume name to include the name of the compute resource
that the volume will be exported to, edit the Export Custom Volume Name
values. For example, when you use Catalog > Block Storage Services > Create
Block Volume for Host, you specify a Host in the service, If you have enabled the
Export Custom Volume Name option, ViPR Controller will name the volume
with the user-supplied label plus the export_name of the Host. For example,
Demo1_lglw1024 where lgl21024 is the Host name. You can customize any of
these variables:

l volume_label

l volume_wwn

l project_name

l tenant_name

l export_name

You may provision volumes using other host catalogs too, such as Block Services for
Windows, Linux, and VMware.

Note

The user-supplied volume label cannot start with a numeric character. The label can
only begin with the underscore character (_) or an alpha character.

Other services that use the custom volume naming conventions include:

l VPLEX volume clones

l VPLEX volume snapshots exposed as VPLEX volumes

l A vPool change to import a non-VPLEX volume

l VPLEX volume with mirror where the mirror is detached and promoted to become
a new VPLEX volume

l Change virtual array

l VPLEX data migration

Note

There are some limitations in renaming volumes:

l You cannot rename a volume when you unexport and export to a different host.

l When moving a VPLEX volume from local to distributed, renaming of the VPLEX
volume does not take place. The name at creation is retained throughout the life of
the VPLEX volume.

l During change virtual array or VPLEX data migration operations, there is no
dynamic renaming of VPLEX volumes when custom naming is enabled.

Procedure

1. Navigate to Physical > Controller Config > Volume Naming.

2. Select Custom Volume Naming Enabled.

3. Click Add.

4. Select the Scope Type.
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Click System Type.

5. Select the Scope Value.

Click VPLEX .

6. Select or type the Value of your custom naming convention.

Choose Yes to enable the Custom Volume Naming feature. Then select the
Custom Volume Name and/or Export Custom Volume Name options and set up
the naming conventions for each.

Follow the syntax recommendations for creating custom names. The variables
for the name you selected are listed on the bottom of the screen. In addition,
the variables that are recommended to ensure a unique name are marked with
an asterisk (*).

7. Click Save.

Adding VPLEX to an existing VMAX/VNX/ViPR Controller
environment

It is simple to add VPLEX systems to an environment managed by ViPR Controller.
Creating new virtual arrays and new virtual pools is all that needs to be done after
discovery, physical connectivity, and initial configuration (including provisioning of the
meta-data and logging volumes) of the VPLEX are complete.

The new virtual arrays should contain the physical arrays that should be used as the
backing array for the virtual volumes and new virtual pools should be created with the
VPLEX Local VPLEX or VPLEX Distributed VPLEX settings for remote
protection and availability.

When the first order for VPLEX -based storage is requested, ViPR Controller zones
the specified host using the minimum and maximum path settings from the specified
virtual pool. For the zoning from back-end array to the VPLEX , ViPR Controller will
follow VPLEX best practices and ensure that every director must have at least two
paths to all storage. Additionally, no director will be connected more than four paths
to any storage. Having more than four paths causes issues with timeouts taking too
long before switching to alternate directors which can cause connectivity loss.

For more information, see ViPR Controller Support for VPLEX-VMAX Multiple Masking
Views.

Using ViPR Controller you can then convert existing non-exported volumes that reside
on VMAX or VNX arrays to VPLEX virtualized volumes using the Change Virtual Pool
service. See VPLEX data mobility: Change virtual array and change virtual pool on
page 59

ViPR Controller in pre-provisioned data centers
ViPR Controller provides maximum benefit when it manages new storage from the
beginning of its service time. By having the new environment under ViPR Controller
control, ViPR Controller is aware of and can manage all the elements of your storage
array network. In environments configured by other tools, ViPR Controller provides
slightly less functionality.

In established data centers, where ViPR Controller is used after a VPLEX and its back-
end storage have already been configured and used for some time, ViPR Controller is
unable to manage any of the existing virtual volumes which have been exported to
hosts. However, it is possible to ingest virtual volumes that have not been exported or
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have a local mirror attached on the VPLEX . This operation can be done on a virtual
volume with any backend array including 3rd party arrays that are not supported in
ViPR Controller.

For more details on ingestion refer to ViPR Controller Ingest Services for Existing
Environments on the ViPR Controller Product Documentation Index.

When you exporting virtual volumes to a host or a RecoverPoint system, you can
reuse existing storage views. For a storage view to be reused, it must contain the
same combination of VPLEX front-end ports and initiator ports that ViPR Controller
has selected for use in the export group.

Provisioning to VPLEX -enabled stretched clusters
ViPR Controller takes the work out of making system-wide (long distance) fault-
tolerant virtual storage available to hosts. It is able to do this through its support of
VPLEX Metro HA configurations, even with complex configurations consisting of host
clusters which are cross-connected to fabrics across sites.

For instance, configurations using VMware vSphere software, VPLEX , and cross-
connected fabrics can tolerate physical host, VPLEX cluster, inter-cluster link, storage
array, and VPLEX witness failures with only the physical host failure requiring any
downtime as the VMware HA software automatically restarts the affected VMs.

Expansion of VPLEX virtual volumes
You can expand existing virtual volumes through the Expand Block Volume service in
the ViPR Controller user interface.

This service increases the size of the back end array volume through creation or
expansion of a meta-volume, rediscovers the array from the VPLEX side, and then
executes an expand-virtual volumes command on the VPLEX to increase the size of
the virtual volume to the new size of the back end array volume.

For more information on the Expand Block Volume see ViPR Controller Integration with
VMAX and VNX Storage Systems Guide on the ViPR Controller Product Documentation
Index.

Application management using VPLEX volumes
Applications are a logical grouping of volumes determined by the customer. With
application services, you can create, restore, resynchronize, detach, or delete full
copies or snapshots of the volumes that are grouped by application.

A single ViPR block consistency group represents consistency groups on all related
storage and protection systems including RecoverPoint, VPLEX, and block storage
arrays (such as VMAX and VNX). In previous releases, a single consistency group was
limited, at most, to one consistency group on any one storage system. This prevented
the creation of full copies or snapshots of subsets of RecoverPoint or VPLEX
consistency groups. Now you can use the Service Catalog > Application Services to
create and manage sub groups of volumes in order to overcome this limitation.
The procedures for configuring applications are in the ViPR Controller Service Catalog
Reference Guide

.
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Creating back-end clones of VPLEX virtual volumes
To achieve even more protection or enable access to other uses of the information
stored on the back-end array volume, ViPR Controller can create a full clone of that
volume. The clone can be used for backup and restore purposes or to enable business
continuity operations such as end-of-month reporting.

This advanced configuration is available through the Block Protection Services >
Create Full Copy service in the Service Catalog. When executing this service you can
simply select the virtual volume for which a clone is required, a base name for the new
clones, and the number of clones required. ViPR Controller handles the rest. Using this
service doesn't require the end-user to understand the relationship from the virtual
volume to the back-end array volume. ViPR Controller traverses this relationship and
creates the back-end clone without any additional user input. The resulting clone can
then be exported to a host if necessary.

VPLEX data mobility: Change virtual array and change
virtual pool

Several of the more advanced services available with VPLEX and ViPR Controller are
VPLEX Data Migration, Change Volume Virtual Pool, Change Virtual
Pool, and Change Virtual Array.

These services allow for the migration of virtual volumes within clusters and across
clusters using the device migration functionality available on the VPLEX .

The VPLEX Data Migration service allows you to:

l Move VPLEX virtual volumes from one VPLEX cluster to another.

l Change from VPLEX local to VPLEX distributed.

l Suspend migration so you can check data integrity before the operation is
committed on the migration appliance. This feature allows you to check the
integrity of an application, such as the virtual machine, database, or file system,
before the original source volumes associated with migration are deleted.

l Roll back the migration if you find problems that need to be addressed when the
migration is suspended.

RecoverPoint or MetroPoint (VPLEX Metro only) volumes are eligible for VPLEX Data
Migration too. For these volumes, the original virtual pool is compared to the target
virtual pool and migrations are based on changes in

l Source virtual pool

l Source journal virtual pool

l Target virtual pools

l Target journal virtual pools

Targets and Journals can be implicitly migrated if there are changes in the new virtual
pool when compared to other virtual pools. (The other virtual pools must be eligible for
migration.)

RecoverPoint or MetroPoint (VPLEX Metro only) volumes that are in consistency
groups with array consistency enabled OR are in Applications will be grouped together
for migration.

The same rules apply to all virtual pools when determining whether or not a migration
will be triggered.
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RecoverPoint or MetroPoint (VPLEX Metro only) Target volumes that are in
Applications will be grouped together for migration.

The Change Volume Virtual Pool service works on a single volume and enables you to:

l Change virtual pool to create a new VPLEX virtual volume

l Change the VPLEX virtual volume remote protection

Note

If adding RecoverPoint protection, then all volumes in a consistency group are
moved to the new virtual pool.

l Change the backend storage volume for a VPLEX virtual volume

l Change from VPLEX local to VPLEX distributed.

l Add RecoverPoint or MetroPoint (VPLEX Metro only) protection to the virtual
pool volumes.

l Remove RecoverPoint protection.

The Change Virtual Pool service operates on all volumes in a virtual pool and allows
you to:

l Change virtual pool to create a new VPLEX virtual volume

l Change the VPLEX virtual volume remote protection

l Change the backend storage volume for a VPLEX virtual volume

l Add RecoverPoint or MetroPoint (VPLEX Metro only) protection to the virtual
pool volumes.

l Remove RecoverPoint protection.

The Change Virtual Array services enables you to:

l Move a VPLEX virtual volume from one VPLEX cluster to another.

l Reassign the VPLEX virtual volume's ViPR Controller virtual array to a different
virtual array.

l Change the back end physical storage volume on which VPLEX virtual volume is
based to another physical storage volume assigned to the new virtual array.

l Move the data on the original physical storage volume to the new storage volume.

See the following for more information:

Data Mobility: Change the ViPR Controller Virtual Pool in a VPLEX Environment on
page 69

Data Mobility: Change the ViPR Controller Virtual Array in a VPLEX Environment on
page 61
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CHAPTER 3

Data Mobility: Change the ViPR Controller
Virtual Array in a VPLEX Environment

This chapter contains the following topics:

l About the Change Virtual Array service............................................................. 62
l Use ViPR Controller to change the virtual array used in a VPLEX configuration

...........................................................................................................................63
l Understand how changing the ViPR Controller virtual array changes the VPLEX

environment ......................................................................................................64
l Supported VPLEX Versions................................................................................67
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About the Change Virtual Array service
ViPR Controller includes several features that allow data center administrators to
tightly control data mobility in a VPLEX environment. The Change Virtual Array service
in the ViPR Controller service catalog allows you to manage both the location of the
VPLEX virtual volume and the underlying physical storage.

The Change Virtual Array service allows you to perform the following operations:

l Move a VPLEX virtual volume from one VPLEX cluster to another.

l Reassign the VPLEX virtual volume's ViPR Controller virtual array to a different
virtual array.

l Change the back end physical storage volume on which VPLEX virtual volume is
based to another physical storage volume assigned to the new virtual array.

l Move the data on the original physical storage volume to the new storage volume.

Change Virtual Array: Notes on consistency groups
When you use Change Virtual Array to change the physical backing storage for a
VPLEX Local virtual volume, you must change the backing storage for all VPLEX
virtual volumes that belong to the same VPLEX consistency group as the target
volume.

Before you run the Change Virtual Array service, note the following:

l Virtual array changes are only allowed for uningested, unexported, local VPLEX
volumes that have connectivity to the target virtual array.

l If you are migrating volumes that share a VPLEX consistency group created with
ViPR Controller to another virtual array, the matched or assigned storage pools in
the virtual pool of the target virtual array must be on the same physical storage
system.

l If the user selects a volume in a consistency group, all volumes in the consistency
group, and only the volumes in the consistency group must be selected.
Otherwise, none of the selected volumes can be in a consistency group.

l For virtual array changes, the virtual pool for the volume does not change. The
virtual pool for the volume must be valid for both the source and the target virtual
array.

Setting the type of transfer speed for VPLEX data migration
You can set the type of transfer speed to be used when executing the VPLEX Data
Migration operation in the VPLEX Data Migration, Change Volume Virtual Pool, and
Change Virtual Pool services. This transfer speed also applies to the Change Virtual
Array service.

Procedure

1. Navigate to Physical > Controller Config.

2. Select the VPLEX tab.

3. Select Data Migration Speed in the drop-down list.

4. Click Add

5. Select the Scope Type.
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6. Select the Scope Value.

7. Type the Value of your required data migration speed.

Option Description

Lowest Mapping transfer size is 128 KB.

Note

Less impact on the host I/O but data migration takes longer to
complete.

Low Mapping transfer size is 2 MB.

Medium Mapping transfer size is 8 MB.

High Mapping transfer size is 16 MB.

Highest Mapping transfer size is 32 MB.

Note

Data migration completes more quickly, but there is a greater impact
on host I/O.

Use ViPR Controller to change the virtual array used in a
VPLEX configuration

The ViPR Controller Change Virtual Array service is designed to change the virtual
array used in a VPLEX environment.

Before you begin

l This operation requires the System Administrator role in ViPR Controller.

l This service is only supported on VPLEX local virtual volumes that have not been
exported to a host.

l The new block storage volume is created from the same virtual pool as the original
block storage volume. Therefore the new virtual array being chosen must be
configured with the same virtual pool as the original virtual array that was used for
the VPLEX virtual volume.

l You can move a maximum of 25 volumes at a time into a different virtual array for
volumes that belong to the same array group. However, if the volumes are not in a
consistency group, 100 volumes is the maximum when moving volumes into a
different virtual array.

Procedure

1. From the Service Catalog, run Block Storage Services > Change Virtual
Array.

2. Select the project to which the volume belongs.

3. Select the volume or volumes to move. If you are moving a volume in a VPLEX
consistency group, choose all the volumes in the VPLEX consistency group.

4. Select the virtual array to which the volumes will be moved.

5. Click Order.
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Understand how changing the ViPR Controller virtual array
changes the VPLEX environment

In a VPLEX configuration, each VPLEX cluster exists on a different virtual array. When
a new virtual array is selected for a VPLEX local virtual volume, the local virtual volume
is moved from the cluster on the original virtual array to the cluster on the selected
virtual array, and a new back end storage volume is created on the selected virtual
array for the virtual volume.

In the following image:

l The VPLEX is configured with Cluster 1 on Virtual Array A, and Cluster 2 on Virtual
Array Z.

l The back end storage for VPLEX Virtual Volume A, on Cluster 1 is configured from
VMAX A.2, which is part of Virtual Array A.

Figure 20 Initial setup with Virtual Array A

In the next image the virtual array for VPLEX Virtual Volume A is changed to Virtual
Array Z.
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Figure 21 Change to Virtual Array Z

Disposition: / Status:
Graphics should not exceed 96 dpi. Please resize. Enter alt text for the graphic in the
Attribute Inspector. The graphic also looks like there are transparency issues. Please
check how it renders on EMC.com.

l A new back end storage volume, from the same virtual pool, is configured for
VPLEX Virtual Volume A on VMAX Z.2 on Virtual Array Z.

l The data from the VMAX A.2 back end volume is migrated to the new back end
volume on VMAX Z.2 using VPLEX local device migration, resulting in VPLEX
Virtual Volume A being moved to Cluster 2 in Virtual Array Z.

l The VMAX A.2 back end volume is then unexported from VPLEX Cluster 1 and
deleted.

For information about changing the ViPR Controller virtual pool in a VPLEX
environment, see Data Mobility: Change the ViPR Controller Virtual Pool in a VPLEX
Environment on page 69.

Changing the virtual array for volumes in VPLEX consistency groups
ViPR Controller supports application consistent groups. When you change the virtual
array for a volume in a VPLEX consistency group, the entire consistency group, and
the volumes it contains, is moved to the new virtual array.

The figure below shows a VPLEX Local that is managed by ViPR Controller.
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Figure 22 Before Change Virtual Array

In this figure:

l The VPLEX Local has three virtual volumes. The volumes are in a ViPR Controller
consistency group.

l On the VPLEX , the three virtual volumes are in a VPLEX consistency group.

l The three virtual volumes have backing storage on VMAX1. The three physical
volumes on VMAX1 are in a VMAX consistency group,

Suppose you change the virtual array to one that includes VMAX2 as the backing
storage. All three of the physical storage volumes are moved to the new physical
array. The following figure shows the result of a successful execution of the Change
Virtual Array service.
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Figure 23 After Change Virtual Array

The following changes result from the service execution:

l The volumes have been moved to the Springfield virtual array.

l The backing storage volumes have been deleted from VMAX1.

l The volumes have been removed from the VMAX1 consistency group, and the
VMAX1 consistency group has been deleted.

l The volumes are moved to VMAX2.

l A new consistency group is built on VMAX2. The three volumes are added to it.

Supported VPLEX Versions

For information on the VPLEX versions supported by ViPR Controller, refer to the
EMC ViPR Controller Support Matrix.
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CHAPTER 4

Data Mobility: Change the ViPR Controller
Virtual Pool in a VPLEX Environment

This chapter contains the following topics:

l Changing the virtual pool................................................................................... 70
l Change virtual pool............................................................................................ 70
l Change Volume Virtual Pool............................................................................... 74
l Setting the type of transfer speed for VPLEX data migration............................ 78
l RecoverPoint Journal migration troubleshooting................................................79
l Use cases for changing the ViPR Controller virtual pool in a VPLEX environment

........................................................................................................................... 81
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Changing the virtual pool
The ViPR Controller service catalog includes two services that allow you to fine tune
your management of VPLEX virtual volumes in your data center, including control of
back end storage location and data protection.

Change Virtual Pool allows to change the virtual pool for multiple volumes in one
service order. See Change virtual pool.

The Change Volume Virtual Pool service allows you to change the virtual pool for a
single volume. See Change Volume Virtual Pool.

Change virtual pool
The Change Virtual Pools service moves a set of volumes from one virtual pool to
another.

Before you begin

l This operation requires the Tenant Administrator role in ViPR Controller.

l You can move a maximum of 100 volumes at a time into a different virtual pool for
volumes that belong to the same array group. However, if the volumes are not in a
consistency group, there is no maximum volume limitation when moving volumes
into a different virtual pool.
In previous versions, all volumes in the same VPLEX consistency group resided in
the same backend array group. But, with application services, you can assign
volumes in the same VPLEX consistency group to a different array group.

l The ViPR Controller Support for VPLEX and VPLEX with EMC Data Protection User
and Administration Guide and the ViPR Controller Service Catalog Reference Guide
found on the ViPR Controller Product Documentation Index provide further
details.

Procedure

1. Go to Service Catalog > Block Storage Services  > Change Virtual Pool.

2. Select the project to which the virtual pool belongs.

3. Select the current virtual pool.

4. Select the operation to perform to move the virtual pool volumes to another
virtual pool.

Option Description

Change from
VPLEX Local to
VPLEX
Distributed

The volumes in the virtual pool are moved from a local to
distributed VPLEX .

Note

Changing the virtual pool from VPLEX local to VPLEX
distributed is not supported when the VPLEX volume is in a
consistency group.

VPLEX Data
Migration

By changing the volumes of the virtual pool on the backend
storage system, you can perform functions such as; change
the backend volumes from thin to thick, change the storage
system from VMAX to VNX or vice versa.
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Option Description

You can configure the speed of the data migration using
Assets > Controller Config > VPLEX and then adding a new
configuration for Data Migration Speed.

You can also use the REST API and the CLI to retrieve a list
of data migrations, show the details of a data migration,
pause, resume, and cancel a migration. See the ViPR
Controller REST API Reference, available as a zip file from
the ViPR Controller Product Documentation Index and the
ViPR Controller CLI Reference Guide which can be found on
the ViPR Controller Product Documentation Index.

RecoverPoint protected VPLEX volumes or MetroPoint
(VPLEX Metro only) volumes are eligible for VPLEX Data
Migration too. For these volumes, the original virtual pool is
compared to the target virtual pool and migrations are
based on changes in

l Source virtual pool

l Source journal virtual pool

l Target virtual pools

l Target journal virtual pools

Targets and Journals can be implicitly migrated if there are
changes in the new virtual pool when compared to other
virtual pools. (The other virtual pools must be eligible for
migration.)

RecoverPoint protected VPLEX volumes or MetroPoint
(VPLEX Metro only) volumes that are in consistency groups
with array consistency enabled OR are in Applications will
be grouped together for migration.

The same rules apply to all virtual pools when determining
whether or not a migration will be triggered.

RecoverPoint or MetroPoint (VPLEX Metro only) Target
volumes that are in Applications will be grouped together
for migration.

Move Into
VPLEX

Moves non-virtualized volumes in a virtual pool from a VNX
for Block or VMAX storage system to a VPLEX . Once
moved to a VPLEX , the volumes are virtualized. The
storage system from which the volume will be moved, must
have connectivity to a VPLEX .

Add
RecoverPoint
Protection

Adds RecoverPoint or MetroPoint (VPLEX Metro only)
protection to the virtual pool volumes. Volumes cannot be
part of an existing consistency group.

Remove
RecoverPoint
Protection

Removes RecoverPoint protection from volumes. The
source volumes remains intact, but the target volumes are
deleted. In addition, if these volumes are the last volumes in
the consistency group, then journal volumes are also
deleted.
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Option Description

The target virtual pool must be identical to the original
virtual pool, with the execption that the target virtual pool
does not include RecoverPoint protection.

You can remove the RecoverPoint protection from VPLEX
source volumes, only if those volumes do not have any
snapshots.

Note

If you have run the Swap Continuous Copies service to
make theRecoverPoint target become the source, you
cannot remove the RecoverPoint protection, until you run
the Swap Continuous Copies service again to reverse the
personalities of the source and target virtual pools.

Change
RecoverPoint
Protection to
MetroPoint

Non-disruptive upgrade of an existing RecoverPoint
+VPLEX CRR configuration to MetroPoint CRR. The virtual
pool change affects the entire consistency group and all
volumes in the consistency group will be moved to the
target virtual pool.
The target virtual pool must be identical to the original
virtual pool, with the exception that the target virtual pool
has:

l A Data Protection setting of VPLEX Distributed.

l The target virtual array and virtual pool for the
RecoverPoint copy defined in Data Protection >
RecoverPoint Copies > Add Copy. Optionally, you can
also set a separate virtual array and virtual pool for the
journal volume of the RecoverPoint copy.

l Protect Source Site selected in Data Protection >
RecoverPoint Advanced settings

l Protect HA Site selected in Data Protection >
RecoverPoint Advanced settings

Add SRDF
Protection

Adds SRDF protection to the volumes in the virtual pool
from one VMAX to another VMAX.

Add Continuous
Copy Protection

Adds Continuous Copy protection to VNX block, VMAX
virtual pool volumes, or VPLEX local volumes. When added
to the VPLEX local volume a local mirror of the volumes are
also created.

Change Export
Path Parameters

Moves the virtual pool volumes to a virtual pool with a
different number of path attributes.

Change Auto-
tiering Policy or
Host IO Limits

Changes the auto-tiering policy on the volumes.

l If you are changing SLOs for all VMAX3 backend
volumes for VPLEX volumes within the masking view,
then they need not be in parent/child relationship. It can
be a flat storage group.

l For VMAX2 it does not matter if it is a cascaded storage
group (SG) or child, the policy change is requested for
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Option Description

all volumes in a SG. If there are phantom SGs (SGs that
are non-FAST and non-cascaded), then this restriction
is not applicable.

Restrictions:

l If you are changing the SLOs of only a subset of the
VMAX3 backend volumes for VPLEX volumes within the
masking view , then the VMAX3 backend volumes for
VPLEX must all be contained in a child storage group,
under a parent SG(cascaded). The parent SG should be
associated to a Masking View (MV).

Note

If the above restrictions are not followed, an error similar to
the following is encountered:

Error 12000: An error occurred while executing the 
job,
Op: updateStorageGroupPolicyAndLimits with message 
None of
the Storage Groups on ExportMask 
BE_Vplex242vmax3_1035_MV1
is updated with new FAST policy or Host IO Limits. 
Because
the given Volume list is not same as the one in 
Storage
Group (or) any of the criteria for 'moveMembers' 
didn't
meet in case of VMAX3 volumes. Please check log for 
more details.
     

In this example, the VPLEX Backend (BE) masking view is a
shared masking view:

a. User1 creates 2 Bronze SLO VPLEX virtual volumes
which were added to the existing BE Bronze Cascade
MV1/Cascade SG1

b. User2 creates 3 Bronze SLO VPLEX virtual volumes
where were added to existing BE Bronze Cascade MV1/
Cascade SG1

c. User 1 tries to change the SLO from Bronze to Gold. The
order will fail, and generate the Error 12000 since the
Bronze BE SG1 is shared among all users. User 1 is trying
to change the SLO of only a subset of the VPLEX virtual
volumes in the Bronze SG, instead of all of the volumes
in the SG.

Update the
replication mode
(link policies) on
an entire
consistency
group

When you create a RecoverPoint protected volume, all
consistency group link policies are initialized according to
the setting in the replication mode field in the virtual pool.
Use the change virtual pool operation to update the
replication mode (link policies) on the entire consistency
group. Before you begin:
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Option Description

a. Create a virtual pool with RecoverPoint data protection
set to asynchronous replication mode.

b. Create a volume using this virtual pool. Notice that the
consistency group link policy in RecoverPoint is set to
asynchronous.

c. Create a duplicate virtual pool and change the
replication mode to synchronous.

d. Perform a change virtual pool operation specifying the
asynchronous virtual pool as the source and the
synchronous virtual pool as the target. After this step,
the link policy for the consistency group changes to
synchronous.

Note

Changing the replication mode to synchronous can only
be performed on a consistency group with no more than
one remote copy.

5. Select the target virtual pool.

In addition to the properties to support the selected operation, the following
VNX and VMAX block volume attributes can also be changed by moving the
volume to a new virtual pool:

l Type of provisioning: Thin or Thick

l FAST policy

l Raid Types

6. If adding RecoverPoint protection, select the consistency group.

7. Select how you want to filter the volumes. The filter retrieves the volumes,
sorts them alphabetically, and lists them.

8. Select the volumes.

9. Select Order.

Change Volume Virtual Pool
Moves the volume into a different virtual pool.

Before you begin

This operation requires a Tenant Administrator role in ViPR.

Procedure

1. Go to Catalog > Block Storage Services  > Change Volume Virtual Pool.

2. Select the project in which the volume is located.

3. Select the volume to move.

4. Select the operation to perform by moving the volume to another virtual pool.
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Option Description

Change from
VPLEX Local to
VPLEX
Distributed

The volume is moved from a local to distributed VPLEX .

Note

Changing the virtual pool from VPLEX local to VPLEX
distributed is not supported when the VPLEX volume is in a
consistency group.

VPLEX Data
Migration

By changing the volume on the backend storage system,
you can perform functions such as: change the backend
volume from thin to thick, change the storage system from
VMAX to VNX or vice versa.
You can configure the speed of the data migration using
Assets > Controller Config > VPLEX and then adding a new
configuration for Data Migration Speed.

You can also use the REST API and the CLI to retrieve a list
of data migrations, show the details of a data migration,
pause, resume, and cancel a migration. See the ViPR
Controller REST API Reference, available as a zip file from
the ViPR Controller Product Documentation Index and the
ViPR Controller CLI Reference Guide which can be found on
the ViPR Controller Product Documentation Index.

RecoverPoint protected VPLEX volumes or MetroPoint
(VPLEX Metro only) volumes are eligible for VPLEX Data
Migration too. For these volumes, the original virtual pool is
compared to the target virtual pool and migrations are
based on changes in

l Source virtual pool

l Source journal virtual pool

l Target virtual pools

l Target journal virtual pools

Targets and Journals can be implicitly migrated if there are
changes in the new virtual pool when compared to other
virtual pools. (The other virtual pools must be eligible for
migration.)

The same rules apply to all virtual pools when determining
whether or not a migration will be triggered.

RecoverPoint protected VPLEX volumes or MetroPoint
(VPLEX Metro only) volumes that are in consistency groups
with array consistency enabled OR are in Applications will
be grouped together for migration.

RecoverPoint or MetroPoint (VPLEX Metro only) Target
volumes that are in Applications will be grouped together
for migration.

Move Into
VPLEX

Moves a non-virtualized volume from a VNX for Block or
VMAX storage system to a VPLEX . Once moved to a
VPLEX , the volume is virtualized. The storage system from
which the volume will be moved, must have connectivity to
a VPLEX .
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Option Description

Add
RecoverPoint
Protection

Adds RecoverPoint or MetroPoint (VPLEX Metro only)
protection to the virtual pool volumes. Volumes cannot be
part of an existing consistency group.

Remove
RecoverPoint
Protection

Removes RecoverPoint protection from volumes. The
source volumes remains intact, but the target volumes are
deleted. In addition, if these volumes are the last volumes in
the consistency group, then journal volumes are also
deleted.
The target virtual pool must be identical to the original
virtual pool, with the execption that the target virtual pool
does not include RecoverPoint protection.

You can remove the RecoverPoint protection from VPLEX
source volumes, only if those volumes do not have any
snapshots.

Note

If you have run the Swap Continuous Copies service to
make theRecoverPoint target become the source, you
cannot remove the RecoverPoint protection, until you run
the Swap Continuous Copies service again to reverse the
personalities of the source and target virtual pools.

Change
RecoverPoint
Protection to
MetroPoint

Non-disruptive upgrade of an existing RecoverPoint
+VPLEX CRR configuration to MetroPoint CRR. The virtual
pool change affects the entire consistency group and all
volumes in the consistency group will be moved to the
target virtual pool.
The target virtual pool must be identical to the original
virtual pool, with the exception that the target virtual pool
has:

l A Data Protection setting of VPLEX Distributed.

l The target virtual array and virtual pool for the
RecoverPoint copy defined in Data Protection >
RecoverPoint Copies > Add Copy. Optionally, you can
also set a separate virtual array and virtual pool for the
journal volume of the RecoverPoint copy.

l Protect Source Site selected in Data Protection >
RecoverPoint Advanced settings

l Protect HA Site selected in Data Protection >
RecoverPoint Advanced settings

Add SRDF
Protection

Adds SRDF protection to the volume from one VMAX to
another VMAX.

Add Continuous
Copy Protection

Adds Continuous Copy protection to VNX block, VMAX
volumes, or VPLEX local volumes. When added to the
VPLEX local volume a local mirror of the volume is also
created.

Change Export
Path Parameters

Moves the volume to a virtual pool with a different number
of path attributes.
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Option Description

Change auto-
tiering Policy,
Host IO Limits,
or Compression

Can be used to change the auto-tiering policy on the
volume.

l If you are changing SLOs for all VMAX3 backend
volumes for VPLEX volumes within the masking view,
then they need not be in parent/child relationship. It can
be a flat storage group.

l For VMAX2 it does not matter if it is a cascaded storage
group (SG) or child, the policy change is requested for
all volumes in a SG. If there are phantom SGs (SGs that
are non-FAST and non-cascaded), then this restriction
is not applicable.

Restrictions:

l If you are changing the SLOs of only a subset of the
VMAX3 backend volumes for VPLEX volumes within the
masking view , then the VMAX3 backend volumes for
VPLEX must all be contained in a child storage group,
under a parent SG(cascaded). The parent SG should be
associated to a Masking View (MV).

Note

If the above restrictions are not followed, an error similar to
the following is encountered:

Error 12000: An error occurred while executing the 
job,
Op: updateStorageGroupPolicyAndLimits with message 
None of
the Storage Groups on ExportMask 
BE_Vplex242vmax3_1035_MV1
is updated with new FAST policy or Host IO Limits. 
Because
the given Volume list is not same as the one in 
Storage
Group (or) any of the criteria for 'moveMembers' 
didn't
meet in case of VMAX3 volumes. Please check log for 
more details.
     

In this example, the VPLEX Backend (BE) masking view is a
shared masking view:

a. User1 creates 2 Bronze SLO VPLEX virtual volumes
which were added to the existing BE Bronze Cascade
MV1/Cascade SG1

b. User2 creates 3 Bronze SLO VPLEX virtual volumes
where were added to existing BE Bronze Cascade MV1/
Cascade SG1

c. User 1 tries to change the SLO from Bronze to Gold. The
order will fail, and generate the Error 12000 since the
Bronze BE SG1 is shared among all users. User 1 is trying
to change the SLO of only a subset of the VPLEX virtual
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Option Description

volumes in the Bronze SG, instead of all of the volumes
in the SG.

Can be used to move VMAX3 volumes to a virtual pool
where compression is enabled, or where compression is
enabled, and the compression ratio set on the storage pools
in the virtual pool matches the ratio set on the volume being
moved.

Update the
replication mode
(link policies) on
an entire
consistency
group

When you create a RecoverPoint protected volume, all
consistency group link policies are initialized according to
the setting in the replication mode field in the virtual pool.
Use the change virtual pool operation to update the
replication mode (link policies) on the entire consistency
group. Before you begin:

a. Create a virtual pool with RecoverPoint data protection
set to asynchronous replication mode.

b. Create a volume using this virtual pool. Notice that the
consistency group link policy in RecoverPoint is set to
asynchronous replication mode.

c. Create a duplicate virtual pool and change the
replication mode to synchronous.

d. Perform a change virtual pool operation specifying the
asynchronous virtual pool as the source and the
synchronous virtual pool as the target. After this step,
the link policy for the consistency group changes to
synchronous.

Note

Changing the replication mode to synchronous can only
be performed on a consistency group with no more than
one remote copy.

5. Select the target virtual pool.

In addition to the properties to support the selected operation, the following
VNX and VMAX block volume attributes can also be changed by moving the
volume to a new virtual pool:

l Type of provisioning: Thin or Thick

l FAST policy

l Raid Types

6. If adding RecoverPoint protection, select the consistency group.

7. Click Order to run the service.

Setting the type of transfer speed for VPLEX data migration
You can set the type of transfer speed to be used when executing the VPLEX Data
Migration operation in the VPLEX Data Migration, Change Volume Virtual Pool, and
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Change Virtual Pool services. This transfer speed also applies to the Change Virtual
Array service.

Procedure

1. Navigate to Physical > Controller Config.

2. Select the VPLEX tab.

3. Select Data Migration Speed in the drop-down list.

4. Click Add

5. Select the Scope Type.

6. Select the Scope Value.

7. Type the Value of your required data migration speed.

Option Description

Lowest Mapping transfer size is 128 KB.

Note

Less impact on the host I/O but data migration takes longer to
complete.

Low Mapping transfer size is 2 MB.

Medium Mapping transfer size is 8 MB.

High Mapping transfer size is 16 MB.

Highest Mapping transfer size is 32 MB.

Note

Data migration completes more quickly, but there is a greater impact
on host I/O.

RecoverPoint Journal migration troubleshooting
RecoverPoint Journal volumes may not migrate as expected in some configurations.

Journal volume migration behaves differently from the migration of Source or Target
volumes. There are some configurations where a Journal volume may be skipped
during migration. When configuring virtual pools, keep these points in mind:

l Journals are internal volumes (meaning they are not normally exposed to the user).
However, they can be migrated individually if you set the Display Journal option
to Yes in Migration Services.

Note

This option is available only from Migration Services.

l Journals may be added to the RecoverPoint Consistency Group and belong to a
virtual pool different from the Source virtual pool.

l Journals belong to the RecoverPoint Consistency Group, not the Source or Target
volumes.
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l Concurrent migration of volumes in the same RecoverPoint consistency group is
not supported. RecoverPoint Journals/Targets may be migrated as a result of
using the change virtual pool service where the virtual pool for Journal/Target
changes as a result of migrating Source or Target volumes. Although launched
implicitly, when a migration task is running for a Target or Journal volume, any
subsequent orders resulting in another migration task for the same Target/Journal
will fail until the existing tasks complete.

Here is an example where the Journal volumes may not be migrated as expected.

1. Example Source and Target virtual pools:

l Original Source Vpool (src-vpool1)

l Original Source Journal Vpool (src-jrnl-vpool1)

l Original Target Vpool (tgt-vpool1)

l Original Target Journal Vpool (tgt-jrnl-vpool1)

2. Provision one volume in the RecoverPoint Consistency Group with src-vpool1.
Example volumes:

l src-vol1 (src-vpool1)

l tgt-vol1 (tgt-vpool1)

l src-jrnl-vol1 (src-jrnl-vpool1) (internal volume, hidden from UI)

l tgt-jrnl-vol1 (tgt-jrnl-vpool1) (internal volume, hidden from UI)

3. Provision a second volume in the RecoverPoint Consistency Group with src-
vpool1.

Note

No new Journals are created.

Example volumes:

l src-vol1 (src-vpool1)

l tgt-vol1 (tgt-vpool1)

l src-vol2 (src-vpool1)
l tgt-vol2 (tgt-vpool1)
l src-jrnl-vol1 (src-jrnl-vpool1)

l tgt-jrnl-vol1 (tgt-jrnl-vpool1)

4. Use Service Catalog > Data Protection Services > Add Journal Capacity to add
a RecoverPoint Journal volume. Create the new Journal for Source using virtual
pool, src-jrnl-vpool-differentvpool. Example volumes:

l src-vol1 (src-vpool1)

l tgt-vol1 (tgt-vpool1)

l src-vol2 (src-vpool1)

l tgt-vol2 (tgt-vpool1)

l src-jrnl-vol1 (src-jrnl-vpool1)

l src-jrnl-vol2 (src-jrnl-vpool-differentvpool)
l tgt-jrnl-vol1 (tgt-jrnl-vpool1)
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5. Use Service Catalog > Migration Services > VPLEX Data Migration to migrate
only the src-jrnl-vol1 to src-jrnl-vppol-differentvpool. Example
volumes:

l src-vol1 (src-vpool1)

l tgt-vol1 (tgt-vpool1)

l src-vol2 (src-vpool1)

l tgt-vol2 (tgt-vpool1)

l src-jrnl-vol1 (src-jrnl-vpool-differentvpool)
l src-jrnl-vol2 (src-jrnl-vpool-differentvpool)

l tgt-jrnl-vol1 (tgt-jrnl-vpool1)

6. Create a new virtual pool to migrate ALL volumes. Example volumes:

l New Source virtual pool (src-vpool2)

l New Source Journal virtual pool (src-jrnl-vpool2)

l New Target virtual pool (tgt-vpool2)

l New Target Journal virtual pool (tgt-jrnl-vpool2)

7. Migrate ALL volumes from src-vpool1 to src-vpool2. Example volumes:

l src-vol1 (src-vpool2)
l tgt-vol1 (tgt-vpool2)
l src-vol2 (src-vpool2)
l tgt-vol2 (tgt-vpool2)
l src-jrnl-vol1 (src-jrnl-vpool-differentvpool)

l src-jrnl-vol2 (src-jrnl-vpool-differentvpool)

l tgt-jrnl-vol1 (tgt-jrnl-vpool2)

Note

src-jrnl-vol1 and src-jrnl-vol2 are not migrated to src-jrnl-vpool2. The
migration compares the Original Source virtual pool to the New Source virtual pool
and tries to migrate the Source journals. However, because these Journals reside in
src-jrnl-vpool-differentvpool, they do not belong to the expected virtual
pools for the migration, so they are skipped.

Use cases for changing the ViPR Controller virtual pool in a
VPLEX environment

The Change Virtual Pool service supports three different functions for VPLEX . This
section describes those use cases.

Change virtual pool to create a new VPLEX virtual volume
Use the Change Virtual Pool service to import a block storage volume from ViPR
Controller to create a new VPLEX virtual volume.
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If creating a VPLEX local virtual volume, an existing block storage volume, which is
selected during the virtual pool change operation, is used for the backend storage
used to create the VPLEX local virtual volume.
Figure 24 Storage volume B virtual pool initial setup

Disposition: / Status:
Use alt text for graphics. What is the source for this file? Is it a screenshot or a
drawing.

l Storage volume B is on VMAX B array and part of Testing virtual pool.

l Metro mission critical virtual pool is associated with VPLEX A.

l Storage volume B, and VPLEX A, have no association.

The virtual pool for Storage volume B, is changed to Metro Mission Critical, which is a
storage pool configured for VPLEX .
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Figure 25 Change virtual pool for Storage volume B

l Storage volume B is then moved to the Metro Mission Critical virtual pool, which is
associated to VPLEX A.

l VPLEX local virtual volume B is then created from the backend Storage volume B.

If creating a VPLEX distributed virtual volume from block storage, the VPLEX local
virtual volume is created from the selected virtual pool. Then a new HA backend
storage volume is created, and attached as a mirror to the VPLEX local virtual volume
and the distributed VPLEX volume is created. The data from the backend storage for
the VPLEX local virtual volume is then copied to the HA backend volume to ensure the
two storage volumes are synchronized.

VPLEX virtual volume B is distributed, Backend volume Z is created in Virtual Array Z,
and attached as a mirror to VPLEX virtual volume B.
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Figure 26 Change virtual pool for Storage volume B in a distributed environment

Change the VPLEX virtual volume remote protection
Use the Change Virtual Pools service to change the remote protection of a VPLEX
virtual volume from local to distributed.

Note

Changing the virtual pool from VPLEX local to VPLEX distributed is not supported
when the VPLEX volume is in a consistency group.

When the Virtual Pool in a VPLEX environment is changed from local to remote, a new
HA backend storage volume is created, and attached as a mirror to the VPLEX local
virtual volume. The data from the backend storage for the VPLEX local virtual volume
is then copied to the HA backend volume to ensure the two storage volumes are
synchronized.

In the initial setup, VPLEX (local) virtual volume A is associated with Local Mission
Critical virtual pool. Its backend storage is volume A on VMAX array A.1.
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Figure 27 Initial environment set up with a virtual pool created for local protection

Once the virtual pool is changed for VPLEX (local) virtual volume A to Remote Mission
Critical virtual pool.
Figure 28 Change to a virtual pool configured for remote protection

l Backend (HA) volume Z is created in Virtual Array Z.

l The Backend (HA) volume Z in Virtual Array Z is attached as a mirror to the VPLEX
virtual volume A in Virtual Array A , which changes the remote protection of
VPLEX virtual volume A from a local to distributed.
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Change the backend storage volume for a VPLEX virtual volume
Use the Change Virtual Pool service to change the backend storage of a VPLEX virtual
volume to meet new configuration requirements such as storage system type, disk
type, or protocols.

VPLEX virtual volume A is associated with the VMAX virtual pool. The backend
storage for VPLEX virtual volume A is Storage volume A on VMAX A array.
Figure 29 Initiall setup with VMAX virtual pool

When the virtual pool is changed to the VNX virtual pool.
Figure 30 Change to VNX virtual pool

l Backend Storage volume B is created on VNX A, and associated with VPLEX
virtual volume A.
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l Storage volume A on VMAX A is deleted.

Change the back end storage for a VPLEX virtual volume in a consistency
group

You can use the Change Virtual Pool service operation VPLEX Data Migration to move
the backing storage for a VPLEX virtual volume from one physical array to another.

If the virtual volume you are moving is in a VPLEX consistency group:

l All VPLEX volumes in the consistency group must be selected for the virtual pool
change.

l Only the volumes in the consistency group can be selected for the virtual pool
change. Do not select other volumes.

l The storage pools in the target virtual pool, whether matched or manually
assigned, must reside on a single storage system thereby ensuring the back end
volumes will be placed on the same storage array, and as such, can be created in
the same back end consistency group. For distributed volumes, the High
Availability virtual pool in the target virtual pool has this same restriction.

l The target virtual pool must specify multi-volume consistency.
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CHAPTER 5

Export a VPLEX Local Virtual Volume to a Host
or Cluster

This chapter contains the following topics:

l Export a VPLEX local volume to a host or cluster.............................................. 90
l Datacenter requirements................................................................................... 90
l Discoveries......................................................................................................... 91
l Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume...........................................91
l Block Protection Services > Export VPLEX Volume........................................... 94
l Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume for a Host.................................95
l Block Storage Services > Unexport and Remove Block Volume......................... 96
l Worldwide Names on VPLEX Volumes Provisioned through ViPR Controller......97
l Supported VPLEX Versions................................................................................97
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Export a VPLEX local volume to a host or cluster
ViPR Controller includes several services in the service catalog that build and export
volumes in a VPLEX Local environment.

To run these services successfully, your datacenter must meet certain physical
configuration requirements, and elements in your datacenter must be registered and
discovered by ViPR Controller.

The three services that allow you to build and manage VPLEX Local virtual volumes
are:

l Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume

l Block Protection Services > Export VPLEX Volume

l Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume For a Host

This chapter also describes the Block Storage Services > Unexport and Remove Block
Volume on page 96 service. This service removes a VPLEX virtual volume and its
underlying back end storage.

Datacenter requirements
The following figure shows a simple datacenter configuration supported by ViPR
Controller. This configuration includes a VPLEX Local configuration with a VMAX and
a VNX as the physical storage arrays.

After creating a volume and exporting it, Host 1 can access storage presented by
VPLEX Local C1. The data center requirements are as follows:
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l There must be physical connectivity between all the relevant components in your
datacenter.

l The VPLEX Virtual volume can exist on ViPR Controller-managed block storage
such as a VNX or VMAX array.

l The VPLEX virtual volume can also be backed by a third-party block storage array
not managed by ViPR Controller. The virtual volume built on this storage can be
ingested and exported to Host 1.

l The networks added to the virtual array must contain all the endpoints necessary
to provision the backend array volumes to the VPLEX , and provision the virtual
volumes from the VPLEX to a host.

Discoveries
From ViPR Controller, you must discover all of the following to export a VPLEX Local
virtual volume to a host.

l The hosts (or cluster) you want to access storage.

l The VPLEX that will contain the virtual volume.

l The block storage arrays on the VPLEX is using.

l Any Brocade or Cisco switches required to connect the host to the VPLEX .

l Any Brocade or Cisco switches required to connect the physical storage to the
VPLEX .

Note that the entire route from the host to the physical storage must be discovered
by ViPR Controller before you can successfully run the VPLEX -related services.

Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume
In an environment that includes a VPLEX Local configuration, Create Block Volume
creates both the physical storage device on the back end array and the VPLEX virtual
volume. This service does not export the volume to the host.

Before you begin

To run this service, your environment must meet all of the following requirements.

l You must log in to ViPR Controller as a tenant administrator, or as a user with
access to the project that contains the volume you want to export.

l Your physical datacenter must meet all of the requirements described in the
section Datacenter Requirements.

l From ViPR Controller, you must discover the physical infrastructure listed in the
section entitled Discoveries.

Procedure

1. Create a ViPR Controller project.

See Create a ViPR Controller Project on page 22 .

2. Build a virtual array.

See Create a Virtual Array .

3. Add networks to the virtual array to enable physical connectivity between all
the datacenter hardware - the host, the switches, the VPLEX and the backend
storage. Alternatively, you could add network ports that enable the physical
connectivity to an existing virtual array.
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See Add Networks to the Virtual Array

4. Create the virtual pool from which you will provision the volume. During this
step, you choose virtual arrays to assign to the virtual pool. The virtual pool
should have High Availability equal to VPLEX Local, and it should display one
or more physical pools when you configure it.

See Create a Virtual pool for your virtual array

5. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume from the service catalog.

See Create a VPLEX Local Block Volume

Create a Virtual Array
From the user interface, create a virtual array as follows:

Procedure

1. Complete the discoveries described in the section entitled Discoveries above

2. From the Administrator Mode, select Virtual > Virtual Array.

3. Give the virtual array a name.

4. Select either Automatic or manual SAN Zoning. This example uses automatic
SAN zoning.

5. Click Save. The new virtual array is added to the list of virtual arrays.

Add Networks to the Virtual Array
From the user interface, add networks to your virtual array as follows:

Procedure

1. Choose Virtual > Virtual Arrays to display the list of virtual arrays.

2. Click the name of the virtual array you created in Create a Virtual Array. The
Edit Virtual Array configuration screen appears.

3. Click Networks. The Networks screen appears.

4. Click Add. The Add Network dialog appears with a list of fabrics.

5. Click the check boxes next to the fabrics you want to add to your virtual array.
The networks you add must give you access to the VPLEX and the physical
storage arrays. In the following figure, the four fabrics added to the virtual array
provide connectivity to the VPLEX and two physical block storage arrays - a
VMAX and a VNX.

6. Click Add.
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7. Click Edit Virtual Array in the breadcrumb at the top of the screen to navigate
back to the Edit Virtual Array screen. The VPLEX and the physical storage
systems should display in the Storage Systems list.

Create a Virtual pool for your virtual array
Create a virtual pool for your virtual array as follows:

Procedure

1. Choose Virtual > Block Virtual Pools. The Create Virtual Pool screen appears.

2. Enter a string name for the virtual pool.

3. Enter a string describing the virtual pool. This could include any site-specific
information about the purpose of the pool.

4. Choose the virtual array that includes your physical arrays and your VPLEX.

5. Expand High Availability section and choose VPLEX Local from the options list.

6. Be sure that the number of physical pools meeting your criteria is greater than
0.

7. Click Save.

When you edit the virtual array you built in step 2. The virtual pool should appear in the
list of virtual pools at the bottom of the screen.
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Create a VPLEX Local Block Volume
From User Mode, create a VPLEX Local block volume as follows:

Procedure

1. Choose User Mode.

2. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume from the service catalog.

3. Choose a virtual array that contains the VPLEX and the physical arrays.

4. Choose the virtual pool that includes the VPLEX Local High Availability setting.

5. Choose the project you built.

6. Give a string description to the block volume.

7. You may optionally specify a ViPR Controller consistency group. It is not
required for exporting a VPLEX Local volume to a host.

8. Set the number of volumes to 1 or more.

9. Set the volume size in gigabytes.

10. Click Order.

This service creates both the storage device on the physical storage and the VPLEX
virtual volume as well. You can only run the Export VPLEX Volume service against a
volume created as part of a virtual pool that includes VPLEX Local High Availability or
VPLEX Metro High Availability. You cannot run the Export VPLEX Volume service
against a non-VPLEX volume.

Block Protection Services > Export VPLEX Volume
To run this service, your environment must meet all of the following requirements.

Before you begin

l You must log in to ViPR Controller as a tenant administrator, or as a user with
access to the project that contains the volume you want to export.

l Your Physical Datacenter must meet all of the requirements described in the
section Datacenter Requirements.

l From ViPR Controller, you must discover the physical infrastructure listed in the
section entitled Discoveries.

l You must have a VPLEX virtual volume to export to a host. The section entitled 
Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume describes how to build the volume.

Procedure

1. Select User Mode > Service Catalog > Block Storage Services > Export
Volume to a Host.

2. Choose Shared or Exclusive. Shared will export the volume to every host in
a cluster. Exclusive exports the volume to a single host.

3. Select the Project to which the volume belongs.

4. Select the Host or cluster to which the volume will be exported.

5. Select a virtual array.
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6. Select the VPLEX Volume to export.

7. Choose-1 for the default Host Logical Unit number (HLU).

8. Click Order.

The Orders page is displayed with the progress of the order.

Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume for a Host
The Create Block Volume for a Host service creates both the physical storage device
on the back end array and the VPLEX virtual volume. This service also exports the
volume to the host.

Before you begin

To run this service, your environment must meet all of the following requirements.

l You must log in to ViPR Controller as a tenant administrator, or as a user with
access to the project that contains the volume you want to export.

l Your physical datacenter must meet all of the requirements described in the
section Datacenter Requirements.

l From ViPR Controller, you must discover the physical infrastructure listed in the
section entitled Discoveries.

Procedure

1. Create a ViPR Controller project.

See Create a ViPR Controller Project on page 22.

2. Build a virtual array.

See Create a Virtual Array .

3. Add networks to the virtual array to enable physical connectivity between all
the datacenter hardware - the host, the switches, the VPLEX and the back end
storage.

See Add Networks to the Virtual Array.

4. Create the virtual pool to which you will assign the volume, and add the virtual
pool to the virtual array. The virtual pool should have High Availability equal to
VPLEX Local, and it should have one or more physical pools when you configure
it.

See Create a virtual pool for your virtual array.

5. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume for a Host from the
service catalog.

See Create Block Volume for a Host

Create Block Volume for a Host
From User Mode, create and export a VPLEX virtual volume as follows:

Procedure

1. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume for Host from the service
catalog.

2. Choose Shared or Exclusive. Shared will export the volume to every host in a
cluster. Exclusive exports the volume to a single host.
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3. Select a virtual array that contains the VPLEX and the physical arrays.

4. Choose the virtual pool that includes the VPLEX Local High Availability setting.

5. Choose the project you built.

6. Give a string description to the block volume.

7. You may optionally specify a ViPR Controller consistency group. It is not
required for exporting a VPLEX Local volume to a host.

8. Set the number of volumes to 1 or more.

9. Set the volume size in gigabytes.

10. Click Order.

Results

This service creates both the storage device on the physical storage and the VPLEX
Virtual Storage as well. You can only run the Create Block Volume for a Host service
against a volume created as part of a virtual pool that includes VPLEX Local high
availability.

Block Storage Services > Unexport and Remove Block
Volume

You can run the Unexport and Remove Block Volume service to remove a VPLEX
virtual volume built with the Create Block Volume or Create Block Volume for Host
services.

Note

VPLEX virtual volumes that are deleted outside of ViPR Controller or virtual volumes
that were partially removed during a failed ViPR Controller delete volume workflow,
may take several hours to clean up.

To run the Unexport and Remove Block Volume service:

1. Log in as a ViPR Controller tenant administrator.

2. From the User menu, choose Block Storage Services > Unexport and Remove
Block Volume.

3. Choose the project that contains the volume to remove.

4. Click the check box next to the volume to remove.

5. Choose one of the following Deletion Types:

Full l Deletes the Volume from ViPR Controller.

l Deletes the Virtual Volume from the VPLEX .

l Deletes all exports, snapshots, clones, and mirrors associated
with the volume.

l Deletes the physical back end storage from the physical arrays,
including removing the volume from consistency groups.

Inventory
Only

Deletes the volume from ViPR Controller. All VPLEX and physical
storage objects are left intact.
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6. Click Order.

Worldwide Names on VPLEX Volumes Provisioned through
ViPR Controller

After VPLEX volumes are provisioned through ViPR Controller, those volumes are not
immediately assigned a worldwide name (WWN).

A WWN is only assigned to a VPLEX volume when it is exported.

To view the worldwide name of a volume, choose Resources > Volumes, then click
the name of the volume in the list. The following figure shows an example of a volume
listing. Notice that the WWN field is blank.

For an unexported VPLEX Local or VPLEX Metro volume, the WWN field on this
screen will be blank as shown here.

Supported VPLEX Versions

For information on the VPLEX versions supported by ViPR Controller, refer to the
EMC ViPR Controller Support Matrix.
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CHAPTER 6

Support for VPLEX volume snapshots and
SnapVX operations

This chapter contains the following topics:

l ViPR Controller support for VPLEX volume snapshots..................................... 100
l Create a VPLEX Local Volume Snapshot using RecoverPoint Bookmarks........ 100
l Create a VPLEX local array snapshot................................................................108
l Block Protection Services > Remove Block Snapshot........................................ 111
l Create and delete snapshots for volumes in consistency groups....................... 112
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ViPR Controller support for VPLEX volume snapshots
ViPR Controller allows you to create snapshots on any VPLEX Local or VPLEX Metro
virtual volume whose back end storage allows snapshot creation. There are two types
of snapshots supported by ViPR Controller for VPLEX virtual volumes: RecoverPoint
bookmarks and local volume snapshots.

Snapshots are point-in time copies of a volume. They can be created using native
block storage, such as EMC XtremIO, VMAX, or VNX.

Create a VPLEX Local Volume Snapshot using RecoverPoint Bookmarks describes
creating snapshots of a VPLEX local virtual volume with RecoverPoint protection
whose back end storage resides on a ViPR Controller-managed block storage array.

Create a VPLEX local array snapshot describes how to create snapshots using the
native array snapshot capabilities of the back end storage used by the VPLEX .

ViPR Controller includes the following services in the service catalog for managing
VPLEX and RecoverPoint snapshots.

l Block Protection Services > Create Block Snapshot for a Volume
l Block Protection Services > Restore Block Snapshot to a Volume
l Block Protection Services > Remove Block Snapshot

Consistency Groups
When you create a VPLEX virtual volume with RecoverPoint protection, you must
create a ViPR Controller consistency group. During service execution, ViPR Controller
creates and manages VPLEX and RecoverPoint consistency groups as needed for the
specific service.

During provisioning, ViPR Controller uses the name of the consistency group you
specify to create a RecoverPoint consistency group with this name:

ViPR_<ViPR_CG_Name>

Additionally, ViPR Controller creates internal consistency groups as needed to support
provisioning on VPLEX . These consistency groups are not visible from the ViPR
Controller User Interface. However, they are visible though the VPLEX user interface.

When you delete the VPLEX volume, the consistency groups created on the
RecoverPoint and the VPLEX are deleted.

Create a VPLEX Local Volume Snapshot using RecoverPoint
Bookmarks

ViPR Controller supports the creation of VPLEX Local volume snapshots based on
RecoverPoint bookmarks.

This section describes how to create snapshots using RecoverPoint bookmarks. ViPR
Controller also supports local volume snapshots. See Create a VPLEX local array
snapshot.

Data center requirements for VPLEX local virtual volume snapshots with
RecoverPoint bookmarks

ViPR Controller supports a number of data center configurations that include VPLEX ,
RecoverPoint , and block storage arrays. The diagram that follows shows a simple data
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center setup with a VPLEX Local fronting a VMAX. RecoverPoint is configured to
protect the VPLEX virtual volume.

l There must be physical connectivity between all the relevant components in your
datacenter.

l The VPLEX virtual volume can exist on ViPR Controller-managed block storage
such as a VNX or VMAX array.

l The networks added to the virtual array must contain all the endpoints necessary
to provision the back end array volumes to the VPLEX, and provision the virtual
volumes from the VPLEX to a host.

l RecoverPoint bookmarks are created on the RecoverPoint appliance.

l The RecoverPoint system should be configured and operational including the
RecoverPoint splitter on the VPLEX

Discoveries
From ViPR Controller, you must discover all of the following to create a snapshot of a
VPLEX virtual volume.

l The hosts (or cluster) you want to access storage

l The VPLEX that will contain the virtual volume

l The block storage arrays used by the VPLEX for back end storage
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l Any Brocade or Cisco switches required to connect the host to the VPLEX

l Any Brocade or Cisco switches required to connect the physical storage to the
VPLEX

l The RecoverPoint Appliance, This is required only for snapshots using
RecoverPoint bookmarks.

Note that the entire route from the host to the physical storage must be discovered
by ViPR Controller before you can successfully run the VPLEX -related services.

Create Block Volume Snapshot using RecoverPoint Bookmarks
In an environment that includes a VPLEX Local configuration protected by
RecoverPoint , Create Block Volume Snapshot creates a point-in time copy of a
VPLEX Local virtual volume.

Before you begin

To run this service, your environment must meet all of the following requirements.

l You must log in to ViPR Controller as a tenant administrator, or as a user with
access to the project that contains the volume you want to export.

l Your physical datacenter must meet all of the requirements described in Data
center requirements for VPLEX local virtual volume snapshots.

l From ViPR Controller, you must discover the physical infrastructure listed in the
section entitled Discoveries.

Procedure

1. Create a ViPR Controller project.

See Create a ViPR Controller Project.

2. Create a ViPR Controller consistency group.

See Create a consistency group.

3. Build a virtual array.

See Create a Virtual Array.

4. Add networks to the virtual array to enable physical connectivity between all
the datacenter hardware - the host, the switches, the VPLEX , the back end
storage, and the RecoverPoint appliance. Alternatively, you could add network
ports that enable the physical connectivity to an existing virtual array.

See Add Networks to the Virtual Array and Add Ports.

5. Create the target virtual pool. This virtual pool should have High Availability
equal to VPLEX Local, and it should display one or more physical pools when
you configure it.

See Build the target virtual pool.

6. Create the source virtual pool. This virtual pool should have High Availability
equal to VPLEX Local, and it should have the Protection System set to EMC
RecoverPoint.

See Build the source virtual pool.

7. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume from the service catalog.
This creates a VPLEX Virtual Volume.

Run the Create Block Volume service.

8. Run Block Protection Services > Create Block Volume Snapshot.
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See Create a VPLEX Local Volume Snapshot.

Create a Virtual Array
From the user interface, create a virtual array as follows:

Procedure

1. Complete the discoveries described in Discoveries.

2. From the Administrator Mode, select Virtual -> Virtual Array.

3. Give the virtual array a name.

4. Select either Automatic or manual SAN Zoning. This example uses automatic
SAN zoning.

5. Click Save. The new virtual array is added to the list of virtual arrays.

Add networks to the virtual array
From the user interface, add networks or ports to your virtual array.

Procedure

1. From Admin mode, choose Virtual > Virtual Arrays and click the virtual array
you created in Create a Virtual Array. The Edit Virtual Array configuration
screen appears.
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2. Use the links and buttons in the Block and File Storage box to build a list of
ports for your virtual array. In this example, you want to enable connectivity
between the VPLEX and the physical storage array where your physical storage
device will reside.

The ports added must connect the VPLEX to the physical storage array.

3. Click Edit Virtual Array in the breadcrumb at the top of the screen to navigate
back to the Edit Virtual Array screen. The VPLEX and the physical storage
systems should display in the Storage Systems list.

Add Ports

Another way to enable connectivity in your virtual array is to add ports. Adding
specific ports to your virtual array gives you a level of granular control over which
ports you use to communicate with specific resources in your data center. For
example, you may set aside certain ports on your VMAX for communication with
VPLEX.

Before you begin

Complete the discoveries listed in the section Required Discoveries before adding
ports to your virtual array.
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Procedure

1. From Admin mode, choose Virtual > Virtual Arrays and edit the virtual array
you created in Create a Virtual Array. The Edit Virtual Array configuration
screen appears.

2. Click the name of the virtual array you created in Create a Virtual Array. The
Edit Virtual Array configuration screen appears.

3. Click Ports. The Storage Ports screen appears.

4. Click Add. The Add Storage Ports dialog appears.

5. Use the Search field to enter a string that filters the ports list. For example, if
you enter fa-2 in the Search field, the Storage Ports list will display only the
ports on arrays whose names matches that string.

6. Click the check boxes next to the ports you want to add to the virtual array.

7. Click Add. The storage ports you selected are added to the virtual array.

Build the target virtual pool
You must create a source and target virtual pool for your RecoverPoint setup. The
target virtual pool is required for your source virtual pool. Therefore, the target virtual
pool gets built first.

Before you begin

All discoveries must be completed, as described in the section entitled Discoveries.

The virtual array must be properly configured.
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Procedure

1. Choose Virtual > Block Virtual Pools.

2. Click Add. The Create Block Virtual Pool screen appears.

3. Enter a string name for the virtual pool.

4. Enter a string describing the virtual pool. This could include any site-specific
information about the purpose of the pool.

5. Choose the virtual array that you built in Create a Virtual Array.

6. In the High Availability panel, set the High Availability field to VPLEX Local.

7. Be sure that the number of pools displayed is greater than 0.

8. Click Save.

Build the source virtual pool
The source virtual pool includes the RecoverPoint setup. The target virtual pool is
required for your source virtual pool. Therefore, the target virtual pool gets built first.

Before you begin

All discoveries must be completed, as described in the section entitled Discoveries.

The virtual array must be properly configured.

Your target virtual pool must be configured.

Procedure

1. Choose Virtual > Block Virtual Pools.

2. Click Add. The Create Block Virtual Pool screen appears.

3. Enter a string name for the virtual pool.

4. Enter a string describing the virtual pool. This could include any site-specific
information about the purpose of the pool.

5. Choose the virtual array that you built in Create a Virtual Array.

6. In the High Availability panel, set the High Availability field to VPLEX Local or
VPLEX Distributed.

7. If you selected VPLEX Distributed, select the virtual array for the distributed
volume.

8. Optionally, if you selected VPLEX Distributed, you can select a different high
availability virtual pool to use when creating the distributed volume.

9. In the Data Protection panel, set Maximum Snapshots to 1 or greater.

10. In the Protection System field, choose EMC RecoverPoint.

11. In the RecoverPoint Copies field, click Add Copy. The RecoverPoint Copies
dialog appears.

12. Choose the virtual array you built in Create a Virtual Array.

Note

If no virtual arrays are visible in the list, save this virtual array, rediscover your 
Create a Virtual Array, then try adding the RecoverPoint to this virtual array
again.

13. Choose the target virtual pool.
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14. Optionally, choose a virtual array for the journal volume of the RecoverPoint
copy. The default is the same virtual array as the RecoverPoint copy.

15. Optionally, choose a virtual pool for the journal volume of the RecoverPoint
copy. The default is the same virtual pool as the RecoverPoint copy.

16. Specify a journal size according to your data center's requirements.

17. Be sure that the number of pools displayed is greater than 0.

18. Click Save.

Run the Create Block Volume service
From User Mode, create a VPLEX Local block volume as follows:

Procedure

1. Choose User Mode.

2. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume from the service catalog.

3. Choose the virtual array you created for the volume.

4. Choose the source virtual pool.

5. Choose the project you built.

6. Give a string description to the block volume.

7. Choose the consistency group you built for the volume.

8. Set the number of volumes to 1 or more.

9. Set the volume size in gigabytes.

10. Click Order.

This service creates both the storage device on the physical storage and the VPLEX
virtual volume as well.

Create a VPLEX Local Volume Snapshot using a RecoverPoint Bookmark
The last step is to create a snapshot of the volume using the RecoverPoint.

Before you begin

Your volume must have been successfully created.

Procedure

1. As a User. choose Block Protection Services > Create Block Snapshot.

2. Choose the project that contains the volume.

3. Choose the volume.

The selections that appear in the Type field depend on the volume you choose.

l If the volume is a RecoverPoint source volume and the source virtual pool
max_snapshots setting is greater than 0, the Type field will be RecoverPoint
Bookmark or Local Array Snapshot.

l If the volume is a RecoverPoint source volume and source virtual pool
max_snapshots setting is 0, the type field will display only RecoverPoint
Bookmark.

l If the volume is a RecoverPoint target volume and the source virtual pool
max_snapshots is greater than 0, the Type field should display Local Array
Snapshot.
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4. Choose RecoverPoint Bookmark.

5. Enter a string name for the snapshot.

6. Click Order.

Block Protection Services > Restore Block Snapshot
The Restore Block Snapshot service allows you to overwrite the data of a VPLEX
virtual volume with the data of a previously created snapshot. This restore operation
should be used with caution, as there is potential for data loss.

Before you begin

You must have previously created a RecoverPoint bookmark snapshot using the
Create Block Snapshot service.

Note

You cannot restore a local volume snapshot.

Procedure

1. From User Mode, run Block Protection Services > Restore Block Snapshot.

2. Enter the name of the project to which the volume you want to restore belongs.

3. Choose the volume you want to restore.

4. Choose the snapshot you want to restore.

5. Click Order.

After you finish

When the service successfully completes, you must unmount, then remount the
volume from the host to see the restored data.

Create a VPLEX local array snapshot
ViPR Controller supports the creation of VPLEX local array snapshot. Local array
snapshots are point-in-time copies of a VPLEX virtual volume. They are created on the
physical storage used by the VPLEX .

You can create a local array snapshot on either a VPLEX Local or VPLEX Distributed
virtual volume. Creating a local array snapshot does not require RecoverPoint , so the
configuration is simpler than the RecoverPoint bookmark snapshot. If you create a
local array snapshot on a VPLEX Distributed virtual volume, the snapshot is created on
the backing storage of the VPLEX Metro Source cluster. No snapshot is created on
the VPLEX Metro High Availability cluster.

For example, if you have VVOL_SOURCE as your distributed virtual volume with Backend
1(Source-side backend volume of Storage Array 1) and Backend 2 (Source-side
backend volume of Storage Array 2), then Block Snapshot1 is a native snapshot of
Backend 1. Also, no VPLEX volume is built automatically on the backend snapshot. The
source-side backend volume is the backend volume in the same varray as the VPLEX
volume, which is the varray selected when the VPLEX volume is created.
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Data center requirements for local array snapshots of VPLEX local virtual
volumes

ViPR Controller supports the creation of local array snapshots in data center
configurations that include a VPLEX Local instance. The diagram that follows shows a
simple data center setup with a VPLEX Local fronting a VMAX.

l There must be physical connectivity between all the relevant components in your
datacenter.

l The VPLEX virtual volume can exist on ViPR Controller-managed block storage
such as a VNX or VMAX array.

l The networks added to the virtual array must contain all the endpoints necessary
to provision the back end array volumes to the VPLEX , and provision the virtual
volumes from the VPLEX to a host.

l Local volume snapshots are created on the same physical array as the source
volume. In this example, when you create local volume snapshot, that snapshot
resides on the VMAX.

Required Discoveries for Local Array Snapshot Creation
From ViPR Controller, you must discover all of the following to create a local array
snapshot of a VPLEX virtual volume.

l The hosts (or cluster) you want to access storage

l The VPLEX that will contain the virtual volume

l The block storage arrays used by the VPLEX for back end storage

l Any Brocade or Cisco switches required to connect the host to the VPLEX

l Any Brocade or Cisco switches required to connect the physical storage to the
VPLEX
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Note that the entire route from the host to the physical storage must be discovered
by ViPR Controller before you can successfully run the VPLEX -related services.

Create Block Volume Local Array Snapshot
In an environment that includes a VPLEX Local configuration, you can run Create
Block Volume Snapshot to create a point-in time copy of a VPLEX Local virtual
volume.

Before you begin

To run this service, your environment must meet all of the following requirements.

l You must log in to ViPR Controller as a tenant administrator, or as a user with
access to the project that contains the volume you want to export.

l Your physical datacenter must meet all of the requirements described in Data
center requirements for local array snapshots of VPLEX local virtual volumes.

l From ViPR Controller, you must discover the physical infrastructure listed in the
section entitled Required Discoveries for Local Array Snapshot Creation.

Procedure

1. Create a ViPR Controller project.

See Create a ViPR Project.

2. Create a ViPR Controller consistency group.

See Create a consistency group.

3. Build a virtual array.

See Create a Virtual Array.

4. Add networks to the virtual array to enable physical connectivity between all
the datacenter hardware - the host, the switches, the VPLEX , the back end
storage, and the RecoverPoint appliance. Alternatively, you could add network
ports that enable the physical connectivity to an existing virtual array.

See Add Networks to the Virtual Array and Add Ports.

5. Create a virtual pool. This virtual pool should have High Availability equal to
VPLEX Local, maximum snapshots set to 1 or greater, and it should display
one or more physical pools when you configure it.

See Build a Virtual Pool.

6. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume from the service catalog.
This creates a VPLEX virtual volume.

Run the Create Block Volume Service.

7. Run Block Protection Services > Create Block Volume Snapshot.

See Create a Local Array Snapshot of a VPLEX Local Virtual Volume.

Build a virtual pool
You must create a virtual pool in order to create the local array snapshot.

Before you begin

All discoveries must be completed, as described in the section entitled Discoveries.

The virtual array must be properly configured.
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Procedure

1. Choose Virtual > Block Virtual Pools.

2. Click Add. The Create Block Virtual Pool screen appears.

3. Enter a string name for the virtual pool.

4. Enter a string describing the virtual pool. This could include any site-specific
information about the purpose of the pool.

5. Choose the virtual array that you built in Create a Virtual Array.

6. In the High Availability panel, set the High Availability field to VPLEX Local.

7. In the Data Protection panel, set Maximum Snapshots to a value of 1 or greater.

8. Be sure that the number of pools displayed is greater than 0.

9. Click Save.

Create a Local Array Snapshot of a VPLEX Local Virtual Volume
The last step is to create a local array snapshot of the VPLEX volume.

Before you begin

Your volume must have been successfully created.

Procedure

1. As a User. choose Block Protection Services > Create Block Snapshot.

2. Choose the project that contains the volume.

3. Choose the volume.

4. Choose Local Array Snapshot.

5. Enter a string name for the snapshot.

6. Click Order.

Block Protection Services > Remove Block Snapshot
The Remove Block Snapshot service allows you to delete a snapshot of a VPLEX
virtual volume. The volume, and any other snapshots associated with the volume, are
unaffected by this operation.

Before you begin

You must have previously created a VPLEX volume snapshot using the Create Block
Snapshot service.

Procedure

1. From User Mode, run Block Protection Services > Remove Block Snapshot.

2. Enter the name of the project to which the volume with the snapshot belongs.

3. Choose the volume whose snapshot you want to delete.

4. Choose the snapshot you want to delete.

5. Click Order.
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Create and delete snapshots for volumes in consistency
groups

ViPR Controller supports application consistency groups. This feature allows volumes
that are grouped to service a specific application to be managed uniformly and
consistently by ViPR Controller.

When you create snapshots for volumes that are assigned to the same ViPR Controller
consistency group, ViPR Controller performs snapshot operations on all volumes in the
consistency group. Additionally, all consistency groups on the backing storage for the
VPLEX virtual volume are appropriately managed and modified.

Consider this simple use case.
Figure 31 Before Snapshot Creation

This example shows the following elements:

l The data center has a VPLEX Local with a VMAX as the backing array.

l Three volumes have been created through the ViPR Controller user inteface.
These are assigned to a ViPR Controller consistency group when you run the ViPR
Controller service Create Block Volume.

l There are three virtual volumes on the VPLEX . These are assigned to a VPLEX
consistency group.

l The VMAX has three physical volumes - one for each VPLEX virtual volume. These
three physical volumes are in a VMAX consistency group.

At this point, you run the ViPR Controller service Create Block Snapshot to create a
snapshot for vol 1. In the service dialog, you also specify the ViPR Controller
consistency group to which vol 1 belongs.

The following figure shows the result of the successful service execution.
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Figure 32 After snapshot creation

When the snapshot creation service succeeds:

l A snapshot is created for each volume in the ViPR Controller consistency group.

l The snapshots are added to a new consistency group on the physical array.

Similarly, if a snapshot is deleted from ViPR Controller, all snapshots associated with
volumes in the ViPR Controller consistency group are deleted, and the VMAX
consistency group containing the snapshots is deleted.
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CHAPTER 7

Supporting VPLEX Full Copies

This chapter contains the following topics:

l ViPR Controller support for VPLEX full copies.................................................. 116
l Block Protection Services > Create Full Copy................................................... 117
l Block Protection Services > Remove Full Copy................................................. 117
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ViPR Controller support for VPLEX full copies
ViPR Controller provides services that allow you to create and delete full copies of
VPLEX Local and VPLEX distributed virtual volumes.

You create and delete full copies by calling the following ViPR Controller services from
the service catalog:

l Block Protection Services > Create Full Copy

l Block Protection Services > Remove Full Copy

Create Full Copy
The following provides some information on the Block Protection Services > Create
Full Copy service.

The volume copied can be either a VPLEX Local or VPLEX distributed virtual volume.

All data is copied when you create a full copy of a VPLEX virtual volume.

Exports, membership in consistency groups, snapshots and mirrors are not replicated
when you create a full copy of a VPLEX virtual volume.

When you create a copy of a VPLEX Local virtual volume, the following occurs:

1. ViPR Controller creates a full copy of the back end volume using native full copy
services provided by the back end storage system.

2. ViPR Controller uses the copy of the back end volume to form a new VPLEX local
virtual volume.

When you create a copy of a VPLEX distributed virtual volume, the following occurs:

1. ViPR Controller selects one of the back end volumes of the VPLEX virtual volume
being copied. This is the source back end volume. This volume is in the same
virtual array as the VPLEX volume.

2. ViPR Controller creates a full copy of the back end volume using native full copy
services provided by the back end storage system.

3. ViPR Controller uses the copy to form a new VPLEX local virtual volume.

4. ViPR Controller exports the new back end volume and zones it so that it is visible
to the VPLEX .

5. ViPR Controller attaches the device built in step 4 to the virtual volume copy
created in step 3 to form a distributed virtual volume copy.

This example illustrates steps 2 through 5:

l VVOL_SOURCE consists of Backend 1 (Array 1 Source) and Backend 2 (Array 2
Source)

l VVOL_ClONE consists of Backend 3 (Array 1 Copy1, where Copy 1 is a full copy of
Backend 1) and Backend 4 (Array 2 Copy 2)

Note

There is no relationship between Backend 2 (Array 2 Source), and Backend 4
(Array 2 Copy2)
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Create Full Copy service limitations
The ViPR Controller service Create Full Copy fails if the target volume is included in a
ViPR Controller consistency group.

Use Application Services to manage full copies of subgroups of volumes.

Remove Full Copy
Remove Full Copy does the following:

l Deletes the Volume from ViPR Controller.

l Deletes the Virtual Volume from the VPLEX .

l Deletes all exports, snapshots, and mirrors associated with the volume.

l Removes export and zones for the back end storage so it is no longer visible to the
VPLEX .

l Deletes the physical back end storage from the physical arrays

Block Protection Services > Create Full Copy
The Create Full Copy service in the ViPR Controller service catalog creates a clone of
your VPLEX virtual volume.

Before you begin

You must have previously created a VPLEX Local or VPLEX Distributed virtual volume
in ViPR Controller. Refer to one of the following chapters for more information:

l Export a VPLEX Local Virtual Volume to a Host or Cluster

l Export a VPLEX Metro Virtual Volume to a Host or Cluster

Procedure

1. Run Block Protection Services > Create Full Copy.

2. Choose a project.

3. Choose a volume from the list.

4. Enter a name for the clone in the Name field.

5. Choose a number of copies.

6. Click Order.

Block Protection Services > Remove Full Copy
Once you have built a full copy for a volume, you may want to remove it.

Before you begin

You must have previously created a VPLEX Local or VPLEX Metro virtual volume.

You must have successfully created a full copy of that volume.

Procedure

1. Run Block Protection Services > Remove Full Copy.

2. Choose the project that holds your cloned volume.
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3. Choose the copy you want to delete.

4. Click Order.
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CHAPTER 8

ViPR Controller support for VPLEX Local
volume mirrors

This chapter contains the following topics:

l ViPR Controller support for VPLEX Local volume mirrors.................................120
l Datacenter requirements...................................................................................121
l Discoveries....................................................................................................... 122
l Supported virtual pool configurations............................................................... 122
l Configuration #1: No continuous copies virtual pool......................................... 122
l Configuration #2: Using a continuous copy virtual pool within a single virtual

array................................................................................................................. 123
l Configuration #3 - Using separate virtual arrays for the virtual volume and mirror

......................................................................................................................... 124
l Remove Continuous Copies.............................................................................. 130
l Detaching a mirror from its VPLEX virtual volume............................................. 131
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ViPR Controller support for VPLEX Local volume mirrors
ViPR Controller includes several services in the service catalog that allow you to
manage VPLEX virtual volumes with mirrors. VPLEX Local volume mirrors enable
synchronous writes to two separate physical storage devices on any write to the
VPLEX virtual volume.

To run these services successfully, your datacenter must meet certain physical
configuration requirements. Elements in your datacenter must be registered and
discovered by ViPR Controller. There are data center requirements for implementing
VPLEX Local volume mirrors with ViPR Controller and building a volume with mirror
protection.

The services that allow you to manage VPLEX Local virtual volumes with mirrored
protection are:

l Block Protection Services > Create Continuous Copy

l Block Protection Services > Remove Continuous Copy

ViPR Controller also supports Detaching a mirror from its VPLEX Local virtual volume.
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Datacenter requirements
The following figure shows a simple datacenter configuration. It illustrates the ViPR
Controller support for VPLEX Local volume mirrors.

This configuration includes a VPLEX Local configuration with two VMAX arrays as the
back end physical storage arrays. Writes from the host are written to the physical
storage device (ps1) on VMAX2 and the mirror device (M1) on VMAX1. With ViPR
Controller, the VPLEX local volume mirrors are always located on separate physical
storage. This protects your data against data loss in the event one of the physical
arrays fails.

The data center requirements are as follows:

l There must be physical connectivity between all the relevant components in your
datacenter. The networks and ports added to the ViPR Controller virtual array
must contain all the endpoints necessary to provision the back end array volumes
to the VPLEX , and provision the virtual volumes from the VPLEX to a host.

l The VPLEX can be a VPLEX Local or a VPLEX Metro. See ViPR Controller Support
for VPLEX Distributed Volume Mirrors for a complete description of VPLEX
distributed volume mirrors.
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l The back end physical storage for the VPLEX can exist on ViPR Controller-
managed block storage such as a VNX or VMAX array.

Discoveries
From ViPR Controller, you must discover all of the following to run the Create
Continuous Copies service.

l The hosts (or cluster) you want to access storage

l The VPLEX that will contain the virtual volume

l The block storage arrays on the VPLEX is using as its back end storage.

l Any Brocade or Cisco switches required to connect the host to the VPLEX

l Any Brocade or Cisco switches required to connect the physical storage to the
VPLEX

Note that the entire route from the host to the physical storage must be discovered
by ViPR Controller before you can successfully run the VPLEX -related services.

Supported virtual pool configurations
ViPR Controller supports several virtual pool configurations for the creation of VPLEX
volume mirrors.

A continuous copies virtual pool is a ViPR Controller virtual pool that can optionally be
used to set up VPLEX Local volume mirrors. The purpose of a continuous copies
virtual pool is to give you control over where your mirror volume is created in your
physical data center. If you do not choose to use a continuous copies virtual pool,
ViPR Controller will place the mirror volume on a different physical storage array from
that of the physical back end storage volume used by the VPLEX virtual volume.

The supported virtual pool configurations are as follows:

l No continuous copies virtual pool - ViPR Controller decides where your mirror
volume is placed. This is the simplest configuration to set up.

l Using a continuous copies virtual pool within a single virtual array - This
configuration gives the data center manager control over the physical location of
the data.

l Set the continuous copies virtual pool. Use two virtual arrays. - This configuration
gives the data center manager control over the physical location of the data.

Configuration #1: No continuous copies virtual pool
The simplest ViPR Controller configuration that supports VPLEX Local volume mirrors
involves no continuous copies virtual pool.

This configuration includes these characteristics:

l Only one virtual array.

l The virtual array includes the VPLEX , and two or more physical arrays.

l One virtual pool.

l The Data Protection panel of the virtual pool would be set as follows:
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Note that there is no Continuous Copies Virtual Pool specified in this screen. ViPR
Controller will place the physical back end storage for the VPLEX Local virtual volume
and the mirror volume on different arrays in the virtual pool.

This is a simple configuration, but you are reliant on ViPR Controller for volume
placement.

Configuration #2: Using a continuous copy virtual pool
within a single virtual array

In this configuration, you define two virtual pools, including a continuous copies virtual
pool. The virtual pools are assigned to a single virtual array.

Before you begin

To build this configuration your environment must meet all of the following
requirements.

l You must log in to ViPR Controller as a tenant administrator, or as a user with
access to the project that contains the volume you create.

l Your physical datacenter must meet all of the requirements described in the
section Datacenter requirements.

l From ViPR Controller, you must discover the physical infrastructure listed in 
Discoveries.

Procedure

1. Create a project to hold your volume.

2. Create a virtual array.

3. Build connectivity between the hosts, switches, the VPLEX and the two back
end storage arrays. You can add networks to the virtual array, or you can add
network ports that enable the physical connectivity. The result should be a
virtual array containing a VPLEX and at least two physical arrays.

4. Create the Continuous Copies virtual pool with these settings:

l Assign the pool to the virtual array you built in Step 2.

l Under Hardware, disable the expandable option.
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l In the High Availability panel, set the High Availability option to VPLEX Local.

5. Create the virtual pool for the VPLEX Local virtual volume with these settings:

l Assign this pool to the virtual array created in step 2.

l In the High Availability panel, set the High Availability option to VPLEX Local.

l In the Data Protection Panel, Maximum continuous copies is set to 1.

l Set to the Continuous Copies virtual pool to the pool you built in this step 4.

6. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume to build a VPLEX Local
volume using the virtual pool created in step 5.

7. Run Block Protection Services > Create Continuous Copies from the service
catalog.

Configuration #3 - Using separate virtual arrays for the
virtual volume and mirror

The sequence in this section shows how to set up your ViPR Controller virtual data
center with two virtual arrays. One virtual array holds the backing volume for the
VPLEX local volume. The other virtual array holds the backing volume for the mirror.
This approach gives the data center administrator the most control over the physical
location of the data.

Before you begin

The Create Continuous Copies service creates a mirror for a VPLEX virtual volume. To
run Create Continuous Copies, your environment must meet all of the following
requirements.

l You must log in to ViPR Controller as a tenant administrator, or as a user with
access to the project that contains the volume you create.

l Your physical datacenter must meet all of the requirements described in the
section Datacenter requirements.

l From ViPR Controller, you must discover the physical infrastructure listed as
described in the section entitled Discoveries.

Procedure

1. Create a project to hold your volume. See Create a ViPR Controller Project on
page 22

2. Build two virtual arrays. The first will include the VPLEX and the physical
storage array that holds the primary data. The second will include the VPLEX
and the physical array that holds the mirror.

3. Build connectivity between the hosts, switches, the VPLEX and the back end
storage for each virtual array. You can add networks to the virtual array, or you
can add network ports that enable the physical connectivity.

4. Create the Continuous Copies virtual pool with these settings:

l Assign the pool to the mirror virtual array.

l Under Hardware, disable the expandable option.

l In the High Availability panel, set the High Availability option to VPLEX Local.

5. Create the Primary Storage virtual pool. The Primary Storage virtual pool has
these settings:
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l Assign this pool to both the mirror virtual array and the physical storage
virtual array.

l In the High Availability panel, set the High Availability option to VPLEX Local.

l In the Data Protection Panel, Maximum continuous copies is set to 1.

l Continuous Copies Virtual Pool set to the Continuous Copies virtual pool you
built in this step 4.

6. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume to build a VPLEX Local
volume using the physical storage virtual pool.

7. Run Block Protection Services > Create Continuous Copies from the service
catalog.

Step 2 - Create two virtual arrays
From the user interface, create two virtual arrays - one for the physical storage of the
VPLEX Local volume. The second is for the VPLEX Local volume mirror.

Procedure

1. Complete the discoveries described in the section entitled Discoveries.

2. From the Administrator Mode, select Virtual > Virtual Array.

3. Click Add. The Create Virtual Array dialog appears.

4. Enter the name of the virtual array (varray_primary in this example), and click
Save.

5. Repeat steps 2 through 4 to create a second virtual array called
varray_mirror.

Step 3 - Add networks to the physical storage virtual array
From the user interface, add networks or ports to your virtual array.

Procedure

1. From Admin mode, choose Virtual > Virtual Arrays and edit the Physical
Storage virtual array you created in Step 2. The Edit Virtual Array configuration
screen appears.
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2. Use the links and buttons in the Block and File Storage box to build a list of
ports for your virtual array. In this example, you want to enable connectivity
between the VPLEX and the physical storage array where your physical storage
device will reside.

The ports added must connect the VPLEX to the physical storage array.
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3. Click Edit Virtual Array in the breadcrumb at the top of the screen to navigate
back to the Edit Virtual Array screen. The VPLEX and the physical storage
systems should display in the Storage Systems list.

Add networks to the mirror virtual array
From the user interface, add networks or ports to your mirror virtual array.

Procedure

1. From Admin mode, choose Virtual > Virtual Arrays and edit the mirror virtual
array you created in Step 2. The Edit Virtual Array configuration screen
appears.

2. Use the links and buttons in the Block and File Storage box to build a list of
ports for your virtual array. In this example, you want to enable connectivity
between the VPLEX and the physical storage array where your mirror storage
device will reside.

The ports added must connect the VPLEX to the mirror storage array.

3. Click Edit Virtual Array in the breadcrumb at the top of the screen to navigate
back to the Edit Virtual Array screen. The VPLEX and the mirror storage
systems should display in the Storage Systems list.
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Step 4 - Create a virtual pool for your mirror virtual array
You must create two virtual pools, one for each virtual array. The pools are configured
differently.

Procedure

1. Choose Virtual > Block Virtual Pools. The list of block virtual pools on your
systems appears.

2. Click Add. The Create Virtual Pool screen appears.

3. Enter a string name for the virtual pool.

4. Enter a string describing the virtual pool. This could include any site-specific
information about the purpose of the pool.

5. Choose the virtual array that contains your mirror physical arrays and your
VPLEX .

6. Expand the Hardware panel, and disable the Expandable option.

7. Expand High Availability section and choose VPLEX Local from the options list.

8. Be sure that the number of physical pools meeting your criteria is greater than
0.

9. Click Save.

Edit the mirror virtual array you built in step 2. The virtual pool should appear in the list
of virtual pools at the bottom of the screen.
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Step 5 - Create a virtual pool for the physical storage virtual array
This virtual pool contains the continuous copy settings. It requires the mirror virtual
pool.

Procedure

1. Choose Virtual > Block Virtual Pools. The list of block virtual pools on your
systems appears.

2. Click Add. The Create Virtual Pool screen appears.

3. Enter a string name for the physical storage virtual pool.

4. Enter a string describing the virtual pool. This could include any site-specific
information about the purpose of the pool.

5. Choose both virtual arrays you built in step 2 of this procedure.

6. Expand the Hardware panel, and disable the Expandable option.

7. Expand the High Availability section and choose VPLEX Local from the options
list.

8. Expand the Data Protection panel.

9. Set Maximum Continuous Copies to 1.

10. Set the Continuous Copies Virtual Pool to varray_mirror.

11. Be sure that the number of physical pools meeting your criteria is greater than
0.

12. Click Save.
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Step 6 - Create a VPLEX Local Block Volume
Once the virtual arrays and virtual pools are configured, you can call the Create Block
Volume service. This service will create the VPLEX virtual volume, the physical device
that is used as backing storage.

Procedure

1. Choose User Mode.

2. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume from the service catalog.

3. Choose a virtual array that contains the VPLEX and the Physical Arrays.

4. Choose the virtual pool that includes the VPLEX Local High Availability setting.

5. Choose the project you built.

6. Give a string description to the block volume.

7. Leave the consistency group setting at the default.

8. Set the number of volumes to 1 or more.

9. Set the volume size in gigabytes.

10. Click Order.

Step 7 - Create Continuous Copies
The last step is to create the mirror for the VPLEX Local volume.

Before you begin

You must log in as a user with write access to the project that holds the VPLEX virtual
volume.

Procedure

1. Run Block Protection Services > Create Continuous Copy from the service
catalog.

2. Choose the project that holds your VPLEX Local virtual volume.

3. Choose the volume you created in Step 6.

4. Enter a text description of the mirror volume.

5. Set the number of copies to 1.

6. Click Order.

Remove Continuous Copies
Once you successfully create a VPLEX volume mirror, you may want to remove the
mirror. The Remove Continuous Copy service deletes the mirror, but leaves the
VPLEX virtual volume and the underlying physical back end storage device intact.

Before you begin

Login as a user with write access to the project that holds your VPLEX virtual volume.

Procedure

1. Run Block Protection Services > Remove Continuous Copy from the service
catalog.

2. Choose the project that holds your VPLEX virtual volume.
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3. Choose the volume whose mirror you want to delete.

4. Click the check box next to the volume mirror in the Continuous Copies field.

5. Click Order.

Detaching a mirror from its VPLEX virtual volume
Once you have created a VPLEX virtual volume mirror, you have the option of
detaching the mirror from the virtual volume. Detaching the VPLEX virtual volume
converts the VPLEX virtual volume to an independent VPLEX virtual volume.

Before you begin

To perform the following procedure, you must have a VPLEX virtual volume with a
mirror.

You must log in as a user with write access to the project that contains your volume.

Procedure

1. Choose Resources > Volumes. The Volumes screen appears.

2. Click the volume in the list that has the mirror.

3. Expand the Continuous Copies panel.

4. Click Stop.

This detaches the mirror from the VPLEX virtual volume. A new volume appears
in the volume list - this is the volume formerly used as a mirror.

After you finish

After detachment, the mirror becomes a VPLEX Local virtual volume, and you can
perform any operations on that volume that you choose.

A second way to stop continuous copies
There is a second location in the user interface that allows you to detach a mirror from
a VPLEX virtual volume.

l Follow the steps described in Detaching a mirror from its VPLEX virtual volume.

l When you expand the Continuous Copies panel, you should see the continuous
copies name in a link, as shown in the following figure.

l If you click the link to see more details about the continuous copy, there is a Stop
Continuous Copy option, as shown in the following figure.
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CHAPTER 9

Supporting VPLEX high availability volumes
with RecoverPoint protection

This chapter contains the following topics:

l ViPR Controller support for VPLEX high availability volumes with RecoverPoint
protection......................................................................................................... 134

l Summary of required discoveries......................................................................136
l Overview of consistency groups creation......................................................... 136
l Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume................................................ 137
l Virtual pool settings.......................................................................................... 139
l Failover Block Volume....................................................................................... 141
l Add RecoverPoint Protection to a VPLEX Virtual Volume.................................142
l Upgrading an existing RecoverPoint +VPLEX CRR setup to MetroPoint CRR.. 144
l Data Protection panel fields..............................................................................145
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ViPR Controller support for VPLEX high availability volumes
with RecoverPoint protection

ViPR Controller supports integrated VPLEX and RecoverPoint environments. These
data center configurations combine high availability VPLEX virtual volumes with
RecoverPoint protection.

Set up ViPR Controller and configure ViPR Controller virtual objects so that you can
run the following services:

l Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume

l Block Protection Services > Failover Block Volume

Supported data center configurations
ViPR Controller supports a number of data center configurations where VPLEX and
RecoverPoint are integrated to provide high availability and data protection.

Note

For information on configuring VPLEX Metro with RecoverPoint , see EMC ViPR
Controller Support for MetroPoint.

Figure 33 VPLEX Local with RecoverPoint Protection
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Figure 34 VPLEX Metro with RecoverPoint Protection

Figure 35 VPLEX Metro with remote RecoverPoint Protection
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Figure 36 One VPLEX Cluster managing multiple RecoverPoint systems

Summary of required discoveries
From ViPR Controller, you must discover all of the hardware listed below in order to
either export a VPLEX virtual volume with RecoverPoint protection to a host, or run
the other services described in this chapter.

l The hosts or host clusters you want to access storage.

l All VPLEX clusters in your configuration.

l Any Brocade or Cisco switches required to connect the hosts to the VPLEX
clusters.

l Any Brocade or Cisco switches required to connect the physical storage to the
VPLEX clusters.

l The physical arrays fronted by the VPLEX virtual volumes.

l The RecoverPoint that protects your VPLEX virtual volume.

Note

The entire route from the host to the physical storage must be discovered by ViPR
Controller before you can successfully run the VPLEX -related services.

Overview of consistency groups creation
The number of RecoverPoint protections systems that are integrated with your
VPLEX determines the maximum number of consistency groups that can be
provisioned.

A maximum of 128 consistency groups can be provisioned per RecoverPoint system. If
you have a storage system connected to a single RecoverPoint system, you can have
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128 consistency groups across all RPA clusters on that RecoverPoint system. When a
consistency group is provisioned, ViPR Controller will look at the data throughput for
each RPA in the RecoverPoint system and create the consistency group on the RPA
with the lesser load.

When you add a volume to an existing consistency group, there is no balancing across
the RPAs. The volume is added to the RPA that is servicing the existing consistency
group.

If you have one VPLEX cluster managing multiple RecoverPoint protection systems,
then you can provision more than 128 consistency groups. When a consistency group
is created is this configuration, ViPR Controller balances the consistency group load
across the multiple protection systems.

VPLEX-specific considerations for consistency groups
The backend volumes for the VPLEX virtual volumes, that are part of a consistency
group, can be in multiple storage arrays.

However, if the backend volumes are in multiple storage arrays, you cannot create a
snapshot or full copy against that consistency group. You can only create a snapshot
or full copy against a consistency group if the backend volumes are in the same
storage array.

Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume
This service creates a distributed VPLEX virtual volume with RecoverPoint protection.
The service creates physical storage devices on the back end arrays. It also creates
one virtual volume to represent the two physical storage volumes that are VPLEX
distributed across cluster 1 and cluster 2 of the VPLEX . Create Block Volume does not
export the volume to the host.

Before you begin

To run this service, your environment must meet all of the following requirements.

l You must log in to ViPR Controller as a tenant administrator, or as a user with
access to the project that contains the volume you want to export.

l Your physical datacenter must meet all of the requirements.

l From VPLEX , you must discover the physical infrastructure listed in the section
entitled Required discoveries.

l The RecoverPoint system that provides the disaster recovery features integrates
all three of the RPA clusters, one at each site. All masking and zoning to the
protected arrays must be complete, and the RecoverPoint splitters must be
correctly installed before you discover the protection system in ViPR Controller.

Once your RecoverPoint Appliance is under ViPR Controller management, you
should rediscover the Protection System whenever you make a change to the
RecoverPoint configuration.

Procedure

1. Create a ViPR Controller project.

See Create a ViPR Controller Project on page 22

2. Build a VPLEX consistency group.

See Step 2 - Create a consistency group

3. Build three virtual arrays. The first (Boston, in this example) is for the VPLEX
source volume and serves as the source volume for the RecoverPoint
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protection. The second (New York) is the VPLEX High Availability target on
which the source volume will be distributed. The third (Syracuse) is the
RecoverPoint target. See Create a virtual array

4. Enable physical connectivity between all the hardware required by the source
VPLEX cluster, the highly available VPLEX cluster and the disaster recovery
site. You can add ports to your virtual arrays in two ways:

l Open the virtual array and choose Networks. When you add VSANs or
fabrics to your virtual array, ViPR Controller uses the ports defined in those
VSANs or fabrics to communicate with the array. See Adding networks to a
virtual array

l Open the virtual array and choose Storage Ports. You can hand-select
storage ports that enable connectivity between your VPLEX , the physical
storage array and the host. See Adding ports to a virtual array.

5. Create the target virtual pool for the VPLEX Metro high availability volume.
Assign the New York virtual array to this virtual pool.

a. Choose Virtual > Block Virtual Pools.. The Create Virtual Pool screen
appears.

b. Enter the information in High Availability in Virtual pool settings.

c. Ensure that the number of physical pools that meet your virtual pool criteria
is 1 or greater.

d. Click Save.

6. Create the target virtual pool for the RecoverPoint target volume. The
RecoverPoint target volume is a VPLEX Local volume in the Syracuse data
center. Enter the information in RecoverPoint target in Virtual pool settings.

a. Choose Virtual > Block Virtual Pools.. The Create Virtual Pool screen
appears.

b. Enter the information in VPLEX Metro Source in Virtual pool settings.

c. Ensure that the number of physical pools that meet your virtual pool criteria
is 1 or greater.

d. Click Save.

7. Create the source virtual pool. This pool is used when you provision new
volumes. This virtual pool is built including the High Availability target volume in
New York and the RecoverPoint protection in Syracuse.

a. Choose Virtual > Block Virtual Pools.. The Create Virtual Pool screen
appears.

b. Enter the information in VPLEX Metro source in Virtual pool settings.

c. Ensure that the number of physical pools that meet your virtual pool criteria
is 1 or greater.

d. Click Save.

8. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume from the service catalog
to create the distributed VPLEX virtual volume with RecoverPoint Protection.
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Virtual pool settings
This table summarizes the virtual pool configuration settings for the VPLEX Metro
source, High Availability, and RecoverPoint target virtual pools.

Table 2 Virtual pool configuration settings

Field VPLEX Metro
source

High Availability RecoverPoint
target

Name Enter Boston.

Naming conventions
are data center-
specific

For this example,
enter New York HA .

Naming conventions
are data center-
specific.

In this example, enter
Syracuse DR.

Naming conventions
are data center-
specific.

Description Enter a string
description.

Enter a string
description

Enter a string
description.

Virtual Arrays Choose Boston. Choose New York. Choose Syracuse.

Enable Quota Disabled
Quotas are not
required for these
virtual pools.

Disabled.

Quotas are not
required for these
virtual pools.

Disabled.

Quotas are not
required for these
virtual pools.

Hardware

Provisioning Type Thin Thin Thin

Protocols FC FC FC

Drive Type Site-specific. Set
these fields to values
appropriate for your
data center.
If you choose a
System Type of EMC
VMAX, note that you
cannot set Host IO
limits on a virtual pool
that includes
RecoverPoint
protection. Leave the

Host Front End
Bandwidth and

Host Front End
I/O Limit fields at
the default (0).

Site-specific. Set
these according to
the requirements of
your data center.

Site-specific. Set
these according to
the requirements of
your data center.

System Type

RAID Levels

Multi-volume
Consistency

Enabled

Expandable Site-specific

SAN Multi Path
(All Fields)

Site-specific Site-specific Site-specific
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Table 2 Virtual pool configuration settings (continued)

Field VPLEX Metro
source

High Availability RecoverPoint
target

High Availability

High Availability VPLEX
Distributed.

None VPLEX Local

High Availability
Virtual Array

New York
This is the virtual
array for the second
VPLEX cluster in the
VPLEX Metro.

Not applicable/ Not applicable

High Availability
Virtual Pool

New York HA
This is the virtual pool
you build for the high
availability VPLEX
cluster.

Data Protection

Maximum Snapshots Site-specific Site-specific
Targets and High
Availability virtual
pools may be:

l Unspecified

l Specified

For unspecified, the
parent virtual pool
attributes are used
(minus any
RecoverPoint
attributes).

Non-RecoverPoint,
non-SRDF virtual pool
is specified to define
the quality of service
of the storage used
for that specific
target.

Site-specific
Targets and High
Availability virtual
pools may be:

l Unspecified

l Specified

For unspecified, the
parent virtual pool
attributes are used
(minus any
RecoverPoint
attributes).

For specified, a non-
RecoverPoint, non-
SRDF virtual pool is
specified to define
the quality of service
of the storage used
for that specific
target.

Maximum Continuous
Copies

Continuous Copies
Virtual Pool

Protection System EMC RecoverPoint

RecoverPoint Source
Journal Size

Site-specific

RecoverPoint Copies Specify one
RecoverPoint copy.
The active VPLEX
Metro cluster
replicates its data on
the DR RecoverPoint
instance.

Virtual Array Syracuse DR

Virtual Pool Enter the name of the
RecoverPoint target
virtual pool. In this
example, enter
Syracuse.

Journal Size Min

RecoverPoint Advanced Settings

Protect Source Site Enabled Site-specific Site-specific

Protect HA Site Disabled.
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Table 2 Virtual pool configuration settings (continued)

Field VPLEX Metro
source

High Availability RecoverPoint
target

Active Site Not applicable. This
field only applies to
MetroPoint
configurations.

Access Control (all
Fields)

Site-specific Site-specific Site-specific

Failover Block Volume
After building a block volume, you can choose to provide access to an image at the
remote site using the Failover Block Volume service.

Procedure

1. Navigate to Catalog > View Catalog > Block Protection Services > Failover
Block Volume.

2. Select the project that owns the volume or consistency group.

3. Select either Volume or Consistency Group for the Storage Type field.

4. Select the volume or consistency group, depending on your selection in step 3.

5. In the Failover Target field, select the protection array.

6. In the Image to Access field, select the image to failover.

l If A Specific Point In Time is selected in the Image to Access field, the
Point in Time field will be used. The date/time value specified in the Point
in Time field is ALWAYS specified in local time (browser's timezone). If no
value is provided in the Point in Time field, the current date/time will be
used.

Note

The UI transforms the date/time value to GMT/UTC in the format required
by the API. For API or CLI calls, the Point in Time parameter takes any
point in time used for failover, specified in GMT/UTC. Allowed values:
"yyyy-MM-dd_HH:mm:ss" with the formatted date or datetime in
milliseconds.

l The Image to Access and Point in Time fields are ignored for non-
RecoverPoint protected volumes.

l Select Enable Direct Access for RecoverPoint volume or consistency group
failover if you are worried about the journal volume running out of room
during the failover. By default, ViPR Controller failover (using the
RecoverPoint test copy) enables image access for a target copy in logged
access mode. In this mode, all new writes are written to the replica volume
and undo information is stored in the image access log, which is located
within the journal. With direct access, the journal is not kept and a full sweep
is done after direct access mode is complete. This is an option for long term
tests where the journal may not have enough space for long term image
access mode.
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Note

Ensure you deselect this choice when you fail back to the original volume or
consistency group.

7. Select Order.

Add RecoverPoint Protection to a VPLEX Virtual Volume
The Change Virtual Pool service in the ViPR Controller service catalog is used to add
RecoverPoint protection to a VPLEX Virtual Volume.

The Change Virtual Pool service enables you to perform the following operations:

l Move a VPLEX Local virtual volume from a virtual pool that includes VPLEX Local
High Availability to a virtual pool that includes both VPLEX Local High Availability
and RecoverPoint protection.

l Move a VPLEX Metro virtual volume from a virtual pool that includes VPLEX
Metro High Availability to a virtual pool that includes both VPLEX Metro High
Availability and RecoverPoint protection.

ViPR Controller supports RecoverPoint protection for CLR, CDP and CRR
configurations.

ViPR Controller maintains the following objects and features associated with the
VPLEX virtual volume when you move the volume to another virtual pool.

l Continuous copies

l Exports

l Full Copies

l Local Array Snapshots

Note

Volumes cannot be members of a ViPR Controller consistency group. Before you run
Change Virtual Pool, remove the volume that you want to protect with RecoverPoint
from any ViPR Controller consistency group. ViPR Controller creates a consistency
group for your volume and places your volume in it.

Block Storage Services > Change Volume Virtual Pool

The Change Volume Virtual Pool service includes many functions for moving a volume
to a virtual pool. Adding a volume to a virtual pool adds the storage capacity of that
volume to the virtual pool. Additionally, volumes added to a virtual pool that includes
RecoverPoint protection are automatically protected by RecoverPoint .

Before you begin

Before you can add RecoverPoint protection to a VPLEX virtual volume, your
environment must meet the following requirements:

l The VPLEX virtual volume must have been provisioned through ViPR Controller.
To learn more about how to provision VPLEX virtual volumes through ViPR
Controller, see:

n Export a VPLEX Local Vritual Volume to a Host or Cluster

n Export a VPLEX Metro Virtual Volume to a Host or Cluster
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l The volume that you want to protect cannot be a member of a ViPR Controller
consistency group. Remove the VPLEX virtual volume from all ViPR Controller
consistency groups. When you run the Change Virtual Pool service, the service
adds the ViPR Controller volume to a ViPR Controller consistency group.

Note

The exception is when you are changing volumes in a consistency group from
RecoverPoint protection to MetroPoint. The change is made on all volumes in the
consistency group.

l The virtual pool to which you are add your volume must have Protection System
set to EMC RecoverPoint. It also must have at least one RecoverPoint Copy.

l The target virtual pool must have the same High Availability setting as the source
virtual pool.

l If the High Availability setting of your source virtual pool is VPLEX Distributed,
the High Availability virtual pools of the source and target volumes must specify
the same virtual arrays.

Note

The High Availability virtual pools for the source and target can have different
settings for the following fields: protocols, numPaths, provisioningType,
useMatchedPools, arrayInfo, driveType, autoTierPolicyName,
isThinVolumePreAllocationEnabled, assignedStoragePools.

Procedure

1. Log in to ViPR Controller as a system administrator.

2. Select Service Catalog > View Catalog > Block Storage Services  > Change
Volume Virtual Pool.

3. Choose the project that contains the VPLEX virtual volume.

4. Choose the volume to which you want to add RecoverPoint protection from the
Volume list.

5. From the Operation field, select Add RecoverPoint Protection.

6. Select the target virtual pool.

7. Click Order.

The target volume is added to the virtual pool. It is now protected by
RecoverPoint .
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Add RecoverPoint protection service orchestration
ViPR Controller performs an orchestration when you select Change Virtual Pool to add
RecoverPoint protection to a block volume. An orchestration is a series of functions
performed by ViPR Controller in a specific order that accomplishes a requested task.

Before you begin

Before you run the Change Virtual Pool service, the VPLEX has a back-end physical
storage volume in the source virtual pool. When you run the service, ViPR Controller
performs these steps.

Procedure

1. Copy the physical storage on the source virtual pool to the physical storage in
the target virtual pool.

2. Create a RecoverPoint journal volume, a RecoverPoint target volume, and a
RecoverPoint target journal volume.

These volumes protect the new physical storage in the target virtual pool. All
three RecoverPoint volumes are virtual volumes that have backing storage.

3. Attach the new physical storage to the VPLEX virtual volume.

4. Delete the old physical storage.

5. Build a ViPR Controller consistency group using the name of the volume you
specified in the service dialog.

6. Add the new physical volume to the consistency group.

Upgrading an existing RecoverPoint +VPLEX CRR setup to
MetroPoint CRR

You can change the protection of an existing volume from RecoverPoint +VPLEX CRR
to MetroPoint CRR.

Before you begin

The target virtual pool must be identical to the original virtual pool, with the except
that the target virtual pool has:

l Data Protection setting of VPLEX Distributed.

l The target virtual array and virtual pool for the RecoverPoint copy defined in Data
Protection > RecoverPoint Copies > Add Copy. Optionally, you can also set a
separate virtual array and virtual pool for the journal volume of the RecoverPoint
copy.

l Protect Source Site selected in Data Protection > RecoverPoint Advanced
settings.
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l Protect HA Site selected in Data Protection > RecoverPoint Advanced
settings .

The protection of the volume is changed by moving it to another virtual pool. This
change affects the entire consistency group and all volumes in the consistency group
are upgraded. But the operation is non-disruptive, as all of the bookmarks and history
of the consistency remain the same. There is no need to select a consistency group.

Procedure

1. Select Service Catalog > Block Storage Services > Change Volume Virtual
Pool

2. Select the Project that contains the volume.

3. Select the existing RecoverPoint +VPLEX source volume.

4. In the Operation list, select Change RecoverPoint Protection to
MetroPoint.

5. Select the Target Virtual Pool that includes the settings described in Pre-
requisites.

6. Select Order.

Data Protection panel fields
The following table shows the fields of the Data Protection panel in the ViPR
Controller virtual pool configuration.

Table 3 Data Protection Panel Fields

Field Description

maximum snapshots Maximum number of local snapshots allowed for resources
from this Virtual Pool. This number is compared to the VNX
or VMAX

continuous copies Maximum number of native continuous copies allowed for
resources from this Virtual Pool.

Continuous Copies Virtual Pool Select a different Virtual Pool to use for native continuous
copies (applicable only if maximum copies > 0). If this is not
specified, the Continuous Copies will reside in the current
virtual pool.

Protection Systems None, RecoverPoint , or SRDF.

Replication Mode Synchronous or Asynchronous.
Volumes that are replicated by systems like SRDF and
RecoverPoint can operate in synchronous or asynchronous
states. When in a synchronous state, writes are not
acknowledged back to the host until the remote volume has
been written. Writes are slower but that way you are
guaranteed that you have a consistent remote copy.

With asynchronous mode the write acknowledge gets back
to the host immediately after the request is issued. The data
is buffered until it is transmitted across the wire and written
to the remote volume as your configuration permits. With
asynchronous mode you can have a more remote copy, but
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Table 3 Data Protection Panel Fields (continued)

Field Description

there is latency between the time of the write request and
the time of the data update on the array.

RPO The RecoverPoint Point Objective (or RPO) is the point in
time to which you are required to recover data, for a specific
application, as defined by your organization. This is generally
a definition of what an organization determines is an
acceptable loss in a disaster situation.

For example, suppose a company’s data must be restored to
within 30 minutes of the disaster event and the time it takes
to get the recovered data back into production is 6 hours:

l The RPO is 30 minutes

l The RTO is 6 hours

For additional information, see the RecoverPoint
documentation.

RecoverPoint Journal Size The amount of storage (in bytes, MB, GB, TB) allocated to
RecoverPoint journals.

RecoverPoint Copies Click Add Copy to add an instance of a RecoverPoint to
the virtual pool.

Protect Source Site When you are using RecoverPoint to protect a VPLEX
Distributed volume, this option protects from the primary
VPLEX site for the source volume to the target virtual array.

Protect HA Site When you are using RecoverPoint to protect a VPLEX
distributed volume, this field enables RecoverPoint
protection from the High Availability VPLEX site for the
source volume to the target virtual array.

Active Site Choose Source or High Availability. If you are building a
MetroPoint configuration, both legs of the VPLEX
distributed volume are protected by RecoverPoint . You
must choose which leg of the VPLEX Metro is the active leg.
The other leg is the standby leg of the VPLEX Metro.
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CHAPTER 10

ViPR Controller Support for MetroPoint

This chapter contains the following topics:

l ViPR Controller support for RecoverPoint MetroPoint Overview..................... 148
l ViPR Controller and MetroPoint 3-Site Topology: Physical Datacenter

Requirements................................................................................................... 148
l ViPR Controller and MetroPoint 2-Site Topology: Physical Datacenter

Requirements................................................................................................... 150
l Required Discoveries.........................................................................................151
l ViPR Controller and MetroPoint: Virtual data center configuration................... 151
l Create a block volume in a MetroPoint environment.........................................152
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ViPR Controller support for RecoverPoint MetroPoint
Overview

ViPR Controller supports MetroPoint topologies in RP-VPLEX integrated sites.

Metropoint offers the operational recovery features of VPLEX Metro with the disaster
recovery capabilities of RecoverPoint . MetroPoint can be either a 2-site or 3-site
topology.

The MetroPoint 3-site topology is an enhancement that adds the capability to protect
both sides of a VPLEX Metro to a common third site using RecoverPoint CRR.

The MetroPoint 2-site topology has a local copy of RecoverPoint at each site.

This chapter describes a simple 3-site MetroPoint setup. MetroPoint installations can
involve many configurations and use many types of block storage arrays. For a
complete list of ViPR Controller-supported MetroPoint configurations, see the ViPR
Controller Support Matrix .

For the minimum software revisions for ViPR Controller integration with MetroPoint ,
see the . ViPR Controller Support Matrix

ViPR Controller and MetroPoint 3-Site Topology: Physical
Datacenter Requirements

A MetroPoint 3-site topology typically includes three physical data centers.

Sample MetroPoint 3-site Physical Configuration shows an example of the physical
infrastructure of a 3-site MetroPoint configuration.
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Figure 37 Sample MetroPoint 3-site Physical Configuration

In Figure 37 on page 149, Site 1 and Site 2 host the two clusters in a VPLEX Metro
setup. Each site has an RPA configured. Each site has a block storage array as the
backing storage for the VPLEX cluster. The block arrays that provide the backing
storage can be any of the following:

l EMC VMAX

l EMC VNX for Block

l EMC XtremIO

The RecoverPoint system that provides the disaster recovery features integrates all
three of the RPA clusters, one at each site. To support MetroPoint, the RecoverPoint
system must be one of the supported versions. For information on supported versions
of RecoverPoint , see the ViPR Controller Support Matrix.

Additionally, all masking and zoning to the protected arrays must be complete, and the
RecoverPoint splitters must be correctly installed before you discover the protection
system in ViPR Controller.

Once your RecoverPoint Appliance is under management, you should rediscover the
Protection System whenever you make a change to the RecoverPoint configuration.

Site 3 is the disaster recovery site whose data is hosted on a VPLEX with a VMAX
back end, in this example but it can also be XtremIO or VNX for Block. The DR site is
physically separate from Site 1 and Site 2.
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You can use either Cisco or Brocade switches to enable communication between the
elements of the three data centers. For more information on supported versions of the
network technologies, see the . ViPR Controller Support Matrix

ViPR Controller and MetroPoint 2-Site Topology: Physical
Datacenter Requirements

A MetroPoint 2-site topology typically includes two physical data centers.

The figure shows an example of the physical infrastructure of a 2-site MetroPoint
configuration.

Figure 38 Sample MetroPoint 2-site Physical Configuration

In the figure, Site 1 and Site 2 host the two clusters in a VPLEX Metro setup. Each site
has a block storage array as the backing storage for the VPLEX cluster. For
information on supported configurations, and the complete list of block arrays that
can provide the backing storage, see the ViPR Controller Support Matrix which can be
found on the ViPR Controller Product Documentation Index.

For information on supported configurations, see the

The local RPA clusters, one at each site, are part of one RecoverPoint system.
However, there is no replication between the two RPA clusters. The metro link from
the VPLEX is used to maintain synchronization and replication between the RPA
clusters. To support MetroPoint, the RecoverPoint system must be one of the
supported versions. For information on supported versions of RecoverPoint , see the 
ViPR Controller Support Matrix.

Additionally, all masking and zoning to the protected arrays must be complete, and the
RecoverPoint splitters must be correctly installed before you discover the protection
system in ViPR Controller.

Once your RecoverPoint Appliance is under management, you should rediscover the
Protection System whenever you make a change to the RecoverPoint configuration.
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You can use either Cisco or Brocade switches to enable communication between the
elements of the two data centers. For more information on supported versions of the
network technologies, see the ViPR Controller Support Matrix.

Required Discoveries
Before you can set up a virtual data center in ViPR Controller that contains all the
elements of your MetroPoint configuration, you must complete the required
discoveries.

Discover all of the following elements:

l Discover the physical arrays: three for a 3-site MetroPoint, two for a 2-site
MetroPoint.

l The VPLEX Metro.

l For a 3-site MetroPoint, the remote VPLEX at the DR site. The remote VPLEX can
be either a standalone local cluster or one cluster of a Metro VPLEX system.

l The Fabric Managers that enable connectivity between the VPLEX clusters, the
physical arrays, the host and the data protection systems. Typically, there is one
fabric manager for each physical site.

l One host or cluster.

l A RecoverPoint appliance with the appropriate number of clusters. The
RecoverPoint appliance should be discovered last, after all the other elements in
your virtual data center have been discovered.

Note

The entire route from the host to the physical storage must be discovered by ViPR
Controller before you can successfully run the VPLEX -related services.

ViPR Controller and MetroPoint: Virtual data center
configuration

To build a virtual data center from a MetroPoint topology, there are certain
prerequisites you must complete.

Before you build the virtual arrays for your MetroPoint configuration, you must
complete the discoveries of each element - the arrays, the network switch, the
RecoverPoint RPAs, and the VPLEX . See Required Discoveries for more information.

The example virtual arrays in the following figure each contain a VPLEX cluster
fronting a VMAX back end array.

You must add the VSANs or fabrics necessary to establish connections between all the
elements in each physical data center to each virtual array.
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Figure 39 Virtual Data Center Configuration

Create a block volume in a MetroPoint environment
The Create Block Volume service creates a distributed VPLEX virtual volume with
RecoverPoint protection. The service creates physical storage devices on the back
end arrays. It also creates one virtual volume to represent the two physical storage
volumes that are VPLEX distributed across cluster 1 and cluster 2 of the VPLEX .
Create Block Volume does not export the volume to the host.
Disposition: / Status:
This is a supertask topic and should be written constructed as a concept topic. See
the reference model. Please follow the model. An example is
asd_c_installation_overview in
asd_pub_ref_model_installation_and_configuration_guide. The
reference model doc is here: https://inside.emc.com/docs/DOC-137555
Before you begin

To run this service, your environment must meet all of the following requirements.

l You must log in to ViPR Controller as a tenant administrator, or as a user with
access to the project that contains the volume you want to export.

l Your physical datacenter must meet all of the requirements described in the
section ViPR Controller and MetroPoint: Physical Datacenter Requirements.

l From ViPR Controller, you must discover the physical infrastructure listed in the
section entitled Required Discoveries.
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Procedure

1. Create a ViPR Controller project.

See Create a ViPR Controller Project on page 22.

2. Build a VPLEX consistency group.

See Create a consistency group on page 22.

3. Build three virtual arrays. The first (Boston, in this example) is for the VPLEX
source volume and serves as the active volume for the RecoverPoint
protection. The second (New York) is the VPLEX High Availability target. The
third (Syracuse) is the RecoverPoint target.

See Create_three_virtual arrays.

4. Add networks to the virtual arrays to enable connectivity between all the
hardware required by the source VPLEX cluster, the highly available VPLEX
cluster and the disaster recovery site. Alternatively, you can add specific ports
to the virtual array by using ViPR Controller's Storage Ports dialog.

See Add networks to the virtual arrays.

5. To ensure that RecoverPoint integration with the elements in the virtual arrays
is established, rediscover the RecoverPoint appliance from ViPR Controller.

See Rediscover RecoverPoint.

6. Create the RecoverPoint target virtual pool for the RecoverPoint . Assign the
Syracuse virtual array to this virtual pool.

See Create a RecoverPoint Target Virtual Pool.

7. Create the VPLEX Highly Available virtual pool for the VPLEX Metro high
availability cluster. Assign the New York virtual array to this virtual pool.

See Create a MetroPoint High Availability Virtual Pool.

8. Create the source virtual pool. This virtual pool is assigned to the source virtual
array (Boston), and has the High Availability option set to VPLEX
Distributed. In the High Availability option fields, specify the VPLEX Highly
Available virtual pool. In the Data Protection panel, add a RecoverPoint and
specify the Syracuse virtual pool for the RecoverPoint target. In the VPLEX
Distributed Settings for RecoverPoint panel, enable Protect Source Site and
Protect HA Site. Set Active Site to Source.

See Create a MetroPoint Source Virtual Pool.

9. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume from the service catalog
to create the distributed VPLEX virtual volume with RecoverPoint Protection.

See Create a VPLEX distributed block volume in your MetroPoint configuration.

Create the virtual arrays
In this example, there is a VPLEX Metro with two clusters, and a VPLEX Local in the
DR site. You must create three virtual arrays - one for each data center.

Before you begin

l You must log in to the ViPR Controller UI as a System Administrator.

l Complete the discoveries described in the section Required Discoveries.

From the ViPR Controller user interface, create three arrays as follows:
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Procedure

1. Select Virtual > Virtual Array.

2. Click Add.

3. Give the virtual array a name (Boston - Site1).

4. Click Save. The Boston virtual array is added to the list of virtual arrays.

5. Click Add a second time, and repeat step 3 to step 4 to create a second virtual
array called New York - Site 3. Both virtual arrays are required to set up a
VPLEX distributed volume with ViPR Controller.

6. Click Add a third time, and repeat step 3 to step 4 to create a third virtual array
called Syracuse DR. This virtual array is for your RecoverPoint Target site.

Enable connectivity between elements in your virtual arrays
To add storage systems, hosts and a VPLEX to your virtual array, you must add ports
to the array through which physical data center elements can communicate.
Disposition: / Status:
This concept topic is written as task topic. Please restructure it.

You can add ports to your virtual array in two ways:

l If networks are isolated per site, open the virtual array and choose Networks.
When you add VSANs or fabrics to your virtual array, ViPR Controller uses the
ports defined in those VSANs or fabrics to communicate with the array.

l If networks are stretched between sites, open the virtual array and choose
Storage Ports. You can hand-select storage ports that enable connectivity
between your VPLEX , the physical storage array and the host.

Adding networks to a virtual array
The fastest and simplest way to enable communication among resources in your
virtual data center is to add networks to your virtual arrays.

Before you begin

Use ViPR Controller to discover fabric managers.

Networks are collections of ports. You use software provided by your switch vendor to
define networks.

Note

In a VPLEX Metro plus RecoverPoint configuration, if the VPLEX cluster-1 and
cluster-2 are connected to the same Brocade fabrics (no Virtual Fabrics) or same
Cisco VSANs, then please use the other method (Adding ports to a virtual array).

Procedure

1. Edit a virtual array.

The Edit Virtual Array configuration page opens.

2. Click Networks.

The Networks page opens.

3. Click Add Existing.

The Add Network dialog box opens and displays a list of fabrics or VSANs.

4. Select the check box next to each fabric or VSAN you want to add to your
virtual array.
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The networks that you add must provide connectivity between the VPLEX and
the physical storage arrays.

5. Click Add.

6. Repeat the previous steps for each virtual array in your configuration.

Results

Click the name of the virtual array in the breadcrumb bar at the top of the screen to
navigate back to the Edit Virtual Array page. You should see the VPLEX and the two
physical storage systems in the Associated Storage Systems list.
Figure 40 Associated storage systems after adding networks

Adding ports to a virtual array
You can enable connectivity between end-points in a virtual array by manually
selecting the ports that should be network connected.

Before you begin

l You must have System Admin privileges to edit a virtual array.

l Before adding ports to your virtual array, complete all required discoveries for your
datacenter.

Adding specific ports to your virtual array gives you a level of granular control over
which ports you use to communicate with specific resources in your data center. For
example, you can set aside certain ports on your VMAX to communicate with VPLEX .

It is very important for VPLEX to isolate the front end ports for cluster1 in a virtual
array and cluster2 in a separate virtual array. You cannot mix VPLEX front end ports
from both clusters in the same virtual array. This will result in errors during service
execution.

Procedure

1. At the ViPR Controller UI, select Virtual  > Virtual Arrays and select the virtual
array that you want to edit.

The Edit Virtual Array screen appears.

2. Click Storage Ports.
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The Storage Ports page opens.

3. Click Add. The Add Storage Ports dialog box opens.

4. Type a string that filters the ports list in the Search field. For example, if you
enter sp_a in the Search field, the Storage Ports list displays only the ports on
arrays whose names matches that string.

5. Select the check boxes next to each port that you want to add to the virtual
array.

6. Click Add.

ViPR Controller adds the storage ports you selected to the virtual array.

Rediscover the RecoverPoint Appliance
To ensure that the RecoverPoint appliance is integrated with the other elements in the
virtual arrays, you must rediscover the RecoverPoint appliance.

Before you begin

Complete the instructions in Create Three Virtual Arrays.

Complete the instructions in Enable connectivity between elements in your virtual
arrays.
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Procedure

1. Log in to ViPR Controller as a user with access to the RecoverPoint appliance.

2. Choose Physical > Fabric Managers.

3. Click the check box next to the fabric manager.

4. Click Rediscover.

Create a RecoverPoint Target Virtual Pool
Follow the instructions below to build a RecoverPoint Target virtual pool for your
Disaster Recovery (DR) site. For the MetroPoint example, three virtual pools are
required (one for each virtual array). The MetroPoint source virtual pool establishes
Virtual Array 1 as the Active leg of the VPLEX Metro. The MetroPoint High Availability
virtual pool establishes Virtual Array 2 as the standby leg of the VPLEX Metro.

Before you begin

Complete all the discoveries described in Required Discoveries.

Build the virtual arrays described in Create Three Virtual Arrays.

Enable connectivity between the elements within the virtual arrays, as described in 
Enable connectivity between elements in your virtual arrays.

Procedure

1. Select Virtual > Block Virtual Pools . The Create Virtual Pool screen appears.

2. Enter the information in Virtual pool configuration: RecoverPoint Target.

3. Ensure that the number of physical pools that meet your virtual pool criteria is 1
or greater.

4. Click Save.

Virtual pool configuration: RecoverPoint Target
A MetroPoint configuration in ViPR Controller requires three virtual arrays and three
virtual pools - a MetroPoint source vpool, a MetroPoint High Availability vpool and a
RecoverPoint target vpool. The table below shows the configuration for the
RecoverPoint target virtual pool.

Table 4 RecoverPoint Target Virtual Pool Settings

Field Description

Name Enter a name. Naming conventions are data center-specific.

Description Enter a string description.

Virtual Arrays Choose Varray3.

Enable Quota Disabled. Quotas are not required for these virtual pools.

Hardware

Provisioning Type Thin

Protocols FC

Drive Type Site-specific. Set these according to the requirements of your
data center.

System Type
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Table 4 RecoverPoint Target Virtual Pool Settings (continued)

Field Description

RAID Levels

Multi-volume Consistency

Expandable

SAN Multi Path (All
Fields)

Site-specific

High Availability

High Availability VPLEX Local

Data Protection (All
Fields)

Site-specific.

Access Control (All
Fields)

Storage Pools The number of matching storage pools must be 1 or greater.

Create a MetroPoint High Availability Virtual Pool
Follow the instructions below to build a MetroPoint High Availability virtual pool. The
MetroPoint High Availability virtual pool establishes Virtual Array 2 as the standby leg
of the VPLEX Metro.

Before you begin

Complete all the discoveries described in Required Discoveries.

Build the virtual arrays described in Create Three Virtual Arrays.

Enable connectivity between the elements within the virtual arrays, as described in 
Enable connectivity between elements in your virtual arrays.

Procedure

1. Select Virtual > Block Virtual Pools . The Create Virtual Pool screen appears.

2. Enter the information in Virtual pool configuration: RecoverPoint Target.

3. Ensure that the number of physical pools that meet your virtual pool criteria is 1
or greater.

4. Click Save.

Virtual pool configuration: High Availability
A MetroPoint configuration in ViPR Controller requires three virtual arrays and three
virtual pools. The MetroPoint High Availability virtual pool establishes Virtual Array 2
as the standby leg of the VPLEX Metro. The table below shows the configuration for
the MetroPoint High Availability virtual pool.

Table 5 High Availability Virtual Pool Settings

Field Description

Name Enter a name. Naming conventions are data center-specific.
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Table 5 High Availability Virtual Pool Settings (continued)

Field Description

Description Enter a string description.

Virtual Arrays Choose Varray2.

Enable Quota Disabled. Quotas are not required for these virtual pools.

Hardware

Provisioning Type Thin

Protocols FC

Drive Type Site-specific. Set these according to the requirements of your
data center.

System Type

RAID Levels

Multi-volume Consistency

Expandable

SAN Multi Path (All
Fields)

Site-specific

High Availability

High Availability VPLEX Local

Data Protection (All
Fields)

Site-specific.

Access Control (All
Fields)

Storage Pools The number of matching storage pools must be 1 or greater.

Create a MetroPoint Source Virtual Pool
For the MetroPoint example, two virtual pools are required. The MetroPoint source
virtual pool establishes Virtual Array 1 as the Active leg of the VPLEX Metro. Virtual
Array 2 is the standby leg of the VPLEX Metro.

Before you begin

Complete all the discoveries described in Required Discoveries.

Build the virtual arrays described in Create Three Virtual Arrays.

Enable connectivity between the elements within the virtual arrays, as described in 
Enable connectivity between elements in your virtual arrays.

Create the MetroPoint Target Virtual Pool.

Procedure

1. Select Virtual > Block Virtual Pools . The Create Virtual Pool screen appears.

2. Enter the information in Virtual pool configuration: MetroPoint Source.

3. Ensure that the number of physical pools that meet your virtual pool criteria is 1
or greater.
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4. Click Save.

Virtual pool configuration: MetroPoint Source
A MetroPoint configuration in ViPR Controller requires three virtual arrays and three
virtual pools. The virtual arrays for site 1 and site 2, which include both clusters of the
VPLEX Metro, share a single virtual pool. The settings for the MetroPoint Source
virtual pool are shown in the following table.

Table 6 MetroPoint Source Virtual Pool Settings

Field Description

Name Enter MetroPoint_Source. Naming conventions are data
center-specific.

Description Enter a string description.

Virtual Arrays Choose Virtual Array 1.

Enable Quota Disabled. Quotas are not required for these virtual pools.

Hardware

Provisioning Type Thin

Protocols FC

Drive Type Site-specific. Set these fields to values appropriate for your data
center.

If you choose a System Type of EMC VMAX, note that you
cannot set Host IO limits on a virtual pool that includes

RecoverPoint protection. Leave the Host Front End
Bandwidth and Host Front End I/O Limit fields at the
default (0).

System Type

RAID Levels

Multi-volume Consistency Enabled

Expandable Site-specific

SAN Multi Path (All
Fields)

Site-specific

High Availability

High Availability VPLEX Distributed

High Availability Virtual
Array

VArray2. This is the virtual array for the second VPLEX cluster

in the VPLEX Metro.

High Availability Virtual
Pool

MetroPoint_HA. This is the virtual pool you built for the high
availability VPLEX cluster.

Data Protection

Maximum Snapshots Site-specific.

Maximum Continuous
Copies

Continuous Copies Virtual
Pool
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Table 6 MetroPoint Source Virtual Pool Settings (continued)

Field Description

Protection System EMC RecoverPoint

RecoverPoint Source
Journal Size

Site-specific.

RecoverPoint Copies Specify one RecoverPoint copy. The active VPLEX Metro cluster
replicates its data on the DR RecoverPoint instance.

Virtual Array varray3

Virtual Pool Enter the name of the RecoverPoint target virtual pool. In this

example, enter RP_Target.

Journal Size Min

RecoverPoint Advanced Settings

Protect Source Site Enabled. In a MetroPoint configuration, both legs of the VPLEX
Metro are protected by RecoverPoint .

Protect HA Site Enabled. In a MetroPoint configuration, both legs of the VPLEX
Metro are protected by RecoverPoint .

Active Site Source

Create a VPLEX distributed block volume in your MetroPoint configuration
You can create a VPLEX distributed block volume in your MetroPoint environment
using the Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume operation from the Service
Catalog at the ViPR Controller UI.

Before you begin

You must be a System Admin to create a VPLEX block volume.

Procedure

1. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume from the service catalog.

2. Select the virtual array for the active leg of the VPLEX Metro in the Virtual
Array field. In this example, choose VArray1.

3. Select the MetroPoint source virtual pool in the Virtual Pool field.

4. Select the project that you created. See Create a ViPR Controller Project on
page 22.

5. Type a string description for the block volume.

6. Choose the consistency group that you created. See Create a consistency
group on page 22.

7. Set the number of volumes to 1 or more.

8. Set the size of the volume in gigabytes.

9. Click Order.
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CHAPTER 11

Exporting a VPLEX Metro Virtual Volume to a
Host or Cluster

This chapter contains the following topics:

l Export a VPLEX Metro Virtual Volume to a Host or Cluster.............................. 164
l ViPR Controller Integration with VPLEX Metro: Data Center Requirements.....164
l Required Discoveries........................................................................................ 165
l Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume................................................ 165
l Block Storage Services > Export VPLEX Volume..............................................168
l Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume for a Host............................... 169
l Block Storage Services > Unexport and Remove Block Volume.........................171
l Worldwide Names on VPLEX Volumes Provisioned through ViPR Controller..... 171
l Supported VPLEX Versions...............................................................................172
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Export a VPLEX Metro Virtual Volume to a Host or Cluster
EMC ViPR Controller supports VPLEX Metro High Availability. This support includes
data center configurations that cross-connect hosts and use host failover
technologies such as VMware HA.

The following services in the ViPR Controller service catalog enable you to build and
export VPLEX distributed volumes in a VPLEX Metro environment:

l Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume

l Block Protection Services > Export VPLEX Volume

l Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume For a Host

The Block Storage Services > Remove Block Volumes service removes a VPLEX virtual
volume and its underlying backend storage.

ViPR Controller Integration with VPLEX Metro: Data Center
Requirements

The following figure shows a simple data center configurations that ViPR Controller
supports. The following configuration shows a VPLEX Metro that has two clusters.
Two isolated fabrics enable connectivity between the hardware elements in each
physical data center.

ViPR Controller can provision a VPLEX distributed volume to Host 1. This volume
appears on both VPLEX Metro Cluster 1 and VPLEX Metro Cluster 2. Similarly, ViPR
Controller can provision VPLEX distributed volumes with high availability Host 2.
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Writes to the distributed volume are saved on the physical storage managed by each
VPLEX cluster, so data is always saved in 2 places. This feature protects the data in
case of an array failure.

The following list shows the data center requirements for this configuration:

l Physical connectivity must exist among the relevant components in each data
center. In the example in the diagram, the Brocade switches in Boston and Cisco
switches in New York enable the connectivity in each data center.

l The VPLEX Metro clusters must communicate.

l The VPLEX virtual volume can exist on ViPR Controller-managed block storage,
such as a VNX or VMAX array.

l The VPLEX clusters also can use storage on a third-party block storage array that
ViPR Controller does not specifically support. ViPR Controller can ingest this
storage and export it to hosts that it manages.

l The networks you add to the virtual arrays must contain the endpoints necessary
to provision the back end array volumes to the VPLEX , and the virtual volumes
from the VPLEX to a host. ViPR Controller also enables you to filter the ports in
the virtual array and select only those ports you need to support provisioning.

l For information on requirements for cross-connected FC networks between the
VPLEX backend ports and the VMAX arrays, see VPLEX-VMAX Multiple Masking
Views Support in EMC ViPR Controller 2.2 and higher.

Required Discoveries
From ViPR Controller, you must discover the following hardware in order to export a
VPLEX virtual volume to a host or cluster:

l The hosts (or cluster) to which you want to provision storage

l The VPLEX that manages both clusters in your VPLEX Metro configuration

l The block storage arrays where the VPLEX clusters have claimed storage

l Any Brocade or Cisco switches required to connect the hosts to the VPLEX
clusters

l Any Brocade or Cisco switches required to connect the physical storage to the
VPLEX clusters

l The physical arrays that host the VPLEX virtual volumes

Note

Before you can run the VPLEX -related services, ViPR Controller must discover the
entire route from the host to the physical storage.

Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume
The Create Block Volume service creates either a local or distributed VPLEX virtual
volume, depending on the settings within the virtual pool that you select for the order.
It also creates physical storage devices on the back end arrays, the VPLEX virtual
volume on the source VPLEX cluster, and the high availability volume on the target
VPLEX cluster. Create Block Volume does not export the volume to the host.

Before you begin

To run this service, your environment must meet all of the following requirements:
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l You must log in to ViPR Controller as a tenant administrator, or as a user with
access to the project that contains the volume you want to export.

l Your physical data center must meet the requirements described in ViPR
Controller Integration with VPLEX Metro: Data Center Requirements.

l From ViPR Controller, you must discover the physical infrastructure in Required
discoveries.

Note

If using existing VPLEX Storage Views for distributed devices, the Storage View
names MUST be unique across both VPLEX clusters (in this example, cluster-1 and
cluster-2)

Procedure

1. Create a ViPR Controller project. See Create a ViPR Controller Project on page
22

2. Create a source VPLEX virtual array for VPLEX cluster-1.

a. Select Virtual > Virtual Array

b. Click Add.

c. Type the name of the virtual array.

d. Click Save.

e. Set SAN Zoning to Automatic.

f. Add storage ports or networks to the source virtual array to enable physical
connectivity from VPLEX cluster-1 to the respective connected hosts and
clusters. See Adding networks to a virtual array or Adding ports to a virtual
array.

3. Create a target VPLEX virtual array for VPLEX cluster-2.

a. Select Virtual > Virtual Array

b. Click Add.

c. Type the name of the virtual array.

d. Click Save.

e. Set SAN Zoning to Automatic.

f. Add storage ports or networks to the target virtual array to enable physical
connectivity from VPLEX cluster-2 to the respective connected hosts and
clusters. See Adding networks to a virtual array or Adding ports to a virtual
array.

4. Create the target virtual pool.

a. Select Virtual > Block Virtual Pools.

b. Select the target virtual array that you created in step 3.

c. If resources from this virtual pool will support the use of consistency groups,
then select Hardware and Multi-Volume Consistency.

d. Select High Availability and set High Availability to VPLEX Local
e. Select Storage Pools and then either set Pool Assignment to Automatic or

if you want to manually select a subset of storage pools, then set it to
Manual and select your storage pools.
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f. Select Save.

5. Create the source virtual pool.

a. Select Virtual > Block Virtual Pools.

b. Select the source virtual array that you created in step 2.

c. If resources from this virtual pool will support the use of consistency groups,
then select Hardware and Multi-Volume Consistency.

d. Select High Availability and set High Availability to VPLEX Distributed
and specify the target virtual array you created in step 3, and the target
virtual pool you created in step 4.

e. Select Storage Pools and then either set Pool Assignment to Automatic or
if you want to manually select a subset of storage pools, then set it to
Manual and select your storage pools.

f. Select Save.

6. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume from the service catalog
to create the distributed VPLEX virtual volume.

See Create a VPLEX Distributed Block Volume

Create a VPLEX Distributed Block Volume
Create a VPLEX Distributed block volume:

Procedure

1. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume from the service catalog.

2. Select the source virtual array in the Virtual Array field.

3. Select the source virtual pool in the Virtual Pool field.

4. Select the project that you built.

5. Type a string description for the block volume.

6. Set the consistency group field to a setting appropriate for your environment.

In this example, you can leave the consistency group setting at the default.

7. Set the number of volumes to 1 or more.

8. Set the size of the volume in gigabytes.

9. Click Order.

Results

The following figure shows a successful create block service execution.
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Block Storage Services > Export VPLEX Volume
To run this service, your environment must meet the following requirements.

Before you begin

l You must log in to ViPR Controller as a tenant administrator, or as a user with
access to the project that contains the volume you want to export.

l Your physical data center must meet the requirements described in Data center
requirements.

l From ViPR Controller, you must discover the physical infrastructure listed in 
Required discoveries.

l You must have a VPLEX virtual volume to export to a host. Block Storage Services
> Create Block Volume explains how to build the volume.

Procedure

1. Select User Mode > Service Catalog > Block Storage Services > Export
Volume to a Host.

2. Select Shared or Exclusive. Shared to export the volume to every host in a
cluster. Exclusive exports the volume to a single host.

3. Select the Project to which the volume belongs.

4. Select the Host or cluster to which the volume will be exported.

5. Select a virtual array.

6. Select the VPLEX Volume to export.

7. Choose -1 for the default Host Logical Unit number (HLU).
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8. Click Order.

The Orders page opens with the progress of the order.

Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume for a Host
To run this service, your environment must meet the following requirements.

Before you begin

l You must log in to ViPR Controller as a tenant administrator, or as a user with
access to the project that contains the volume that you want to export.

l Your physical data center must meet all of the requirements described in Data
center_requirements.

l From ViPR Controller, you must discover the physical infrastructure listed in 
Discoveries.

This service creates both the physical storage device on the back end arrays and the
VPLEX distributed volume. This service also exports the volume to a host or cluster.

To configure the VPLEX high availability feature, create a virtual pool with high
availability enabled, then create a volume and assign it to the high availability virtual
pool.

Procedure

1. Create a ViPR Controller project.

See Create aViPR Controller Project .

2. Create a source VPLEX virtual array for VPLEX cluster-1.

a. Select Virtual > Virtual Array

b. Click Add.

c. Type the name of the virtual array.

d. Click Save.

e. Set SAN Zoning to Automatic.

f. Add storage ports or networks to the source virtual array to enable physical
connectivity from VPLEX cluster-1 to the respective connected hosts and
clusters. See Adding networks to a virtual array or Adding ports to a virtual
array.

3. Create a target VPLEX virtual array for VPLEX cluster-2.

a. Select Virtual > Virtual Array

b. Click Add.

c. Type the name of the virtual array.

d. Click Save.

e. Set SAN Zoning to Automatic.

f. Add storage ports or networks to the target virtual array to enable physical
connectivity from VPLEX cluster-2 to the respective connected hosts and
clusters. See Adding networks to a virtual array or Adding ports to a virtual
array.

4. Create the target virtual pool.
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a. Select Virtual > Block Virtual Pools.

b. Select the target virtual array that you created in step 3.

c. If resources from this virtual pool will support the use of consistency groups,
then select Hardware and Multi-Volume Consistency.

d. Select High Availability and set High Availability to VPLEX Local

e. Select Storage Pools and then either set Pool Assignment to Automatic or
if you want to manually select a subset of storage pools, then set it to
Manual and select your storage pools.

f. Select Save.

5. Create the source virtual pool.

a. Select Virtual > Block Virtual Pools.

b. Select the source virtual array that you created in step 2.

c. If resources from this virtual pool will support the use of consistency groups,
then select Hardware and Multi-Volume Consistency.

d. Select High Availability and set High Availability to VPLEX Distributed
and specify the target virtual array you created in step 3, and the target
virtual pool you created in step 4.

e. Select Storage Pools and then either set Pool Assignment to Automatic or
if you want to manually select a subset of storage pools, then set it to
Manual and select your storage pools.

f. Select Save.

6. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume for a Host from the
service catalog.

See Create and export block volume

Run Create Block Volume for a Host
To create and export the VPLEX Distributed volume, call the service Block Storage
Services > Create Block Volume for a Host from the service catalog.

Before you begin

You must be in User Mode in the user interface to perform this procedure.

Procedure

1. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume for a Host from the
service catalog.

2. Choose Exclusive to export the volume to a single host. Choose Shared to
export the volume to a host cluster.

3. Choose the source virtual array in the Virtual Array field.

4. Choose the source virtual pool in the Virtual Pool field.

5. Choose the project you built.

6. Give a string description to the block volume.

7. Leave the consistency group setting at the default.

8. Set the number of volumes to 1 or more.

9. Set the size of the volume in gigabytes.
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10. Click Order.

Results

This service creates both the storage devices on the physical storage and the VPLEX
distributed volume as well.

Block Storage Services > Unexport and Remove Block
Volume

You can run the Unexport and Remove Block Volume service to remove a VPLEX
virtual volume built with the Create Block Volume or Create Block Volume for Host
services.

Note

VPLEX virtual volumes that are deleted outside of ViPR Controller or virtual volumes
that were partially removed during a failed ViPR Controller delete volume workflow,
may take several hours to clean up.

To run the Unexport and Remove Block Volume service:

1. Log in as a ViPR Controller tenant administrator.

2. From the User menu, choose Block Storage Services > Unexport and Remove
Block Volume.

3. Choose the project that contains the volume to remove.

4. Click the check box next to the volume to remove.

5. Choose one of the following Deletion Types:

Full l Deletes the Volume from ViPR Controller.

l Deletes the Virtual Volume from the VPLEX .

l Deletes all exports, snapshots, clones, and mirrors associated
with the volume.

l Deletes the physical back end storage from the physical arrays,
including removing the volume from consistency groups.

Inventory
Only

Deletes the volume from ViPR Controller. All VPLEX and physical
storage objects are left intact.

6. Click Order.

Worldwide Names on VPLEX Volumes Provisioned through
ViPR Controller

After VPLEX volumes are provisioned through ViPR Controller, those volumes are not
immediately assigned a worldwide name (WWN).

A WWN is only assigned to a VPLEX volume when it is exported.

To view the worldwide name of a volume, choose Resources > Volumes, then click
the name of the volume in the list. The following figure shows an example of a volume
listing. Notice that the WWN field is blank.
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For an unexported VPLEX Local or VPLEX Metro volume, the WWN field on this
screen will be blank as shown here.

Supported VPLEX Versions

For information on the VPLEX versions supported by ViPR Controller, refer to the
EMC ViPR Controller Support Matrix.
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CHAPTER 12

ViPR Controller Support for VPLEX Distributed
Volume Mirrors

This chapter contains the following topics:

l Datacenter requirements.................................................................................. 174
l Discoveries....................................................................................................... 175
l Virtual array and virtual pool configuration........................................................175
l Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume................................................ 175
l Remove Continuous Copies.............................................................................. 185
l Detaching a mirror from its VPLEX virtual volume............................................ 185
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Datacenter requirements
The following figure shows a simple datacenter configuration. It illustrates the ViPR
Controller support for VPLEX distributed volume mirrors.

Figure 41 VPLEX Distributed Volume Mirrors

This configuration includes a VPLEX Metro configuration with two VMAX arrays
(Block Array 1 and Block Array 4) as the back end physical storage arrays. Writes from
the hosts to the distributed virtual volume are written to the physical storage devices
on the back end storage, and to the mirror devices on Block Array 2 and Block Array 3.
With ViPR Controller, the VPLEX distributed volume mirrors are always located on
physical storage that is separate from the back end storage used by the VPLEX
Metro. This protects your data against data loss in the event that one of the physical
arrays fails.

The data center requirements are as follows:

l There must be physical connectivity between all the relevant components in your
datacenter. The networks and ports added to the ViPR Controller virtual array
must contain all the endpoints necessary to provision the back end array volumes
to the VPLEX , and provision the virtual volumes from the VPLEX to a host.

l The VPLEX must be a VPLEX Metro.

l The VPLEX volume must be a VPLEX distributed virtual volume.

l The back end physical storage for the VPLEX can exist on ViPR Controller-
managed block storage such as a VNX or VMAX array.

l Only one mirror is supported for each leg of the VPLEX Metro.

l ViPR Controller does support ingestion of VPLEX volumes that have mirrors
already established. However, only the volumes are ingested. The mirrors are not.
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Discoveries
From ViPR Controller, you must discover all of the following to run the Create
Continuous Copies service.

l The hosts (or clusters) you want to access storage

l The VPLEX Metro that will contain the distributed virtual volume

l Two block storage arrays - one on each leg of the VPLEX Metro. The VPLEX uses
these as the back end storage for the virtual volume.

l Two block storage arrays - one on each leg of the VPLEX Metro. The VPLEX uses
these to contain the mirror volumes.

Note

Four physical block storage arrays are required for this configuration.

l Any Brocade or Cisco switches required to connect the hosts to the VPLEX

l Any Brocade or Cisco switches required to connect the physical storage arrays to
the VPLEX

Note

The entire route from the host to the physical storage must be discovered by ViPR
Controller before you can successfully run the VPLEX -related services.

Virtual array and virtual pool configuration

The following virtual array and virtual pool configuration is supported for a simple
VPLEX Metro setup.

l Two virtual arrays - one virtual array for each VPLEX Metro cluster.

l Four virtual pools - one for each cluster of the VPLEX Metro, and one continuous
copy virtual pool for each mirror.

In this configuration, mirrors are created for both legs of the VPLEX Metro.
Alternatively, you could configure a single continuous copy virtual pool for one leg of
the VPLEX . In this case, only one side of the VPLEX would have a mirror volume. This
is a supported configuration.

Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume
The Create Block Volume service creates a distributed VPLEX virtual volume. It also
creates physical storage devices on the back end arrays. using the virtual pools
described in this procedure, you can create mirror volumes on both legs of the VPLEX
Metro. Create Block Volume does not export the volume to the host or create the
mirrors. To create the mirrors on each leg of the VPLEX , call Create Continuous
Copies.

To run this service, your environment must meet all of the following requirements:

l You must log in to ViPR Controller as a tenant administrator , or as a user with
access to the project that contains the volume that you want to export.

l Your physical data center must meet the requirements. See Datacenter
requirements on page 174
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l From ViPR Controller, you must discover the physical infrastructure. See 
Discoveries on page 175

1. Create a ViPR Controller project. See Create a ViPR Controller Project on page 22

2. Create two virtual arrays: one for the VPLEX source volume and one for the
VPLEX High Availability target where the source volume will be replicated. See 
Create Two Virtual Arrays.

3. Add networks to the VPLEX source virtual array to enable physical connectivity
between all the hardware required by the source VPLEX cluster - the hosts, the
switches, VPLEX , and the back end storage. You can also add specific ports to
the virtual array by using the ViPR Controller Storage Ports dialog.

4. Add networks to the VPLEX high availability virtual array to enable physical
connectivity between all the hardware required by the VPLEX High Availability
cluster - the switches, the VPLEX and the back end storage. Alternatively, you can
add specific ports to the virtual array by using ViPR Controller Storage Ports
dialog. See Enable connectivity by adding ports.

5. Create two continuous copy virtual pools. Both the VPLEX Source and VPLEX
Target virtual pools reference a continuous copies virtual pool that enables
connectivity with the physical storage arrays that hold the mirror volumes. See 
Create two continuous copies virtual pools.

6. Create the VPLEX High Availability virtual pool. See Create the VPLEX High
Availability virtual pool.

7. Create the VPLEX Source virtual pool. See Create the VPLEX Source virtual pool.

8. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume from the service catalog to
create the distributed VPLEX virtual volume with mirrors. See Create a VPLEX
Distributed Block Volume with mirrors.

9. Run Block Protection Services > Create Continuous Copies to create the
mirrors on each leg of the VPLEX Metro. See Create Continuous Copies.

Create Two Virtual Arrays
In the data center example, the VPLEX Metro environment has two physical data
centers, each with its own VPLEX cluster. Create two virtual arrays - one for each
data center.

Before you begin

l Log in to ViPR Controller as a system administrator.

l Complete the discoveries described in Discoveries.

Procedure

1. From Administrator Mode, select Virtual > Virtual Array.

2. Click Add.

3. Type the name of the virtual array.

4. Select Automatic SAN Zoning.

5. Click Save to add the new virtual array to the list of virtual arrays.

6. Click Add a second time. Follow steps 3 through 5 to create a second virtual
array. You need both virtual arrays to set up a VPLEX distributed volume with
mirrors.
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Enable connectivity by adding ports
To enable connectivity between the elements in your virtual arrays, you must add
ports to the virtual array.

You can add ports to your virtual array in two ways:

l Add networks (fabrics and VSANs) to your virtual array

l Add storage ports to the virtual array

When you have completed adding ports to the two virtual arrays, both virtual arrays
should display a VPLEX with two physical storage arrays. In each virtual array, one
physical array is the VPLEX back end storage, and one is the physical array that holds
the mirror volume. The following figures show the source and high availability virtual
arrays used in this example.

Figure 42 Storage arrays for cluster 1

Figure 43 Storage arrays for cluster 2
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Add networks to a virtual array
The fastest and simplest way to enable communication among resources in your
virtual data center is to add networks to your virtual arrays.

Before you begin

Use ViPR Controller to discover fabric managers.

Networks are collections of ports. You use software provided by your switch vendor to
define networks.

Procedure

1. Edit a virtual array. The Edit Virtual Array configuration page opens.

2. Click Networks. The Networks page opens.

3. Click Add Existing. The Add Network dialog box opens and displays a list of
fabrics or VSANs.

4. Select the check box next to each fabric or VSAN you want to add to your
virtual array.

The networks that you add must provide connectivity between the VPLEX and
the physical storage arrays.

5. Click Add.

6. Repeat steps 1 through 5 for each virtual array in your configuration.

Results

Click the name of the virtual array in the breadcrumb bar at the top of the screen to
navigate back to the Edit Virtual Array page. You should see the VPLEX and the two
physical storage systems in the Associated Storage Systems list.
Figure 44 Associated storage systems after adding networks

Add Ports
Another way to enable connectivity in your virtual array is to add ports.

Before you begin

Before adding ports to your virtual array, complete all required discoveries for your
datacenter.
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Adding specific ports to your virtual array gives you a level of granular control over
which ports you use to communicate with specific resources in your data center. For
example, you can set aside certain ports on your VMAX to communicate with VPLEX .

It is very important for VPLEX to isolate the ports for cluster1 in a varray and cluster2
in a separate virtual array. You cannot mix VPLEX ports from both clusters in the same
virtual array. This will result in errors during service execution.

Procedure

1. Edit a virtual array.

The Edit Virtual Array screen appears.

2. Click Storage Ports. The Storage Ports page opens.

3. Click Add. The Add Storage Ports dialog box opens.

4. Type a string that filters the ports list in the Search field. For example, if you
enter fa-8 in the Search field, the Storage Ports list displays only the ports on
arrays whose names matches that string.

5. Select the check boxes next to each port that you want to add to the virtual
array.

6. Click Add.

ViPR Controller adds the storage ports you selected to the virtual array.
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Create two continuous copies virtual pools
Build two virtual pools. These continuous copy virtual pools must exist before you can
build the Source virtual pool or the High Availability virtual pool.

Before you begin

Complete all the discoveries described in Discoveries.

Build the virtual arrays described in Create Two Virtual Arrays.

Enable connectivity between the elements within the virtual arrays, as described in 
Eable connectivity by adding ports.

Procedure

1. Select Virtual > Block Virtual Pools.

The Create Virtual Pool screen appears.

2. Enter the information in Virtual pool configuration: VPLEX Source Mirror.

3. Ensure that the number of physical pools that meet your virtual pool criteria is 1
or greater.

4. Click Save.

5. Select Virtual > Block Virtual Pools . The Create Virtual Pool screen appears.

6. Enter the information in Virtual pool configuration: VPLEX High Availability
Mirror.

7. Ensure that the number of physical pools that meet your virtual pool criteria is 1
or greater.

8. Click Save.

Virtual pool configuration: VPLEX Source Mirror
The following table shows example settings for the VPLEX Source Mirror virtual pool.

This virtual pool is referenced as a Continuous Copies virtual pool by the VPLEX
Source virtual pool.

Table 7 VPLEX Source Mirror Virtual Pool Settings

Field Description

Name Enter a name. For this example, enter Vplex-Source-Mirror-
VP. Naming conventions are data center-specific.

Description Enter a string description.

Virtual Arrays Choose Varray Cluster1.

Enable Quota Disabled. Quotas are not required for these virtual pools.

Hardware (All Fields) Site-specific.

SAN Multi Path (All
Fields)

Site-specific .

High Availability

High Availability VPLEX Local
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Table 7 VPLEX Source Mirror Virtual Pool Settings (continued)

Field Description

Data Protection (All
Fields)

Site-specific.

Access Control (All
Fields)

Storage Pools The number of matching storage pools must be 1 or greater.

Virtual pool configuration: VPLEX High Availability Mirror
The following table shows example settings for the VPLEX High Availability Mirror
virtual pool.

This virtual pool is referenced as a Continuous Copies virtual pool by the VPLEX High
Availability virtual pool.

Table 8 High Availability Mirror Virtual Pool Settings

Field Description

Name Enter a name. For this example, enter Vplex-HA-Mirror-VP.
Naming conventions are data center-specific.

Description Enter a string description.

Virtual Arrays Choose Varray Cluster2.

Enable Quota Disabled. Quotas are not required for these virtual pools.

Hardware (All Fields) Site-specific.

SAN Multi Path (All
Fields)

Site-specific .

High Availability

High Availability VPLEX Local

Data Protection (All
Fields)

Site-specific.

Access Control (All
Fields)

Storage Pools The number of matching storage pools must be 1 or greater.

Create the VPLEX High Availability virtual pool
Build a virtual pool for the high availability cluster of the VPLEX Metro. This virtual
pool uses the VPLEX-HA-Mirror-vp as a continuous copy virtual pool. The VPLEX High
Availability virtual pool must exist before you can build the VPLEX Source virtual pool.

Before you begin

Complete all the discoveries described in Discoveries.

Build the virtual arrays described in Create Two Virtual Arrays.
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Enable connectivity between the elements within the virtual arrays, as described in 
Enable connectivity by adding ports.

Procedure

1. Select Virtual > Block Virtual Pools . The Create Virtual Pool screen appears.

2. Enter the information in Virtual pool configuration: High Availability.

3. Ensure that the number of physical pools that meet your virtual pool criteria is 1
or greater.

4. Click Save.

Virtual pool configuration: High Availability
The following table shows example setting for the VPLEX High Availability virtual pool.

Table 9 High Availability Virtual Pool Settings

Field Description

Name Enter a name. For this example, enter Vplex-HA-VP for this
example. Naming conventions are data center-specific.

Description Enter a string description.

Virtual Arrays Choose Vplex-Cluster-2.

Enable Quota Disabled. Quotas are not required for these virtual pools.

Hardware

Provisioning Type Site-specific. Set these according to the requirements of your
data center.

Protocols

Drive Type

System Type

RAID Levels

Multi-volume Consistency

Expandable Disabled. ViPR Controller cannot expand volumes with mirrors.

SAN Multi Path (All
Fields)

Site-specific.

High Availability

High Availability VPLEX Local

Data Protection

Maximum Snapshots Site-specific.

Maximum Continuous
Copies

1

Continuous Copies Virtual
Pool

Vplex-HA-Mirror-VP

Protection System None.
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Table 9 High Availability Virtual Pool Settings (continued)

Field Description

Access Control (All
Fields)

Storage Pools The number of matching storage pools must be 1 or greater.

Create the VPLEX Source virtual pool
Build a virtual pool for the source cluster of the VPLEX Metro. This virtual pool uses
the VPLEX-Source-Mirror-vp as a continuous copy virtual pool.

Before you begin

l Complete all the discoveries described in Discoveries.

l Build the virtual arrays described in Create Two Virtual Arrays.

l Enable connectivity between the elements within the virtual arrays, as described in 
Enable connectivity by adding ports.

Procedure

1. Select Virtual > Block Virtual Pools . The Create Virtual Pool screen appears.

2. Enter the information in Virtual pool configuration: VPLEX Source.

3. Ensure that the number of physical pools that meet your virtual pool criteria is 1
or greater.

4. Click Save.

Virtual pool configuration: VPLEX Source
The following table shows example setting for the VPLEX Source virtual pool.

This virtual pool uses Vplex-Source-Mirror-VP as a continuous copies virtual pool. It
also sets the High Availability setting to VPLEX Distributed.

Table 10 VPLEX Source Virtual Pool Settings

Field Description

Name Enter a name. For this example, enter Vplex-Source-VP for
this example. Naming conventions are data center-specific.

Description Enter a string description.

Virtual Arrays Choose Vplex-Cluster-1.

Enable Quota Disabled. Quotas are not required for these virtual pools.

Hardware

Provisioning Type Site-specific. Set these according to the requirements of your
data center.

Protocols

Drive Type

System Type

RAID Levels
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Table 10 VPLEX Source Virtual Pool Settings (continued)

Field Description

Multi-volume Consistency

Expandable Disabled. ViPR Controller cannot expand volumes with mirrors.

SAN Multi Path (All
Fields)

Site-specific.

High Availability

High Availability VPLEX Distributed

High Availability Virtual
Array

VPLEX-Cluster-2

High Availability Virtual
Pool

Vplex-HA-VP

Data Protection

Maximum Snapshots Site-specific.

Maximum Continuous
Copies

1

Continuous Copies Virtual
Pool

Vplex-Source-Mirror-VP

Protection System None.

Access Control (All
Fields)

Storage Pools The number of matching storage pools must be 1 or greater.

Create a VPLEX Distributed Block Volume.
You create the volume in the source virtual array with the source virtual pool.

The service creates all of the following:

l The VPLEX Distributed virtual volume

l Backing storage volumes on the physical storage arrays in both physical data
centers.

Procedure

1. Run Block Storage Services > Create Block Volume from the service catalog.

2. Select the source virtual array (Vplex-Cluster-1) in the Virtual Array field.

3. Select the source virtual pool (Vplex-Source-VP) in the Virtual Pool field.

4. Select the project.

The project you created in Create a project.

5. Type a string description for the block volume.

6. Leave the consistency group setting at the default. ViPR Controller does not
support the creation of mirrors for volumes in a consistency group.
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7. Set the number of volumes to 1 or more.

8. Set the size of the volume in gigabytes.

9. Click Order.

Create Continuous Copies
The last step is to create the mirrors for the VPLEX Distributed volume.

Before you begin

You must log in as a user with write access to the project that holds the VPLEX
Distributed volume.

Procedure

1. Run Block Protection Services > Create Continuous Copy from the service
catalog.

2. Choose the project that holds your VPLEX Distributed virtual volume.

3. Choose the volume.

The volume you created in Create a VPLEX distributed block volume.

4. Enter a text description of the mirror volume.

5. Set the number of copies to 1.

6. Click Order.

Remove Continuous Copies
Once you successfully create a VPLEX volume mirror, you may want to remove the
mirror. The Remove Continuous Copy service deletes the mirror, but leaves the
VPLEX virtual volume and the underlying physical back end storage device intact.

Before you begin

Login as a user with write access to the project that holds your VPLEX virtual volume.

Procedure

1. Run Block Protection Services > Remove Continuous Copy from the service
catalog.

2. Choose the project that holds your VPLEX virtual volume.

3. Choose the volume whose mirror you want to delete.

4. Click the check box next to the volume mirror in the Continuous Copies field.

5. Click Order.

Detaching a mirror from its VPLEX virtual volume
Once you have created a VPLEX virtual volume mirror, you have the option of
detaching the mirror from the virtual volume. Detaching the VPLEX virtual volume
converts the VPLEX virtual volume to an independent VPLEX virtual volume.

Before you begin

To perform the following procedure, you must have a VPLEX virtual volume with a
mirror.

You must log in as a user with write access to the project that contains your volume.
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Procedure

1. Choose Resources > Volumes. The Volumes screen appears.

2. Click the volume in the list that has the mirror.

3. Expand the Continuous Copies panel.

4. Click Stop.

This detaches the mirror from the VPLEX virtual volume. A new volume appears
in the volume list - this is the volume formerly used as a mirror.

After you finish

After detachment, the mirror becomes a VPLEX Local virtual volume, and you can
perform any operations on that volume that you choose.

A second way to stop continuous copies
There is a second location in the user interface that allows you to detach a mirror from
a VPLEX virtual volume.

l Follow the steps described in Detaching a mirror from its VPLEX virtual volume.

l When you expand the Continuous Copies panel, you should see the continuous
copies name in a link, as shown in the following figure.

l If you click the link to see more details about the continuous copy, there is a Stop
Continuous Copy option, as shown in the following figure.
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CHAPTER 13

Support for VPLEX with SRDF backing volumes

This chapter contains the following topics.

l Support for VPLEX with SRDF backing volumes...............................................188
l Supported devices and protection.................................................................... 189
l Supported operations....................................................................................... 189
l Feature limitations............................................................................................ 189
l Preparing ViPR Controller for VPLEX with SRDF backing volumes overview....190
l Create SRDF protected VPLEX local or distributed volume across two sites....192
l Change all of the volumes in a consistency group from SRDF protected to VPLEX

protected..........................................................................................................192
l Perform SRDF operations on the VPLEX volumes............................................ 193
l Perform SnapVX operations, with copy (clone) or no copy (snap) mode..........194
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Support for VPLEX with SRDF backing volumes
This release of ViPR Controller provides support of VPLEX with SRDF backing
volumes in the following two types of deployments.

l Deployment A: SRDF connectivity between two VPLEX local systems

l Deployment B: VPLEX distributed with VMAX3 SRDF backing volumes

Deployment A: SRDF connectivity between two VPLEX local systems
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Deployment B: VPLEX distributed with VMAX3 SRDF backing volumes

Supported devices and protection
ViPR Controller supports VPLEX with SRDF backing volumes with the following
devices and SRDF protection.

l VPLEX systems

l VMAX3

l SRDF Asynchronous (SRDF/A)

Supported operations
The following operations are supported by ViPR Controller when VPLEX is configured
with SRDF backing volumes:

l Create an SRDF protected VPLEX local or distributed volume across two sites.

l Change all of the volumes in a consistency group from SRDF protected to VPLEX
protected.

l Perform SRDF operations on the VPLEX volumes.

l Perform SnapVX operations with copy (clone) or no copy (snap) mode.

Feature limitations
The following limitations apply to VPLEX systems configured with SRDF backing
volumes:

l ViPR Controller does not support RecoverPoint with SRDF backing volumes.
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l ViPR Controller ingest of VPLEX volumes and SRDF volumes is supported,
however ingest of VPLEX with SRDF backing volumes is not supported.

l ViPR Controller does not support SRDF backing volumes on the high availability
side of the VPLEX distributed configuration.

l ViPR Controller Application services are not supported for VPLEX with SRDF
backing volumes.

l ViPR Controller SRDF Active (SRDF-Metro) is not supported.

l Migration of VPLEX volume with SRDF backend volumes is not supported.

l ViPR Controller only supports VPLEX with SRDF backing volumes that are
configured in consistency groups.

l ViPR Controller does not support continuous copies for the VMAX3 volumes when
the VMAX3 volumes are used as the SRDF backing volumes for VPLEX volumes.

l ViPR Controller does not support expansion of VPLEX with SRDF backing volumes
with snapshots.

Preparing ViPR Controller for VPLEX with SRDF backing
volumes overview

The following are a list of steps you will need to perform to prepare ViPR Controller to
support VPLEX with SRDF backing volumes.

Before you begin

l Prior to configuring the projects, and assets in ViPR Controller, you should
determine the type of protection you are planning to use on your VPLEX front-end
volumes. It is recommended to use SnapVX with copy or no copy mode.

l It is recommended that you follow the VPLEX recommended guidelines for
working with VPLEX with SRDF backing volumes. Refer to VPLEX documentation
for details.

Procedure

1. Create the projects, and consistency groups for the RDF groups.

2. Discover the VPLEX and VMAX3 storage systems.

3. Configure the virtual arrays.

4. Configure the virtual pools.

5. Continue to perform manage the VPLEX volumes with SRDF backing volumes
using the ViPR Controller service operations.

The backing SRDF volumes are hidden from the ViPR Controller user, therefore,
unless otherwise noted, the ViPR Controller service operations described in the
following sections are performed by the user on the VPLEX volumes, after
which ViPR Controller automates the operations performed on the SRDF
backing volumes.
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Create the projects, and consistency groups for the RDF groups
A ViPR Controller project is required for each RDF group you will be using in ViPR
Controller. The project name must be the same name used for the RDF group on the
VMAX storage system.

Additionally all volumes in the RDF group must be part of a consistency group,
therefore a single consistency group, which will contain the RDF group volumes,
should be created for each project which maps to the RDF group.

Configure the virtual arrays
The following are the virtual array configuration requirements for the both types of
VPLEX with SRDF deployments supported by ViPR Controller.

Virtual array configuration requirements
When creating the virtual array in which the target volumes will be created, it is
important to be aware of the number of characters you are using in the virtual array
name. When creating target volumes ViPR Controller uses the following naming
convention, <volume name>-target-<virtual array name>. If the volume name exceeds
63 characters, ViPR Controller will truncate the volume name which may cause errors
to occur.

l For Deployment A: SRDF connectivity between two VPLEX local systems
You will need a total of two virtual arrays, one virtual array for each site for
example a virtual array for the production site, and a virtual array for the disaster
recovery site.

l For Deployment B: VPLEX distributed with VMAX3 SRDF backing volumes
You will need a total of 3 virtual arrays, one virtual array for the source, and one
virtual array for each target.

Configure the virtual pools
Be aware of the following when configuring the virtual pools for VPLEX with SRDF
backing volumes:

Both deployment models
For both deployment models:

l The Multi-volume Consistency option must be enabled on the source and target
virtual pools.

l It is recommended to create the target virtual pools before creating the source
virtual pools because you will need to identify the target virtual pool while creating
the source virtual pool.

Deployment A: SRDF connectivity between two VPLEX local systems
The following are the virtual pool configuration requirements specific to SRDF
connectivity between two VPLEX local systems deployments, and are additional to the
general virtual pool configuration requirements described in the ViPR Controller Virtual
Data Center Requirements and Information Guide which is available from the ViPR
Controller Product Documentation Index.

l The target virtual pool is set to VPLEX local in the High Availability area.

l The source virtual pool must have the following configured:

n High Availability > VPLEX local

n Data Protection > Protection System > VMAX SRDF Protection System
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n Data Protection > SRDF Copy Mode > Asynchronous

n Data Protection Copies, iIncludes the target virtual array, and virtual pool
information.

Deployment B: VPLEX distributed with VMAX3 SRDF backing volumes
The following are the virtual pool configuration requirements specific to SRDF
connectivity between two VPLEX local systems deployments, and are additional to the
general virtual pool configuration requirements described in the ViPR Controller Virtual
Data Center Requirements and Information Guide which is available from the ViPR
Controller Product Documentation Index.

l There are two types of target virtual pools: the VPLEX high availability target and
the SRDF target.

l The source virtual pool must be configured for both the VPLEX high availability
target in and the SRDF target.

To change an SRDF protected volume to a VPLEX volume
Requires that there is also an SRDF-only protected virtual pool. You can then use the
Change Virtual Pool service to move a volume from the SRDF-only protected virtual
pool to one of the VPLEX virtual pools created for Deployment A or B.

Create SRDF protected VPLEX local or distributed volume
across two sites

Use the following services to create SRDF protected VPLEX local or distributed
volumes across two sites into a single ViPR Controller consistency group (VMAX RDF
group):

Use the ViPR
Controller Service

To

Create Block Volume When this service is run on the virtual array containing the
VPLEX volumes with backing SRDF volumes, a new volume is
created with SRDF backing volumes.
You must assign the volume to the same consistency group
as the other volumes in the SRDF consistency group.

Create Block Volume
for Host

Performs the same operations as Create Block Volume and
additionally exports the VPLEX volume to a host.

Change all of the volumes in a consistency group from SRDF
protected to VPLEX protected

Use the Change Virtual Pool service, and select, the Move into VPLEX operation,
and All Volumes volume filter to change all of the volumes in the RDF group from
SRDF protected to VPLEX protected.
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Perform SRDF operations on the VPLEX volumes
Use the ViPR Controller services, and operations to perform the following SRDF
operations on the SRDF source (R1), and target (R2) volumes.

ViPR Controller services
The following services can be used from the ViPR Controller UICatalog > Block
Protection services. These services are initiated on the VPLEX front-end volumes
when VPLEX is configured with SRDF backing volumes.

Table 11 Services performed from the ViPR ControllerUI

From ViPR Controller UICatalog >
Block Protection

To

Failover Block Volume Failover from the source to the target
volumes.

Swap Continuous Copies Swap read and write operations from the
source to the target volumes.

ViPR Controller operations
The following ViPR Controller operations can be performed from the ViPR Controller
REST API, or CLI.

Refer to theViPR Controller REST API Reference, available as a zip file from the ViPR
Controller Product Documentation Index for REST API details.

Table 12 Services performed from the ViPR ControllerUI

Use the ViPR Controller CLI command To

viprcli volume continuous _copies pause Pause the SRDF operation.

viprcli volume continuous _copies
resume

Resume the SRDF operation.

viprcli volume continuous _copies
restore

Resynchronize the data between the
R1 and R2 volumes.

viprcli volume continuous _copies
establish

Establish the link between the R1 and
R2 volumes.

viprcli volume continuous _copies pause
-split

Split the link between the R1 and R2
volumes.
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Perform SnapVX operations, with copy (clone) or no copy
(snap) mode

Use the following services to perform SnapVX operations, with copy (clone) or no
copy (snap) mode on the VPLEX local volume with an SRDF backing volume.

Use the ViPR Controller service To

Catalog > Block Protection
Services > Create Block
Snapshot > Type> >
Consistency Group Snapshot
Session

Creates a snapshot session for the VPLEX volume.

Note

When entering the name you are entering the name
of the snapshot session, not the name of the
volume.

Catalog > Block Protection
Services > Create Block
Snapshot > Restore Block
Snapshot

Used either to:

l Restore from linked target — to restore the
linked target data to the source volume.

l Restore from the snapshot session — to
restore the snapshot session data to the source
volume.

Catalog > Block Protection
Services > Link Block
Snapshot

Links the target volume with the SnapVX snapshot
session.

SnapVX operations not supported
The following SnapVX operations are not supported by ViPR Controller when VPLEX is
configured with SRDF backing volumes:

l Unlink the source without delete

l R2 Restore
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APPENDIX A

Common UI procedures

The following information is described in this appendix:

l Create a virtual array........................................................................................ 196
l Adding networks to a virtual array.................................................................... 196
l Adding ports to a virtual array...........................................................................197
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Create a virtual array
A ViPR Controller system administrator can create a virtual array.

Before you begin

l You must log in to ViPR as a system administrator.

l Complete the required discoveries

From the ViPR Controller UI, create a virtual array as follows. Repeat steps 2 -4 for
each virtual array that you want to create.

Procedure

1. From the Administrator Mode, select Virtual > Virtual Array.

2. Click Add.

3. Give the virtual array a name.

4. Click Save. Your virtual array is added to the list of virtual arrays.

Adding networks to a virtual array
The fastest and simplest way to enable communication among resources in your
virtual data center is to add networks to your virtual arrays.

Before you begin

Use ViPR Controller to discover fabric managers.

Networks are collections of ports. You use software provided by your switch vendor to
define networks.

Note

In a VPLEX Metro plus RecoverPoint configuration, if the VPLEX cluster-1 and
cluster-2 are connected to the same Brocade fabrics (no Virtual Fabrics) or same
Cisco VSANs, then please use the other method (Adding ports to a virtual array).

Procedure

1. Edit a virtual array.

The Edit Virtual Array configuration page opens.

2. Click Networks.

The Networks page opens.

3. Click Add Existing.

The Add Network dialog box opens and displays a list of fabrics or VSANs.

4. Select the check box next to each fabric or VSAN you want to add to your
virtual array.

The networks that you add must provide connectivity between the VPLEX and
the physical storage arrays.

5. Click Add.

6. Repeat the previous steps for each virtual array in your configuration.
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Results

Click the name of the virtual array in the breadcrumb bar at the top of the screen to
navigate back to the Edit Virtual Array page. You should see the VPLEX and the two
physical storage systems in the Associated Storage Systems list.
Figure 45 Associated storage systems after adding networks

Adding ports to a virtual array
You can enable connectivity between end-points in a virtual array by manually
selecting the ports that should be network connected.

Before you begin

l You must have System Admin privileges to edit a virtual array.

l Before adding ports to your virtual array, complete all required discoveries for your
datacenter.

Adding specific ports to your virtual array gives you a level of granular control over
which ports you use to communicate with specific resources in your data center. For
example, you can set aside certain ports on your VMAX to communicate with VPLEX .

It is very important for VPLEX to isolate the front end ports for cluster1 in a virtual
array and cluster2 in a separate virtual array. You cannot mix VPLEX front end ports
from both clusters in the same virtual array. This will result in errors during service
execution.

Procedure

1. At the ViPR Controller UI, select Virtual  > Virtual Arrays and select the virtual
array that you want to edit.

The Edit Virtual Array screen appears.

2. Click Storage Ports.
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The Storage Ports page opens.

3. Click Add. The Add Storage Ports dialog box opens.

4. Type a string that filters the ports list in the Search field. For example, if you
enter sp_a in the Search field, the Storage Ports list displays only the ports on
arrays whose names matches that string.

5. Select the check boxes next to each port that you want to add to the virtual
array.

6. Click Add.

ViPR Controller adds the storage ports you selected to the virtual array.
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